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MESSAGE

The Tsunami waves that struck the Coastal Areas in Tamil Nadu in

December, 2004 have caused immense damage to human lives and properties

Immediate Relief and Rehabilitation services were provided to the victims of

Tsunami, including disabled persons by the Government and other Agencies on

war-footing After the Tsunami in December. 2004, a strong need has emerged

for including people with disabilities in all aspects of Disaster Management The

Government of Tamil Nadu and the LI N Team for Tsunami Recovery Support

tUNTRS)have jointly commissioned Wilbur Smith Associates Pnvate Limited

Bangalore to carry out a study on the impact of Tsunami on people with

disabilities, with a special focus on women and children in the context of the

disaster

I am glad to note that the most affected Districts - Nagapattinam.

Kanyakumari and Chennai Districts were chosen for the study with specific

objectives One of the objectives is to evolve strategies for disaster preparedness

and post - disaster interventions for people with disabilities I am happy to note

that the study has brought out significant findings and has made 21

recommendations for inclusion of people with disabilities in different aspects of

Disaster Management The office of the State Commissioner for Disabled will

certainly examine all these recommendations and recommend to the State

Government for implementing them for the welfare of the disabled population

I congratulate Dr Rama Kashyap. the Government officials. Non-

Governmental Organisations and others engaged in this study for their

commitment and devotion to this important assignment touching the lives of the

disabled population in the State

(V.K. JEYAKODI)
State Commissioner for

the Disabled
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Overview

Several publications have highlighted the
need to include people with disabilities
in all aspects of disaster management,
especially after the tsunami in December
2004. Guidelines for inclusion and some

research reports on disability and disaster
are now available Review of available
literature shows that so lar. no study has
been conducted to capture the views and
perceptions of a sizeable group of people
with disabilities and their families, who

were directly affected by the tsunami in
India. Government of Tamil Nadu and

United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) commissioned Wilbur Smith
Associates Private Limited to carry out
a study in Nagapattinam. Kanyakumari
and Chennai districts of Tamil Nadu on
the impact of tsunami on people with
disabilities, with a special focuson women
and children in the context of disaster.

B. Study Objectives
The objectives of the study were: To
document the views of people with
disabilities and their families on how they
coped with the disaster, whether they were
able lo access help and what barriers they
faced in accessing help, withaspecial focus
on women and children with disability. To
identify key players in the government
and NGO sector in the affected areas
who addressed die needs of people with
disabilities during and after the disaster,
and lo document the types of services
provided to people with disabilities. To
assess the effectiveness of the services

during and after die disaster from the
perspectives of people with disabilities and
their families. To estimate the prevalence
of disability (those newly disabled by

die tsunami and those with pre-existing
disability) in die study areas. To evolve
strategies for disaster preparedness and
post-disaster interventions for people with
disabilities, with special focus on women
and children with disability.

An operations research methodology
was followed, which was developed in a
participatory manner to take into account
die views of different stakeholders, using
a mix of methods such as questionnaires,
interviews, focus group discussions and
case studies. At all levels, the study focused
on die special issues faced by women
and children with disabilities. Tools welt!

developed to collect quantitative and
qualitative information on the views of
people with disabilities, their families and
service roviders, which were first tested in
a pilot study in Chennai.

A purposive sampling mediod was
used and the final sample consisted
of 319 people with disabilities from
urban communities (Chennai), peri-
urban communities (Akkaraipettai in
Nagapattinam) and rural communities
(all settlements in Kanyakumari and
Poompuhar in Nagapattinam).The sample
included 194 adult men and women

(equally represented). 80 children below
14years and45olderchildren/adolescents
and adults wdth mental retardation and

multiple disabilities.
A total of 141 service providers Irom

the three study districts were contacted
through email for their views, however,
only 12service providersresponded to die
same. Data were analyzed using MS Excel
and SPSS.
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C. Significant Findings

People with locomotor disabilities
comprised the largest group of
respondents, followed by people with
mental retardation, speech and hear-ing
problems, multiple disabilities, mental
illness and visual disabilities. Only one
person in the sample was a person affected
by Hansen's Disease. Fifty percent of the
sample were from rural, underserved (in
termsof disability service providers) areas.
A majority of the sample belonged to the
most backward communities, had a family
income of less than Rs. 2000 per month,
lived less than 200 metres from the sea

at the time of the disaster, and was thus

maximally affected by the tsunami.

D. Disability Prevalence
In The Study Areas
Secondarydata on disability prevalence in
the three study areas are based on listing
of people who received or are registered
for relief and reconstruction measures and
are therefore not comprehensive.

The present study shows that 8.2% of
the study sample became disabled after/
due to the tsunami.

E. Coping In The Immediate
Aftermath OfThe Tsunami

In the immediate aftermath of the tsunami,
a majority oi res|x>ndents/people with
disabilities were rescued and helped to
reach safe places by family members
(42%) and neighbours (39.2%).

The study reveals diat people in an
urban area like Chennai were able to reach

safe places faster than their peri-urban and
rural counterparts. People in the interior
rural and coastal villages of Kanyakumari
took longer to reach safe places.

("aping Miih tsunami anrtpluraliiry study nnpmuns Win dlsonility inihtn- dianaso(larailnadu

Immediate needs reported by the
sample of persons with disability included
food andwater(88.4%).clothing (61.4%).
shelter (39.2%). medical care (27.3%)
and the need to find family members
(16.6%). The need for assistive devices
was reported as an Immediate need by a
small proportion ol respondents

Amajorityof the respondents (78.7%)
did receive the assistance perceived as
required, immediately after the disaster.
The general public was reported to be the
major benefactorin addressing immediate
needs.

A majority of respondent Persons with
DisabUity (85%) reported satisfaction
Hlib what they received. About 20% of the
sample people with disabilities reported
that they had difficulties in accessing
immediate relief, the major reasons being
delays in accessing services and their
absence from the spot, as many had fled to
other places in the immediate aftermath.

No differences were found between

the sexes in relation to access to Immediate

relief, as well as barriers to access.

F. From The Recovery And
Reconstruction Phase

To The Present

The survey of persons with disability
conducted as part of the study revealed
diat 90% the respondents received food
and water. 75% received clothes and 55%

received monetary assistance. This was
followed bythose reporting assistance with
housing, medical care and counselling.
Receipt of disability-specific assistance
such as assistive devices, identity cards
and medical certificates were reported by
fewer numbers.

The government and NGOs were



reported as the main service providers
during die recover) and reconstruction
phase by a majority of respondents.
Almost 80% of the respondents reported
that they laced no difficult) in access to
diese services and that all their needs were

met.

The majordil fie tilttescited bythose who
had problems in access were bureaucratic
delays due to poor organization and co
ordination, followed li> absence from the
spot for a long time as they had moved to
other places alter the tsunami.A very small
proportion cited that their disability was a
barrier to access.

Study results do not indicate any
difference between the sexes in relation

to access to recovery and reconstruction
services, as well as barriers to access.

Immediate family members and
other relatives were the greatest source of
support during and after the disaster to
people with disabilities and their families,
followed by iieighhoiirs/lriends. NGOs
and the government.

Loss of livelihood was the greatest
difficulty faced by people with disabilities
and their families, followed by physical
and menial health problems

The study results showed that there
was an almost 10% drop in the number
of disabled children accessing formal
education after the tsunami in the affected

areas. The reasons cited were distance

of new house from the school, drop
in income/allonl.ibility on the part of
parents, setback in child's progress due
to break from school during and after
the tsunami, increased health problems
in children after the tsunami, and loss of

mobility aids alter the tsunami.
Major unmet needs at present are

social security schemes (cited by -50%
respi indents), livelihoods (1 8.5%) .medical
certificates (-14%) and medical help
(12.5%). Disability-specific interventions
were unci as an unmet need by a smaller
prop irtii in (11.2%).

The study also revealed that many
respondents tended to hide information on
what they had already received, with the
expectation ol more benefits, especially for
livelihoods In some cases, it was evident

that the initiative to work and earn then

own living bad declined to some extent
due to all the benefits received.

In die case of families, almost 70%

were members ol existingor new self-help
groups. Among those who were not part
of groups, the reasonswere preoccupation
with their disabled children, poverty and
inability to save, and lack of awareness on
group activity in their areas.

G. Change In Life Before
And After The Tsunami

About half of die sample reported that their
lives had changed for the worse after the
tsunami due to Ul health, reduced income

or emotional trauma. However, about I 2%

also reported that their lives had changed
lor the better due to new opportunities
and assistance received.

H. Emotional Impact OfThe Tsunami
Problemswithemotionaltraumaandmental

health issues were reported as a major
problem by many. About 45% of people
with disabilities and 43% of the families

received medication and counselling to
help them cope with dieir problems.

Significantly, about 40% of people
with disabilities and 43% of families who

reported a need for such help, could not
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get the same. At present however, a majority
of adults and children are able to get on
with their lives as before, even though for
some 'life is not quite the same'. About 5-
6% of adults and children continue to have

menial healdi problems.

I. Perspective Of Women
With Disabilities

Athird of women with disabilities reported
facingspecialproblems, ofwhom amajority
reported the need for privacy and personal
hygiene in the immediate aftermath of the
tsunami. Lack of clothes and lack of toilet

facilities in reliefcampswere cited as major
problems by most of them.

One fourth of these women reported
exclusion from existing and new self-
help groups during the reconstruction
phase because of their disability. An equal
proportion was unable to join these groups
because of their poverty and inability to
save. Focus group discussions with the
women also revealed their pressing need
for livelihood support.

J. Perspective Of Service Providers
Only 8.5% of service providers contacted
through email returned the completed
questionnaires. Apart from the fact that
email response rates are usually low. this
could also be an indication that disability
was not a priority for most of them in their
work during the disaster and later.

K. Conclusion

The study showed that people widi
disabilities had the same needs, access to

services and barriers lo access, as odiers

in the general population. However, they
also had certain disability-specific needs
and barriers that would need special

Coping with tsunami, anCTpiontory study an penont nilhdiwhihty inihtrr disintts of(umilnadu

attention of service providers in disaster
situations. The findings of the study led
to 21 recommendations for inclusion of

people with disabilities in different aspects
of disaster management. Most of these
recommendations would benefit not only
people with disabilities in future disaster
situations, but also other vulnerable

groups like the elderly, pregnant women
and women with small children. It

would therefore be cost-effective for

service providers to take note of these
recommendations in addressing different
aspects of disaster management in the
future.



INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

The tsunami of December 2004 affected

many persons with disability living in
the coastal belt of Tamil Nadu. While the

recovery and rehabilitation programmes
for tsunami-affected people are underway,
there are hardly any published records on
people with disabilities and the aid and
assistance they received to reconstruct
their lives; how they were able to access
the assistance that poured in; whedier
there was lasting impact on those who did
manage to access some services; and who
thekey players were who focused attention
on the needs of persons with disabilities in
the affected districts.

In an attempt to address these issues.
Government of Tamil Nadu and United

Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
commissioned Wilbur Smith Associates

to carry out a study in Nagapattinam,
Kanyakumari and Chennai districts of
Tamil Nadu on the impact of the tsunami
on people with disabilities, with a special
focus on women and children in the

context of disaster.

B. Background OfThe Study
There is much international debate about

the wayin which disastermanagement and
rehabilitation programmes are conceived
and implemented in many developing
countries. While swift action is mandatory
for immediate relief for affected persons, it
is equally important to have post-disaster
programmes that strengthen coping
capacities of communities and contribute
to long term developmental needs, leading
to a permanent, positive change.

While disaster has an impact on all
affected people, it has been noted that in
the caseof people widi disabilities, reduced

mobility can lead to less visibility, less
access and low survival chances. Persons

with disability also tend to get excluded
from relief and rehabilitation programmes
due lo following reasons:

> Lack of prior data on personswidi
disability living in disaster-prone areas

> Lack of awareness about their special
needs at the time of a disaster

> Lack of information and training 10
persons with disability and their families
to deal with their needs at die lime of the

disaster

> Inadequate early warning communication
systems that are specially designed for
people with different disabdities

> Lack of appropriate rescuesystems
designed for persons with disability

> Unequal distribution of reliefresources
(leading to exclusionof persons with
disability)

> Lack of special services (including
psychologicalsvvupport) for persons
with disability, particularly for women
with disabilities during and after a
disaster

> Problems of isolation when persons with
disability are separated from their care
givers and support groups at the time of
disasters

> lack of long-term social, economic and
psychological support that is specially
designed for persons widi disability after
a disaster situation

> Disasters diat lead to disability and the
plight of persons with disability in disaster
situations deserve a prominent place in the
international humanitarian agenda. It is also
clear that every disaster situation calls for
synergies between various players involved
in disaster management, community
development and disability issues.



C Review Of Activities/Services

Provided By Key Actors
In The Disability Sector

Government Of India

Governmentof Indiaplays asignificant role
in promoting policies and programmes
for people widi disabdities. India was the
first among SouthAsian nations to sign the
new UN Convention on Rights of Persons
with Disabilities.

The Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment (MSJE) is the nodal
ministry for disability issues.

lour major Acts have been passed by
die government as part of comprehensive
disability legislation, defining rights and
entidement.These include:

> Mental Health Act. 1987

> The Rehabilitation Council of India Act.
1992

> The Persons with Disabilities (Equal
Opportunities.

> Protection of Rights, and full
Participation) Act, 1995

> The National Trust Act for Welfare of

Persons with Autism. Cerebral Palsy
Mental Retardationand Multiple
DisabilityAct, 1999.

Mechanisms for monitoring
implementation and redress are in
place through the Office of the Chief
Commissioner of Disabilities in Delhi,
along with Commissioners at state level,
and the special rapporteur for disability in
the National Human RightsCommission.

Inclusive education for children widi

disabdities is promoted through the Sarva
ShiksliaAbhiyan scheme.Special education
is promoted through special centres
funded by the government.

Aschemeof reservationof 3%of jobsin

public sector undertakings helps promote
employment, while vocational training
centresand special employment exchanges
facilitate training and placement. The
National Rural Employment Guarantee
scheme (NREGS) being implemented
in pdot districts all over the country
also includes persons with disabilities.
The National Handicapped Finance and
Development Corporation (NHFDC)
provides low-interest loans to people with
disabdities.

Human Resource Development,
development of models of service
delivery and research are promoted by
six national institutes specialising in
different impairments, five Composite
Rehabilitation Centres, four Regional
Rehabilitation Centres, and a number of
District Rehabilitation Centres.

Production and distribution of

prosthetics and orthotics, aids and
appliances is undertaken through the
government company, AL1MCO. A scheme
called ADIP subsidises access to aids and

appliances.
The Ministry of Social Justice and

Empowerment provides grants to NGOs
for various services to people widi
disabilides.

Other schemes include provision of
identity cards, concessions for education,
travel, self employment, pension and
maintenance. The central government has
also instituted national awards to be given
annually to individuals and organisations
in the disability sector.

Government OfTamil Nadu

The State Government has been proactive
in promoting various schemes and
programmes for people with disabilities.



A State Commissioner for the

Disabled has been appointed in Tamil
Nadu to monitor the implementation
of the Act. besides his role as Head of

die Department for Rehabilitation of the
Disabled, within the Social Welfare and

Nutritious Meal Programme Department.
The Stale Commissioner is assisted by the
District Disability Rehabilitation Officers
(DDRO). Linkages are maintained widi
other sections of the Social Welfare and

Nutritious Meal Programme Department
and other deparunents as needed, at the
state and district levels.

The Department for Rehabilitation of
the Disabled has the following functions:

—Toassess the naaire and extent of the

problem ofdisabled people, including
early detection and immunization
against polio, measles, rubella,
mumps, etc., besides free bus-passes,
supply of simple aids and appliances
suited to the needs of die individual

in order to improve mobility and
physical capacity.

-To ensure that every disabled child is
given free and compulsory primary
education, either special education
or integrated (inclusive) education,
based on the level of disability of
the individual and also to promote
the integration of disabled students
wilh normal Students at every stage,
depending upon the capacity/level
/need of each disabled child.

-To develop the required skilled
manpower by establishing Teacher
Training Centres and develop a corps
of competent teachers in educational
instiluiions/training centres who
have developed a deep understanding
of the problems of disabled people.

-To promoiespecial supportive facilities
like scholarship, free transport,
supply of teaching aids, special aids
and assistive devices, appointment of
ResourceTeachers, Hostel facility, etc,
and to help disabledpeople to pursue
appropriate higher education.

—To identify trades suited to each
category of disabled people,
particularly in specific industries and
to establish and run training centres
for disabledpeople.

-To arrange financial assistance for
disabled trainees towards purchase of
tools, kits, etc. required by them.

—To facilitate banks and other financial

institutions to assist liberally for self-
employment ventures.

-To introduce measures for the

removal of architectural barriers in

all buildings, to provide easy access
and indeed remove all barriers to

the successful adjustment of disabled
people.

—To take suitable measures to enable

disabled persons to participate in
cultural and sports events, as in the
case of normal persons.

—To take suitable measures to provide
equal opportunities, ensure full
participationand protect the rights of
disabled persons.

The following sections, accessed from
http://www.tn.gov.in/policynotes/
pdf/ socialwelfare.pdf provide more
detadsabout different programmes of the
state government.

> Disabled Popidation in the State: As per
Census of India 2001, the total disabled

population in the state ofTamil Nadu is
16,42,497, with the following break-up:



-Visual impairment : 9,64,063.
-Hearing Impairment : 1,97,115.
-Locomotor disability : 3.53,798.
-Mental retardation : 1,27,521.

> In order to have a sound database on

the disabled population in the State, the
State Government has decided to launch

a State-wide survey to gather details
relating to disabled population.

> Special Education for Disabled
Children: There are 23 Government

Special Schools, of which 10are for
visually impaired, 11 for hearing
impaired, one for the severely locomotor
disabled and one for the mentally
retarded.

> Twenty Pre-School Sections for cluldren
with speech and hearing

> impairment are functioning in the
Government Special Schools for Deafand
in the Government.

> Aided Schools for the Deaf.

> Early Intervention Centres: Early
Intervention Centres for infants and

young children with hearing impairment
have been established in 10 Districts

including Chennai, Madurai, Coimbatore,
Tiruchy,Tiruvarur, Salem, Kanniyakumari,
Tiruvallur, Sivaganagai andTirunelveli.
These Centres are managed by NGOs.

> Support to Visually Impaired Students:
Visually impaired students, who have
studied in Tamil Medium and secured the

first three ranks at District and Stale level

in 10th and 12th Public Examinations,

are awarded with cash prizes.Further,

financial assistance is provided to visually-
handicapped students for pursuing higher
studies.Tape recorders with Pre-Recorded
Lesson Cassettes are provided to Visually
Handicapped Students,who are studying
in the Government Higher Secondary
School for the Blind at Poonamallee and

Tiruchirapalli and GovernmentHigh
School for the Blind at Thanjavur. In order
to exposeVisually Handicappedstudents
to the use ofComputers, 10 Computers
with 'Talking Software' are provided
to the Government Higher Secondary
School for the Blind at Poonamallee and

Tiruchirapalli.

> Teacher Training: Training of teachers in
special education is promoted through
three institutions in the state: the

Government Higher Secondary School
for the Blind, Poonamallee, Chennai

(Junior Diploma in teaching the Blind);
BalavdiarTraining School, Kilpauk,
Chennai (Junior/Senior Diploma in
Teaching the Mentally Challenged) and
Little Flower HigherSecondary School for
the Hearing Impaired, Chennai (Junior/
Senior Diploma in teaching the Hearing
Impaired).Secondary GradeTeachers
Training (Diploma in Teacher Education-
DTE) Programme is conducted at the
Government Higher Secondary School for
the Blind at Poonamallee. for 25 visually
impaired and 25 locomotor disabled
candidates.

> Government Regional Braille Press: The
Regional Braille Press in the campus of
the Government Higher Secondary School
for the Blind, Poonamallee supphes
Braille Books for visually impaired
students.



>Modern Training Cum Production
Workshop (Mtcpw), Guindy, Chennai.
A Modern Training t inn Production
Workshop located at Guindy, Chennai.
functions under the direct control of the

State Commissioner for the Disabled. It

undertakes designing, production and
manufacture of tricycles and wheel chairs
10 meet the requirements of District
Rehabilitation Centres every year.

> Government Rehabilitation Home

with Sheltered Workshop for Visually
Impaired Women, Poonamallee.
Visually impaired women in the age
group of 1840 years (45 years in the
case of SC/ST) are trained in chalk
making and weaving in the Government
Rehabilitation Home with Sheltered

Workshop lor die Blind women at
Poonamallee These products are sold to
hospitalsand schools.

> Training ForPhysically Handicapped
PersonsThrough District Rehabilitation
Centres: The Department lor
Rehabilitation of the Disabled conducts
the following free training programmes
for disabled persons through the District
Rehabilitation Centres

> Diploma Course in Medical laboratory
Technology (DMLT)-Two year duration.
(Chennai.Salem.Tirunelveli.Trichy,
Thanjavur. Madurai) Computer Training
Course - Six months duration in all

Districts for locomotor disabled and

hearing impaired persons and in Chennai
for visually Impaired persons.

> Training forVisually Impaired Persons:
The Department for Rehabilitation
of the Disabled conducts the

following free training programmes
for visuallyilmpaired persons at the
Government Industrial Training Centre for
the Blind at Poonamallee:

> -Filter-cum-Basic Machine Operator
(One year duration),

> -Book-Binder (One year Duration).

> -Cutting and Taiwioring for women
(One year Duration)

> Free Surgical Correction for Polio and
SpinalCord Injured Persons: Special
medical camps are conducted by the
Department for identification of spinal
cord injured and polio affected persons
in need ol surgical correction through
the District Kehalnlitation Centres. On

identification, those requiring surgery
are sent to the Medical College Hospital

District Headquarters hospitals.

> Aids and Appliances:The following types
of aidsand appliances are provided to
the identified physically disabled persons.
In i -!ii ist, ai11 irding to their disability
usage ol limbs, power and requirement
of appliances through the District
Rehabilitation Centres:

-Tricycle.
Wheel chair

-Goggle
-Folding srick

Braille watch.

-Hearing aid
-Solar rechargeable battery

Calipers
-Crutches

-Artificial limb

> The Government has proposed to provide
the latest modular functional artificial

limbs available in the country to student



amputees. From 2007-2008. motorised
tricycles will be supplied to severely
disabled students numbering 60, free
of cost.Further, 290 disabled working
persons will be provided a subsidy to
purchase motorized tricycle/motor cycle.

> Reservation for Disabled People: Three
percent vacancies/seats arising in all the
State/Public Services and Educational

Institutions under Government,
Government-aided and Local Bodies

have been reserved for disabled people.
Inw the Education Department, 2% of
vacancies for teaching postsare reserved
for the visually impaired persons and 2%
of vacancies in non-teaching postsare
reserved for hearing unpaired persons.

> Special recruitment drive: The

Government has decided to holda special
recruitment test for employing disabled
people in the vacancies under 3%
reservation through Tamil Nadu Public
Service Commission. This will cover

vacancies of posts which come under the
purview of the TNPSC.

> Unemployment AllowanceTo The
Unemployed Visually Handicapped:
Unemployed visually disabled persons
are paid unemployment allowance for a
period of 10 years or up to the age of 40
years (45 years in the case of SC/ST) or
till they get employment, whichever is
earlier.

> Self-employment: The Department is
taking steps to assist disabled persons
to avad loans from Nationalised Banks

for self-employment ventures. Women
with disability are given training for self-

employment and loan for starting small
business. Disabled persons in rural areas
are given priority for assistance with
handicrafts and petty shops.Special Self-
HelpGroups are formed exclusively with
persons with disabilities and financial
assistance is provided to these groups to
start self-employment ventures. Further,
the State Government is taking steps to
provideassistance for self-employment
ventures through the Schemes sponsored
by the National Handicapped Finance and
Development Corporation, Government
of India.

> Issue of National Identity Card, Pass
Book and Disability Certificate: As per
the Persons with Disabdities Act 1995.
Disability Certificates are issued by
the District Medical Board for Persons

with Disabilities formed at the District

Medical College Hospital and District
HeadQuarters Hospitals on a specific
day/days of the week. Regular camps
are conducted throughout the State at
Block andTaluk levels to issue Identity
Cards. Fifty Medical Boards for Persons
with Disabilities are functioning inTamil
Nadu. Students with disabilities aregiven
Identity Cards through special camps
conducted at the School premises of
Special Schools/SSASchools/IED Schools.

> Concessions to PersonsMarrying
Disabled Persons: The quantum of
Marriage Assistance has been raised
from Rs. 10.000/- to Rs.20.000/- by the
Government during 2006-07 for persons
marrying people with visual impairment,
locomotor disability andspeech/hearing
impairments.



> Free TYavcl Concession to Disabled

Persons in State Owned Transport

Corporation Buses: The Slate
Government provides free bus passes to
benefitvarious disabled persons to travel
in State owned Transport Corporation
Buses.Visually impaired persons are
permitted to travel free of cost in the
Government Transport Corporation Buses
up to 100 Kms from their resident e
without any condition.The concessions
have been extended to other disabled

persons with certain conditions in
order to pursue their education, visit
hospitals, training centres and undertake
employment. People with visual and
locomotor disabilities are permuted
to travel to their native place and back
within the Stale once in a year in Express
buses. Mentally challenged persons are
permitted to travel with one escort, free
of cosl widioui income limit.

> Registration of Non-Governmental
OrganisationsWorking for the
Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons: It

is mandatory forall NGOs providing
various services to the disabled persons
to get registered in the office of the Stale
Commissioner for the Disabled under the

Persons with Disabilities Act. 1995.

> Barrier-Free Environment for Disabled

Persons: The State Government is taking
various steps to provide a barrier free
environment lor disabled persons.As
per the provisionsof the 1995 Act,
Development Control Rules (DCR) for
Chennai Metropolitan Development Area
have been amended for provision of
ramps and other barrier free facilities in
public buildings.The State Government

has directed the Public Works

Department, Highways Department,
Transport Department and Municipal
Administration Deparunent to take
necessary steps to provide barrier free
environment for disabled persons so as to
ensure full participation of the disabled
persons in all the activities of the society.

> Maintenance Allowance to Severely
Disabled Persons: The amount given
as Maintenance Allowance to severely
disabled persons has been raised from
Rs.200/- to Rs.500/- per month from
2006. Maintenance Allowance is sent to

the residence of disabled persons through
money order every month. Government
has decided to provide all severely
mentally retarded persons with the same
pension as severely disabled persons,
without any celling as to their number or
income.

> Sheltered Home for Adult Mentally
Challenged Girls:To protect the adult
mentally challenged girls above 14 years,
the Government offers grants-in-aid lo
NGOs for running sheltered Homes.
Under this scheme, five Homes at

Madurai, Salem,Tulicorin, Sivagangai and
Vellore are supported.

> Home for the Mentally 111: In order
to lake care of mentally ill persons, the
Government has established a Home for

the menially ill atThirupathur in Vellore
District. Udiavum Ullangal, a local NGO,
manages this Home.

> Day Care Centres for Mentally
Challenged Children: Three day
care centers for menially challenged



children are functioning in Tin m
District, benefiting 90 children. NGOs
manage diese centres with the grants-
in-aid assistance provided by the state
government.

> Grant-In-Aid Assistance to Run Special
School for Persons with Mental

Retardation: IiiTheni District, one

Special School of an NGO for 25 mentally
retarded children is functioning with
the assistance ol Government. Grant-

in-aid is provided to one Special School
each in Chennai, Salem and Coimbatore

benefiting Mentally Retarded Children.

> Registration of Psychiatric
Rehabilitation Centres: Tamil Nadu

Registration of Psychiatric Rehabilitation
Centres for Mentally ill Persons Rules,
2002, has been notified to regulate
Psychiatric Rehabilitation Centres for
mentally ill persons for the first time in
India.

> Assistance to Physically Disabled Law
Graduates: Fifteen physically disabled
Law graduates are given financial
assistance of Rs.3000/-each to register at
BarCouncil as Lawyers and for purchase
of Law books.

> International Day of Disabled People:
'International Day ol the Disabled' is
observed on 3rd Decemberevery year by
the State Government. "State Level Sports
Meet" is conducted, with as many as
5000 disabled children participating from
all over the State.Cultural programme
is also conducted to bring out the talent
ofdisabled children. On this day. State
Awards are distributed to individuals

and institutions who render outstanding
Services lor disabled people. Aids and
appliances are alsodistributed on this
• ii. ,i .ii >n

> State and National Awards: To encourage
persons who are involved in the services
for disabled people, awards are presented
by the State Government during
Independence Day and International Day
of the Disabled People. National Awards
are distributed by the Ministry of Social
Justice and Empowerment, Government

of India on the occasion of International

Dayof the Disabled People on 3rd
December every year. During 2006-07.
Tamil Nadu received six National Awards.

> District Rehabilitation Centres: Tamil

Nadu is the only State in the Country
with District Rehabilitation Centres in all

the Districts These District Rehabilitation

Centres identify disabled persons and
provide necessary rehabilitation assistance
depending on the nature of disability.

> National Programme for Rehabiliration
ofPersons with Disabilities (NPRPD):
The National Programme for
Rehabilitation of Persons with Disabilities

(NPRPD) Scheme is implemented in
six districts, namely Kancheepuram.
Tiriivannamalai, Ramanathapuram,
Theni.Thanjavur andTiruvarur.The main
objective c.l tin scheme is to provide
Community Based Rehabilitation services
to the disabled population in these
Districts. As a part ol this scheme, a State
Resource-Cuni-Training Centre (SRTC)
is functioning at Chennai, conducting
training for Government officials and
others on rehabilitation.



> National Trust: To fulfill the objective
ofThe National Trust Act for the

Welfare of Persons with Autism,

Cerebral Palsy, Mental Retardation and
MultipleDisabilities. 1999, Local Level
Committees (LLC) have been formed in
the Districts with the District Collector as

the Chairman. An amount of Rs. 10000/-

per annum is allotted to each LLC to take
up activities, which includes awareness
generation, appointment of legal
guardians, sensitization ol NGOs, etc.

> Government Rehabilitation Homes:

Ten Rehabilitation Homes have

been established in Kancheepuram.
Villupuram. Krishnagiri. Pudukottai,
Thanjavur. Madurai.Thiruvannamalai.
Dharmapuri. Salem and Erode districts,
with a view to extending medical
assistance and rehabilitation to persons
affected by leprosy.

> Government Care Camp, Melpakkam:
The Tamil Nadu Prevention of

BeggaryAct was enacted in 1945. The
Government Care Camp at Melpakkam
was started in 1954. Beggarsconvicted
by the Judicial Magistrates are kept in
the Home.They are provided with free
boarding, lodging, clothing, medical
facdities and also given training in
various trades like weaving, carpentry,
pottery and tailoring. On completion of
conviction period, they are sent back to
their homes.

> Distribution ofColour Television Sets:

The programme ol distributionof colour
television sets, free of cost to families
who do not own them, was inaugurated
in September. 2006. Accordingly.

the residents of all 10 Government

Rehabilitation Homes and the Care Camp
were given ColourTelevision sets.

> Constitution of DisabledWelfare

Board:The Government has established a

separatewelfare board for disabled people
to ensure continuing governmental
attention and assistance for disabled

people.

Non-governmental
Organisations And Disabled
Persons' Organisations (DPOs)
A number of non-governmental
organisations work in the fieldof disability
all over the country, many of whom
provide high quality services but with
limited coverage.

While there is no national

cross-disability umbrella organisation,
there are disability rights coalitions
consisting of organisations of and for
disabled pei>plc in Delhi, Kolkata. Chennai
and Bangalore.

Disability networks are functioning
in Gujarat, Maharastra, Andhra Pradesh.
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Orissa and Kerala.

Some well known DPOs include the

National Federation of the Blind and All

India Confederation of the Blind and All

India Federation of the Deaf. There is a

growing number of parents' organisations,
and numerous grassroots level self-help
groups.

In Tamil Nadu, there are an estimated

~90 non governmental organisations
working in the disability sector. Many
work in close partnership with the state
government in implementing programmes
in education, training, long term care and
community based rehabilitation
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D. Review Of Guidelines On

Inclusion Of People With
Disabilities In Disaster

Management
After the tsunami of December 2004,
different publications have highlighted the
need to include people with disabilities
in all aspects of disaster management.
Guidelines and some research reports are
now avadable, as detailed below:

> The Sphere Project.Charter and Minimum
Standards in disaster Response. 2004.
v.u HI spliere|)tii|eit <»ry; /handbook/index.htm

> Looking with a Disability Lens at the
Disaster Caused by the Tsunami in South
EastAsia, by Barbara Oosters for CBM
International

wee cv.dce clopinentgatt-wjy.coin.au/l_hU/

J_hia/lang/en/pid22S4
> WHO 2005. Disasters. Disability and

Rehabilitation.

eeevev esliti iiilAh'Icni e ni|iii . 11/

Other disaster.disability! |xll
> ITDG 2005. Guidelines for Planning in

the Re-building Process - Resource Pack.
Chapter 5: Disability Sensitive Planning
for RehabiIitation /Reconstruction.

www.itdg.org/docs/rcgion_south_asU/
guidelines planning-rebuilding jkII

> The U.S. Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) update of its brief
guidelines in 2004. "Assisting People
with Disabilities in a Disaster".

www k-iiu eov/n-r/assisd slum

> Following die floods in Bangladesh in
2004, Handicap International published a
booklet "How to include Disability Issues
in Disaster Management".
wwuduiiditapinii-ri:

> "Lessons Learned from the World Trade

Center Disaster", a report prepared by the
Center for Independence of the Disabled

of NY (CIDNY), alternating betwn n
small case studies and recommendations

by the disability group that was based
closest lo Ground Zero in 2001.

www

> A series of short Factsheets and

recommendations for each disability
group to attain disaster preparedness
has been issued by June Issacson Kailes.
focusing on earthquake preparedness.
www.Jlk cimi

> Recently, the Phuket Declaration on
Tsunami Preparedness for Persons with
Disabilities was officially adopted in
March 2007. following the International
Conference on Tsunami Preparedness for
Persons with Disabilities, held in January
2007 in Thailand.

http://wrww.dinl m nipt/
ws070l 12 ..html

> In India, training for people with
disabilities on disaster management is
being conducted by different agencies.
An example is the training programme
on "Addressing the Disabled in Disaster
Management", focusing on first aid and
awareness on disaster preparedness for
the menially and physically challenged
students, their parents and teachers in
Orissa. organised by the Indian Red Cross
Society. Cuttack in March 2007.

Research reports
> Asummary of research reports on

disability and disaster reviewed by the
study team, is given below:

> "Disability in Conflict and Emergency
Situations: Focus on Tsunami-affected

Areas" by Maria Kett, Sue Stubbs and
Rebecca Yeo on behalf of the International

Disability and Development Consortium,
June 2005, published by the UK KAR



Disability Programme:
\\ w w disability K i lc.doc

> The aim of the research was to

promote the inclusion ofdisability in
emergency, conflict situations and refugee
programmes.The particular objectives
were to assess the extent of inclusion,

networking and resources in post-
tsunami contexts.The geographical focus
was mainly Sri Lanka, with contributions
from India and Indonesia. In brief,

findings were that inclusion according
to the 'social model' of disability was
quite limited, with scant evidence that
funding reached poor disabled people's
organizations.

> With relation to India, the researchers

found that "inclusion of disabled persons
seems to be limited to surveys, receiving
reliefand aids and equipment, and
does not involve inclusion in planning,
decision-making or management.The
cumbersome bureaucracy was cited as
a major obstacle in post-tsunami relief
and rehabilitation, and there were the

same issues relating to reconstruction
and potential displacement of fishing
communities".

> While the researchers interacted with

different stakeholders, the number of

affected people with disabilities they met
in India was very small; only 10 people
with disabilities were met.

> "International Disability Rights Monitor:
Disability and EarlyTsunami Relief Efforts
in India, Indonesia and Thailand", Centre

for International Rehabilitation,Washingt
on, September 2005. www.dxnerwork org

> The study looked at inclusion of people
with disabdities in disaster management
from a human rights perspective.The

, researchers interacted widi a variety

of stakeholders including people with
disabilities, although the report does
not mention the number of people with
disabilities met by die study team.The
report concludes "Taken together, the
piecesof this report show that despite the
dedicated, intensive, well-funded relief
efforts, people with disabilities living in
the affected areas continue to experience
a loss of dieir human rights - both
through the devastation of the disaster
itself and through overall exclusion from
die recovery efforts".

> "The Indian Ocean Tsunami Disaster

2004: a Situational Assessment to

Inform Response and Future Planning
of the WorldFederation of Occupational
Therapists".The study, conducted in
March 2005, places emphasis on the need
for a regional workshop to plan for the
readiness of occupational therapists to
participate effectively in future disasters.
www.wfot.ors

E. Rationale For The Present Study
The review of available literature reveals

that so far, no study has been conducted
to capture the views and perceptions of a
sizeable group of people with disabilities
and their families, who were affected by
the tsunami in India.

The present study is probably one
of the first in this genre in India and is
expected to provide inputs to the state
government for policy and design of
appropriate intervention models for
people with disabilities in all phases of
disaster management.

F. Objectives OfThe Study
The main objective of the study is to
suggest models of intervention for people

II
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with disabilities in all the phases ofdisaster
management with special emphasis
on women and children. The specific
objectives of the study are listed below:

-To document the views of people

H. Key Stakeholders
For the purpose of the study, the key
stakeholders were:

> Peoplewith disabilities, their families and
immediate communities in the affected

with disabilities and their families areas, especially women and children.
on how they coped widi die disaster, > Government - state, district and local

whether they were able to access levels

help and what barriers they faced in > Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
accessing help, with special focus on in the affected areas that were involved in

women and children with disability. relief and rehabilitation efforts

-To identify key players in the > United Nations Tsunami Recovery
government and NGO sector in the Support
affected areas who addressed die > Experts and professionals, including the
needs of people with disabilities study team.
during and after the disaster, and
to document the types of services I. Study Team
provided to people with disabdities. The study was conducted and coordinated

-To assess the effectiveness of the by Wilbur Smith Associates. The core
services provided during and after team comprised two members of the
the disaster from the perspective of company and an external expert. The team
people with disabilities and their was supported by UNTRS and the Tamil
families. Nadu State Commissioner for Disabilities

—To estimatethe prevalence ofdisability dirough periodic review and monitoring
(those newly disabled by the tsunami of the process.
and those with pre-existing disability) At the district level, the following
in the study areas. three nodal NGOs working in die field

-To evolve strategies for disaster of disability were identified; staff of these
preparedness and post-disaster NGOs, including persons with disability.
interventions for people with supported the core team:
disabilities, with a special focus on -Sangamam Extension Project of
women and children with disability. Stella Maris College for Kasimedu,

Chennai,

G. Methodology -Rucode India for Kanyakumari
An operations research methodology district, and

developed in a participatory manner -Leonard Cheshire Disability
was foUowed. taking into account the Development Project for
views of different stakeholders, using a Nagapattinam district.
mix of methods such as questionnaires,
interviews, focus group discussions and J. Secondary Data Collection
case studies. And Review

Secondary data were collected from the



Office of the State Commissioner for
Disabilities, Chennai. District Disability
Rehabilitation Officers (DDRO) of each
district and the Tamil Nadu Tsunami Relief

Centre (TNTRC) on available statistics of
affected villages and number of affected
people with disabilities.

In addition, available literature from
national and international NGOs was

reviewed to collect information related to

affected people with disabilities in Tamil
Nadu.

K. Definition Of 'Disability*
For the purpose of the study, the term
'people with disabilities' (PWD) was
defined according to the Government of
India's Persons with Disability Act (PDA)
of 199.5: "A person with disability" is
defined as "a person suffering from
not less than 40% of any disability as
certified by a medical authority." The PDA
identifies seven categories of disability:
"blindness; low vision; leprosy-cured;
hearing impairment; locomotor disability;
mental retardation; and mental illness." It
also categorizes people with disabilities
according to the degreeof their disability:
mild, moderate, severe, or profound.
Oidy those who belong to the last three
disability categories listed above and have
over 40% disability are covered under
the provisions of the PDA. The extent and
degree of disability is ascertained by a
medical board consisting of at least three
members appointed by the central/state
government, at least one of whom should
be a specialist in the relevant disability.
The definition given in the PWD Act was
adopted for the study, without going into
the aspect of'degree of disability'.

L. Development Of Study Tools
Interview schedules were developed to
collect information from people with
disabilities and families of children widi

disability. (Annex IIA and IIB). The
schedules were designed to capture:

-views of people with disabilities/
families on how they coped, their
access to services and barriers faced
in access;

-Services provided by key players;
-Viewsofrespondents on

effectiveness of interventions.

The schedules had questions to elicit
both quantitative and qualitative data and
covered die following key areas:

-Personal and family data;
-Coping in the immediate aftermath

of the tsunami;

-Immediate needs and assistance

received, who die major service
providers were, barriersto access
immediate assistance and satisfaction

with services provided;
-Relief and reconstruction services

received, who the major service
providers were, barriersto access
diese services and satisfaction with

services provided;
-Present status and unmet needs;

-Change in life before and afterdie
tsunami;

-Emotional impact of the disaster;
-Issues faced by women with

disability;
-Issues faced by children with

disability and their families; and
-Suggestions for strategies that

would be of help for people with
disabilities and their families in

future disaster situations.

These schedules were translated into Tamil.

I ;-
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Instructions to field teams were prepared to train them in data collection,
which were translated intoTamil as well. (Annex 1)

Issues werelisted forfocus groupdiscussions withpeople wididisabilities
and their families and separately with women with disabdities (Annex IV),
dealing with the same issues as detaded in the interview schedules.

Case studies were conducted in each study area by dielocal study teams
to take into account:

> Gender

> Age groups
> Types ofdisabilities - visual, communication, locomotor, mental

retardation, mental dlness and Hansen's Disease.

Aschedule was prepared tocollect information from service providers
(Annex III).

M. Sample Selection
The focus of the present study was to capture die perceptions of people
with disabilities and dieir families, gaugetheir perception on effectiveness
of interventions and identify needs/future intervention models, and not
carry out an epidemiological survey.

Taking the study focus and resource constraints into consideration, a
purposive sampling method was adopted. The study aimed for a sample
size of 300 people with disabilities, i.e., 100 ineach ofdie study districts.
In Nagapattinam and Kanyakumari, purposive sampling of some of the
worst-affected villages/setdementswith the maximum number of disabled
persons was undertaken.

Using the prevalence data avadable widi the respective NGOs. asample
matrix was developed for the study areas in the three districts, aiming at
the following categorization:

> All different typesof disabilities to be covered;
> Sample to include men, women and children with disabilities;
> Sample to include those who were disabled before tsunami and those who

became disabled due to tsunami.

Table I gives details on thesample matrix developed and used for the
study.



Table 1 Sample Matrix Developed for the !Jtudy

S.No. Type ui Disability Male Total

1 Locomotor 19 19 10 >8

2 Visual 3 3 - (.

3 SpeecIi/ Hearing 2 2 4 8

4 Mental Ketartlalion S S 10 20

5 Multiple Disability/ cerebral palsy 3 3 9 IS

6 Mental Illness
' 1 2

' Hansen's Disease 1 - 1

Total 34 33 33 100

The final sample was selected from the following areas in the three
districts:

Kanyakumari: The sample was selected from the villages of Colachel,
Muttam. Melamanakudi. Kizhaiiianakudi, Azhikalpillaidioppu and
Kottilpadu;

Nagapattinam: Fifty percent of thesample was selected from oneof the
most-affected, well-scruil lui terms of service providers and resources)
villages (Akkaraipettai) andthe restfromunderserved villages (Poompuhar.
Vanagirikuppam and Kichankuppam); and

Chennai: The sample was selected Kasimedu and adjoining awreas
of Royapuram. Annanagar, Thiruvottiyur-Kuppam Road. Tsunami Nagar,
and a very small sample was taken from Powerkuppam. (refer Maps 1-3
depicting sample villages in each of the three districts).

The final sample consisted of 319 people with disabilities from urban
communities (Chennai), peri-urban communities (Akkaraipettai in
Nagapattinam) and rural communities (Kanyakumari and Poompuhar in
Nagapattinam). It included 194adult men and women who were directly
interviewed and I 25 families (i.e.. famihes of 80 children below 14 years
and 45 older children/adolescents aHnd adults with mental retardation

and multiple disabilities).
A detailed description of the sample follows in Section III.

IS
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N. Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted by the
core team in Kasimedu area of Chennai,

to administer/test the tools and check

whether they were able to capture people's
responses. The pilot study attempted to
cover a representative target group, i.e.,
people with different types of disability,
gender and age groups (including
children). The pilot study covered die
following:

> Adult female with locomotor disability,
> Adult male with locomotor disability.
> Adult female with mental illness.
> Female child with cerebral palsy,
> Female child with mental retardation, and

> Male child with locomotor disability.

A focus group discussion was also
held with seven people with disabdities
(4 female. 3 male, all with locomotor
disability) in Kasimedu area.

After die pilot study, die questionnaires
were revised.To permit ease of data entry
and analysis, coding of responses was
undertaken wherever possible. At the same
time, open ended questions that permitted
qualitative descriptions, remained a part of
the schedule.

Modalities of field level surveys were
alsofinalized at theend of the pilotstudy in
terms of time required for administration
of the schedules and the team strength
required for completion of data collection.
These were conveyed to each nodal NGO
in the diree districts.

O. Data Collection

Datacollectionwasundertaken through
interviews of people with disabilities
and dieir families and surveys of service
providers. Data Collection from People

widi Disability and dieir Families
The core team visited each district

and trained the field team in collection

of data using the schedules and through
focus group discussions with people with
disabilities and their famihes. In each

district, the team visited one village/area
(Chennai) with the field team members.
The field team members filled up one
schedule each and discussed their

observations and difficulties faced with

the core team. Following this, the process
of data collection started and one core
team member revisited some of die areas

during the period of data collection to
monitor the process.

Adult men and women with disabilities

were direcdy interviewed, except for
persons with mental retardation. In the
case of children with disabilities below

14 years of age and persons with mental
retardation, the famihes were interviewed.

> In Kanyakumari. the data collection team
consisted of I2 members (10 females,
2 males), of whom two members had a
disability. Focus group discussions were
held with 13 persons with disabilities and
their families, and with 12 women with
disabilities.

> In Nagapattinam, the data collection
team consisted of 5 members (3 females,
I males), of whom four members had
a disability.The Nagapattinam team
collected data on 101 women, men and
children with disabilities. Focus group
discussions were held with 15 persons
with disabilities and their families, and

with 10 women with disabilities.

In Chennai. the data collection team

consisted of 10 female volunteers, assisted
by three persons with disabdity who were
working with the NGO. The Chennai

I"
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team collected data on 109 women, men

and children with disabilities. Focus group
discussions were held \\ ah IS persons with
disabilities and dieir families, and widi 19

women with disabilities

Following collection of data, the NGO
heads, assisted by one core team member,
scrutinised the schedules to check for

errorsor incomplete data, before finalising
them. Subsequendy. the NGO heads
translated the schedules into English and
sent the completed data to the core team.

P. Survey Of Service Providers
All service providers (government and
NGOs, whose details were available from

published reports) in the affected areas
from the three districts were contacted

by email by the core team to collect
information on the types of services
provided, with particular reference to
services for people with disabilities, using
the schedule developed for the purpose.
Out of 141 serene providers contacted,
responses were received from 12 (8.5%)
after repeated reminders.

Q. Discussions With Key
Stakeholders

The following key stakeholders were
contacted either personally or over
telephone to __< it views and suggestions
on different aspects and phases of the
study:

> Mr. V.K. Jeyakodi, IAS, State Commissioner
for the Disabled. O/oThe State

Commissioner lor the Disabled, Chennai;

> Mr. C.A.R. Sriclli.ii.in, Placement Officer,
O/oThe State Commissioner for the

Disabled. Chennai.

> Mr. C.V. Sankar, IAS. OSD. R&R, Chennai

> Ms.Lakshmi. Assistant Commissioner.

Media and Public Relations, Disaster

Management, Chennai;
> Mr. ("handrail. District Disability

Rehabilitation Officer, District

Rehabilitation Centre. Chennai;

> Mr. K.M. Parivelan and Mr. Suresh,

lulormaiioii Ol lieers. TNTRC, Chennai.

Tsunami Collector, District Collector's
Office. Nagapattinam;

> Mr. Kaliyamoorthy. District Disability
Rehabilitation Officer. District

Rehabilitation Centre. Nagapatiinaiii;
> Mr. Manohar. District, Disability

Rehabilitation Officer, District

Rehabilitation Centre Kanyakuamari;
> Ms. J.P. Saulina Arnold. Convenor, Chennai

District Resource Centre, Chennai; and

> Dr. Johnson Ra|. Kanyakumari Resource
and Research Centre. Kanyakumari.

R. Data Analysis
The core team carried out a content analysis
of qualitative responses in the data forms
to arrive at coding for data entry. All the
data were entered into the computer and
tabulated. Subsequent coding and analysis
was undertaken using MS-Excel and SPSS.

S. Structure OfThe Report
This Report presents the results of the
Study and is organised into the following
Sections:

Srction I: Introduction. provides
background of the study, objectives
and rationale for the study and the
methodology

Section 2: Review ofSccondury Daiu. presents
a review of data on people with disabilities

ted by the tsunami
Section 3: Description of the sample,

presentssamplecharacteristics
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Section 4:Coping in die immediate aftermath of
the tsunami, discusses access lo rescue and

relief and addressing of immediate needs
of people with disabilities and families
and barriers faced

Section •>: From therecovery and reconstruction
phase to the present, deals with access to R&R
services by people with disabilities and
families and barriers faced; it also presents
special problems faced by women with
disabilities and the perspective of famihes
of children with (Usabilities

Section 6: Suggestions from people with
disabilities and their families, presents their
inputs for disability-specific strategies in
future disaster situations

Section 7: Report from service providers,
presents the type of servicesprovided for
peoplewithdisabilitiesandsuggestionsfor
their inclusion in disaster management

Section 8: Significant Findings and
Recommendations, presentsthe major findings
ofthe study and recommendations arising
from the same.
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II: DISABILITY PREVALENCE IN THE STUDY AREAS

A. Introduction

ThisChapter presents a review of secondary data on prevalence of disability
in tsunami-affected areas, obtained from Government ofTamilnadu as well
as other published sources.

B. Prevalence Of Disability In Three
Tsunami-affected Districts

Data were collected by the core team from die District Rehabilitation
Offices (DRO) in die three study districts to estimate thenumber of people
with disabilities affected by the tsunami. Tables 2 and 3 reflect the figures
provided by the DROs. as on March 2007.

Table2: Incidence of Disability in Tsunami-affectedAreas ofKanyaku
mari

S.No. Item No.

1 Total no of villages aflected byTsunami il

2

Total no. of disabled in the aflectedvillages
I.Male

2427

1477

2. Female 9S0

The worst hit areas in die

district and no. of disabled
34

102
1 Koitilpadu

3 2. Kolachel

3.Azhikal PlUaithoppu
4. Melaniaiiakuili

55

59

32
S. kiivlumanakiiilili



Table 3 Incidence of Disability inTsunami-affected Nagapattinam

S.No.

1.

Name i il the

affected Village

No. of Disabled

Affected byTsunami

TotalMale Inn.il.

Vadaku Polgainallur 9 12 21

2 Akkaraipt-iiai 8 4 12

3 Ki i • hankuppam 25 12 "
4. Thodarkuppam 10 3 13

5 Velhpalayam 7 1 10

6. Nambiyar Nagar 30 8 38

7. Velhpalayam Beac Ii 20 31 51

«
AriyanattuThi iu i II

9. NalliyalThottam 9 / 16

10 Palpannaii berry II 8 19

11

12.

Saninianthan Petlai 38 14 Si

Silladi them 9 II 20

13 PandagisalaiTlieru 19 5 24

14. Paitinachen 8 5 13

15 PeeroduVeedi 10 9 19

16.

17.

Vellankaimi 12 3 IS

Therku Poigainallur 10 18 28

18. Eallar 3 4 7

19. Prathamapiirani 13 2 15

20. Seruthur 10 16 26

21.

22.

Kaineshwaram 16 9 25

Vaiiavankadu 12 S 17

.'! Manalmedu r. •t 10

24. Vilunthanuvaclii 15 13 28

25. Pliclup.llll 8 7 15

26. Vetlaikaran Ni-rrupu 17 III 27

27. Vanavan Mahadevi 28 20 48

28.

29.

Vellapallam 7 19 26

Nahivedapathy 19 7 26

30.

31.

Kovtipathu 7 4 II

Pushpavanam 8 2 10

12 Periakulli.ix.il 7 1 10

ii Arcotuurai 19 16 is
34. Kozhagan 11 ' 13

35. Kollitheevu 4 4 8

36. Mottaiyanthoppii 2 1 3

37. Kodiyakarai 5 2 7

38. Til irumiil lai vasal 20 7 27

23
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S.No.

39.

Name ol tin

affei ted village

No. of Disabled

Affected byTsunami

TotalMale Female

Thoduvai 18 3 21

40 V___u_____rudi 12 4 16

41 PcHinipuhar 27 22 49

42. Pudukuppam 13 7 20

43. Vellapallani 2 - 2

44. IVriiiiihoil.ini 17 in 27

45. Nayakkar kuppain 14 5 19

46. Chavadi Kuppain 9 1 in

47. _ee_hmoovark_rai

Melmoovarkarai

7 1 B

48.

49.

4 7

Kc iii/luiyar IS s 20

50 IVi/h.uyar u 12 36

51. Madavaamedii 10 II 21

52. Koitayamc-du 5 in 15

53. Kodiyampalayaiu 9 3 12

54 Pudupeitai 12 5 17

55.

56

Thal.inpetiJi 1 3 9

Vellakotui 3 3 6

57.

58.

veppi ii ha i 3 6 9

Chinuagudi 28 15 43

59. Chinnurpettal l 1 2

60.

61

62.

Chandrapadi 12 1 15

Tharangampadl 20 13 33

Perumalp ittal 7 4 II

63.

64.

Kuttianili>ur 8 7 15

Vanagirikuppam 30 IS 45

Total 794 487 1281

Stnmr

In Kasimedu area ofChennai. about 181 people with disabilities who were
affected by the tsunami were repotted by the DRO to have registered for
Identity Cards.

Secondary data obtained from the respective DROs in the 3 districts
revealed that the number of disabled persons aflected by the tsunami
varies from 2427 spread across 31 villages in Kanyakumari, to I281 spread
across 72 villages in Nagapattinam, to 181 people registered for ID cards
in Kasimedu in Chennai.

These data were culled out by the DROs from available data on
distribution of relief and reconstruction materials. Discussions held with

different sources in the government and NGO sector revealed that detailed



prevalence surveys focusing on identification of people with disabilities had
not been conducted in any of the affected areas, exc cpt sc une peri-urban areas
in Nagapattinam where a survey by the NGO study partner I.CP was under
wayat the time of the study, and in Kasimedu areaof Chennai where the NGO
Sangamam was also carrying out a survey.

C. Data On People Disabled By The Tsunami
According to an international research report (International Disability Rights
Monitor: Disability and EarlyTsunami Relief Efforts in India. Indonesia and
Thailand. Centre lor International Rehabilitation. Washington. September
2005). 153 peopleweredisabled by the tsunami inTamil Nadu.Table 4 below,
taken from the report, gives somedetails gathered by the research team from
the respective DROs in 200.5.

Table 4: Number of New People with Disabilities after the Tsunami

District Blind On ho Mentally disabled
20

Total

1 ISNagapaitinam 125

Kanhcheepuram 3 3

1
Kanyakumari 1 3

Cuddalore 1

Total 1 132 20 153

Table 5 presents the results of the primary surve) on the number of people
disabled by the tsunami in the study areas. The data gathered from a sample
of 319 people with disabilities showed that 26 persons (8.2%) had become
disabled after the tsunami, all of whom had locomotor disabilities.

Table 5: Number of People Disabled
Tsunami in the Study Areas

by the
(Mar-Apr 2007)

Male Female Total

N % N % N %

Chennai 8 30.8 6 23.1 14 53.9

Nagapattinam 0 0 2 7.7 2 7.7

Kanyakumari

Total

3 11.5 7 10 38.4

II 42.3 15 57.7 26 100.0

Prevalence data presented in this report from the three study areas are at best,
indicative. The data are clearly not comprehensive, particularly in the case of
rural, underservedareasof Nagapaitinam and Kanyakumari. where there were
no NGOs working with people with disabilities prior to the tsunami.
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III: DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

A. Overview

This Chapter provides a description of sample characteristics. The total
sample comprised 319 women, men and children with disabilities. Of
these, 194 adult men and women were directly interviewed, whde in
the case of 125 respondents (80 children below 14 years and 45 older
children/adolescents with mental retardation and multiple disabilities),
families were interviewed.

B. Details On The Sample
Details on the settlements selected and the number of samples selected
from each setdemeni in thestudy districts are given inTable 6.The sample
was almost evenly distributed across the three districts

Table 6: Number ofSample People
With Disabilities in the Three Districts

District Setdemeni N N •••

Chennai Kasimedu 77 .'4 >

Tliiriivoimyur Kuppam
Tsunami Najjar

II

11

\ 4

6.9

8 5

110 34.5

Kanyakumaari Cola, hel 2 7

Kouilpadu 40 12.5

Melanianakiiih 42 13.2 109 34.2

Nagapatunam Akkaraipettai 38 119

Kichankuppam 8 2.S

16.9F'l.iiinpiili.ir 54 100 31.3

Total 119 100.0 319 100.0

Sample distribution by location ispresented inTable 6A. About half (51.1%
of the sample) was from rural areas,34.5% from an urban area, and 14.4%
from peri-urban areas.

Table 6A : Sample Distribution by Location

Type of area Qmaai Nagapattm am Kanyakumari Total

N N N N

Urban 1 III 34.5 0 0 0 0 III) 34.5

Peri urban 0 0 46 14.4 o 0 tfi 11 1

Rural 0 0 54 16.9 109 34.2 163 51.1

Total 1 10 34.5 100 il 1 109 34.2 319 100 0

The sexesare evenly represented in the sample (as given inTable 7).



Table 7: Sex Distribution of the Sample

Sex
Chennai Nagapaitinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N % N % N %

Male- 65

45

20.4 46 14.4 49 154 160 50.2

Female i l 1 54 169 60 18.8 159 49.8

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

Table 8 presents the age distribution of ihe sample. The mean age of
respondents was 27, with minimum age of 3 years to maximum age of
70 years. Alargeproportion (72.7%) were from die age group of 15 to 60
years (the productive age group), followed by children of school-going
age between 6 to 14 years (20.4%).

Table 8:Age Distribution of the Sample

Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyal omar i Total

% N % N % N %

Up to 5 years 10 31 1 .3 4 1.3 IS 4.7

6-14 years 19 6.0 25 7.8 21 6.6 65 204

15 30 years 48 150 4S 14.1 41 12.9 134 42.0

31 - 60 years 30 9.4 29 9.1 39 12.2 98 307

> 60 years 3 0 9 0 0 4 1 3 / 2.2

Total 110
• •

14 S 100 313 109 34.2 319 100.0

People with locomotor disabilities comprised the largest group, followed
by people with mental retardation,speech and hearing problems,midtiple
disabdities, mental illness and visual disabilities.The sample covered only
one person with Hansen's Disease (Table 9).

Table 9:Types of Disabilities in the Sample

„ . . , Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyal

N

umari Total

'*~ N % N % N

Visual 4 >•_! 6 1.9 6 1.9 16 5.0

Speech and hearing 16 5.0 9 2.8 8 2.5 33 10.3

Physical (loco motor) 61 19.1 52 16 3 56 17.6 169 53.0

Mental retardation IS 17 IS 4.7 23 7.2 53 16.6

Mental illness 7 2.2 7 2.2 7 2.2 21 6 6

Cerebral palsyWV
Multiple disability

6 1.9 11 3.4 9 2.8 26 8.2

Hansen's Disease 1 0.3 0 0 0 o 1 0.3

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 >4.2 319 100.0

_7
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The sample from rural areas of Nagapatiiiiam and Kanyakumari had more
people with disabilities (51%), compared to the peri-urban and urban
areas surveyed.

Table 9A:Types ofDisabdities by Location

Type of disability
Urban Peri-urban Rural Total

N % N % N % N %

Visual 4 1.3 1 0,3 II 3.4 If, S.O

Speech and hearing 16 5.0 4 1.3 13 4.1 33 10.3

Physical (locomotor) 61 19.1 26 8.2 82 25.7 169 S3.0

Mental retardation IS 4.7 11 1.4 27 8.5 53 16.6

Mental illness 7 2 2 1 0.3 13 4.1 21 6.6

Cerebral palsy/
Multiple disability

6 1.9 3 0.9 17 5.3 26 8.2

Hansen's Disease 1 0.3 0 0 0 0 1 0.3

Total 110 34.5 46 14.4 163 51.1 319 100.0

In terms of literacy and educational attainment, about 36% of the sample
of adults was illiterate, about 30% had studied up to high school level,
about 21% had studied up to primary school and only 11.9% had reached
the level of collegeor technical education (Table 10).

Across the three study districts, urban Chennai had die maximum
proportion of illiterate people (18.6%), while rural Kanyakumari had the
least (7.7%).

Table 10: Educational LevelsofAdults with Disability

Education level
Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N % N % N %

Illiterate 36 18.6 20 10.3 15 7.7 71

Primary (uptostdV) 10 5.2 10 5.2 22 11.3 42

High School/
HSS(stdVtoXII)

20 10.3 18 9.3 20 10.3 58

l-,,l lege/

Technical Education
5 2.6 9 4.6 9 4.6 23

Total
71

36.6 57 29.4 66 34.0 194

The sample of 125 inTable 11 includes older children/adolescents and
adults with mental retardation and multiple disabdities. who are cared
for by their families. Eighty respondents comprised children below the
age of 14 years.

About half (48.8%) the sample of 125 was in the formal education
system before the tsunami, two thirds in either pre-schools or regular



schools, and one-third in special schools. About 51.2% (64) of the sample
were not in the education system before the tsunami.

Table 11: Children with Disabilities in

Formal Education beforeTsunami (N=125)

Type of School

Preschool

Chennai Nagapaitinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N N % N %

3 2.4 5 4.0 2

14

1.6 10 8.0:

School

Special school
Not going lo

school

4 3.2 13 10.4 II.2 (1 24.8:

11 8.8 1 0.8 8 6.4 20 16.0

21 16.8 24 19.2 19 15.2 64 51.2

Total 39 31.2 43 34.4 43 34.4 125 100.0

About half of those (48.4%) who were not in formal education were
children with severe disabilities.Twenty respondents were over age, while
eight were below school-going age. For two of the sample children,
special schools were eidier loofar away or not available. Oneof thesample
children was too poor to go to school, one family was not aware of
special education and one family felt that the school environment was not
conducive for their child to study (Table 12).

Table 12: Reasons for not being in the
Education System before Tsunami (N=64)

Item

1 Severe disability

2 Below School age (0-5 years)

3 Overage (> 14 years)
4 Special school not available/ faraway

School environment not conducive

for the disabled child to study
Total

After the tsunami, the number of children in formal education dropped
from 48.8% to 39.2% in the sample of respondents.

Table 13: Drop-outs ofChildren with Disabilities from
Formal Education after Tsunami (N=12S)

N %

31

8

20

3

48.4

12.5

31.3

4.7

2 3.1

64 100.0

Going to Che

N

inai

%

Nagapa ttinam Kanyalumari

% N %school N % N

Yes 18 14.4 13 10.4 18 14.4 •19

No 21 16.8 30 24.0 25 20.0 76 60.8

Total 39 31.2 43 34.4 43 34.4 125 100.0
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While about half of the respondents who dropped out after the tsunami
cited die same reasons as those before the tsunami, reasons for drop-out
after the tsimami were essentiady distance of new residence from the
school, loss of income/affordability on the part of parents, set-back in
child's progress due to break from school during and after die tsunami,
increased health problems after die tsunami and loss of mobility aids
after the tsunami (Table 14).

Oscar, Kanyakumari

Oscar, a boy with polio aged 15 years, lives with Ins family at Colachel,
ikumari. He has two youngei brothers. His father is a fisherman and his

mother, a housew ife. Oscai isstudying in Std. VII in a local school. Hefeels sad
as his school friends mock his disability

Oscars house was located near the sea He wis playing with his
brothers al the ui;k of tsunami. His lather was at church and his mod

al home when the house was suddenly Booded with seawater, the younger
children held then mothei in fear His mother and brothers gol swept away
by the water together and were saved later.

The water pushed Oscar Into the sea. He did not know how to swim
and as he could not balance with his feet, he got pulled further towards the
sea. At this point, some fishermen rescued him ami took him to a safe place

• lid Harbour) in a catamaran

When Oscar's father heard about the tsunami, he swam to the house from the
church and found that it had been fully washed away. He found his family on

ladsidi . bui 11st ar was missing The family searched for him at hisschool
ind other places. Later, they found him at the harbour. Oscar was afraid and
worried and cried till he found his family.

Soon after the tsunami, they went lo their relative's house at Palhadi.
The family did not gel any rebel materials as they were not at the '

Later, they moved to rary shelter. They were not given a ;
as they lived in a rented house. Though the family lost everything, they
did not get anything other than the temporal) shelter, Oscar's father lest
ins catamaran but could not get any compensation for the same. However,

Ived some spedfii assistance he was given notebooks, bags and
othei i ,i materials Bom die si bool, as he had lost all bis edui ational
materials. But due to the fear of tsunami, he could not concentrate on his
Studies for some time-.

An NGO helped him undergo a surgery at a private hospital in
Nagercoil. The NGO spent Rs.35,000/- for the surgery jh<\ his parents met

naming cost Al present. Oscar is at home, resting after the surgery and



waiting for the day when he can walk better.
it recommended that regular schools must conduct 'Sports and

Games' separate!) for cluldren widi disability He also suggested thai the
maintenance gram given by the government to PWDs must be given to all,
without .my disparities

Table 14: Reasons for Drop-out from Education
System afterTsunami (N=76)

S.No. Reasons N %

1 Severe disability or inappropriate age (under/overage) 5 7 75.0

2 Disabled child's progressaffected due to disruption
of normaf life during and after the tsunami

4 5.3

3 New residence toofar away from special school Li 9-2
4 | School environment notconducive for disabled child 3 3.9
5 None/less income after tsunami-could not afford to

send ihe child lo school
3 3.9

6 Disability/health problems due to tsunami 1 1.3

7 Tricycle/mobility aids got lost/damaged in tsunami 1 1.3

TotaJ 76 100.0

In all the three study districts, a majority of the respondents were from
the most backward community, followed by SC/ST community. Table 15
provides a break-up of the sample by community.

Table 15: Distribution ofSample by Community

Community
Chenna

N %

Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N % N %

Most Backward 78 14.5 98 30.7 108 33.9 284 89.0

SC/ST 25 7.8 1 0.6 1 0.3 28 8.8

jBackward I 2.2 0 0 0 0 7 2.2

: Total III) S4.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

As far as the religious background of respondents is concerned, a
majority of the sample was Hindu in Chennai and Nagapattinam, while
in Kanyakumari, the major proportion of respondents was Christian
(Table 16).

51
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Table 16: Distribution ofSample by Religion

Religion
Che

N

nnai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

% N % N % N %

Hindu 100 31.3 99 31.0 1 .3 200 62.7

Christian 6 1.9 I 0.3 108 33.9 115 36.1

Muslim 4 1.3 0 0 0 0 4 1.3

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

As regards marital status of respondents, almost half (49%) of the
respondents were married, while 48.5% were single. Three of the
respondents were widowed, while two were separated, together
comprising 2.5% of the sample (Table 17).

Table 17: Marital Status ofRespondents
Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

rviantai acaius

N % N % N % N %

Married 42 21.6 21 10.8 32 16.5 95 49.0

Single 26 13.4 35 18.0 33 17.0 94 48.5

Widowed 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 ! 1.5

Separated 2 1.0 0 0 0 0 2 1.0

Total 71 36.6
57

29.4 66 34.0 194 100.0

The income range of respondents was Rs. 0 - 7000 per month, with a
mean of Rs. 1277.43 and standard deviation of 879.91.A majority of die
people with disabilities who formed the study sample reported family
income less than Rs. 2000 per month.

More than S0% of the sample reported family income between Rs.
501 to Rs. 1000 per month, 15.4 % reported income between Rs. 1001 to
Rs. 1500 per month and 12.9 % reported income in the range of Rs. 1501
and Rs 2000 per month. About 12% of the sample earned less than Rs.
500 per month.Three people (2 from Chennai and 1 from Kanyakumari)
reported that they had no income, while 23 people (21 from Chennai
and I each from Nagapattinam and Kanyakumari. comprising ~7% of
the sample) reported that they earned more than Rs. 2000 per month
(Table 18).



Table 18:Approximate Family Income As Reported by Respondents

Income group
Chennai

%

Nagapa

N

llinam Kanyal uniari

%

Total

N % N N

No income 2 0.6 0 0 1 0.3 3 0.9

UptoRs. 500/- 13 4.1 9 2.8 18 5.6 40 12.5

Rs. 501/ Rs.1000/- 28 8.8

8.5

88 27.6 47 14.7 163 51.1

Rs. 1001/- Rs.1500/ 27 0 0 22 6.9 49 15.4

Rs. 1501/- - Rs.2()00/- 19 6.0 2 0.6 20 6.3 41 12.9

>Rs. 2000/- ?.l 6.6 1 0.3 1 0.3 23 7.2

Tolal 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

The occupational pattern of respondents before tsunami wasas follows:
Roughly one-fourth (26.8%) of the respondents wereinvolved in fishing
before tsunami. An equal proportion was unemployed and dependent on
their families, 14.2% (women) were homemakers. while 10.3% were
students. The remaining respondents were either employed in a job,
working as unskilled labour, engaged in petly business, or working as
skilled labour (Table 19).

Table 19:Occupation of Respondents before Tsunami

Occupation
Che

N

niai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

% N % N % N %

Fishing 19 9.8 2 1 10.8 12 6.2 52 26.8

5.7Unskilled labour I 3.6 1 0.5 3 1.5 11

Small business 2 1.0 8 4 5 2.6 15 7.7

Employed 10 5.2 0 0 2 1.0 12 6.2

Skilled labour

(tailor, plumber)
2 1.0 0 0 2 1.0 4 2.1

Home maker 13 6.7 6 3.1 9 4.6 28 144

Student 4 2.1 8; 4, 8 4.1 20 10.3

Unemployed/
Dependenton family

14 7.2 13 6.7 25 12.9 52 26.8;

Total 71 36.6 57 29.4 66 34.0 ,94 100.0

The study revealed that a significant proportion (83.5%) of the sample
was continuing with the same occupation they were involved in before
tsunami. However, about 16% had changed their occupational status after
the tsunami.A larger number of respondents from Chennai (19) changed
their occupation status post-tsunami, compared to Nagapattinam (4) and
Kanyakumari (9). Most of these were fishermen and the reasons for die
change were newly acquired disability due to the tsunami, fear of the
sea (leading to a change from fishing work) and alternative employment

>>
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provided by NGOs. Ten persons became unemployed and eight people
learnt a new trade after the tsunami and startedearning an income (Table
20).

Table 20: Change in Occupation of Respondents after Tsunami

Occupation status
Che

N

mai Nagap. ttinam

%

Kanyakumari Total

% N N % N

Same 26.8 53 27.3 57 29.4 162 83.5

Different 19 9.8 4 1.1 9 4.6 3.' 16.5

Total 71 36.6 57 29.4 66 34.0 194 100.0

Distance of residence from the sea at the time of tsunami was reported by
a major proportion (85.6%) of the respondents as less than 200 metres,
while only 14.4% lived between 200 to 500 metres away from the sea
(Table 21).

In Kanyakumari, 91.7% of the respondents lived less than 200 metres
away from the sea,followed by89.1 %in Chennai. Fromthe Nagapattinam
sample, 75% lived less than 200 metres from the sea (Table 21).

Table 21: Distance of Residence from the Sea during Tsunami
: LocaUon of house

|At the time of tsunami
Chennai

N %

Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N % N
i

%

: Less than 200 m from sea 98 J0.7 75 23.5 100 31.3 273 85.6

Between 200 500 m from the sea i :> 3.8 2 5 7.8 9 2.8 - 14.4

Total no 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

111 response to a query on their present residence,about 58% respondents
(184) reported that they continue to live in their old houses, 19.4% (62)
reported diat they have received new houses and 10% (32) reported that
they have had their old houses renovated. Less than 7% (21 respondents)
are living in temporary shelters and 6% (19 respondents) are living in
houses rented after the tsunami (Table 22).

The survey revealed that more people in the Nagapattinam sample have
gone backto their old houses, compared to Chennaiand Kanyakumari. On
the other hand, more people in Kanyakumari havemoved into new houses,
while in Chennai, ihe numbers living in temporary shelters are more.



Table 22: Present Residence of Respondents

Che

N

uiai Nagap, ttinam

%

K.my.il

N

uinari Tc il.cl

"" N % N
"

Old house 61 19.1 72 22.6 51 16.0 184 57.7

Nev< house' 15 4.7 11 3.4 36 1-1.3 62 19.4

Renovated old boUSC 6 1.9 10 1 1 16 5.0 32 10.0

Temporary shelter 14 4.4 5 1.6 2 0.6 21 6.6

Rented house 14 4.4 0.6 4 1.3 20 6.3

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0
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IV: COPING IN THE IMMEDIATE AFTERMATH

OF THE TSUNAMI

A. Introduction

This Section reports how people with disabilities and their families coped
immediately after the tsunami. It records how and when they reached
a safe place, who helped them, whai their immediate needs were, who
addressed their needs, difficulties faced in accessing assistance, what they
lost in the disaster and what they recovered subsequently.

B. Coping Patterns
The sample comprised 95% of those directly affected by the tsunami.
Coping in the immediate aftermath of tsunami was influenced by the
location of the respondents at that time. A large majority of respondents
(82.8%) were in their homes. 11.9% were on the sea shore, 5.1% were
just outside dieir homes and only one respondent was away from die spot
(Table 23).

Table 23: Location of PWDs at the time ofTsunami

Location of PWD at

the time of tsunami

Chennai Nagap llinani Kanyakumari Total

N % N % N "" N %

Ai home 87 27.3 81 25.4 96 30.1 264 82.8

On the shore 16 5.0 16 5.0 6 1.9 38 1 1.9

Outside the house 7 2.2 3 .9 6 1.9 16 5.1

Was not on the spot 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 0.3

Total no 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

As many as 89% respondents were engaged in household work or leisure/
recreation, since it was a Sunday; only 5.6% had gone fishing (Table 24).

"When someone shouted 'water!'. many ofus thought the water lorry had come and ran up
to the street, away from our houses, and were saved because of that" - Chennai

"Some people became curious about ihe strange movement ofthe sea and went closer to look.
They were all killed." Kanyakumari

"1 was in my boat in the sta and could see ihe waves hilling all ihe huts. After three days,
I reached my home and saw the house completely washed away" Chennai.

In Nagapattinam, the focus group discussion with people with disabilities and their
families revealed some insights about how they deal! with the immediate aftermath, (refer
Annex V)

"As 90% of the fishermen knew swimming, they saved a lot of lives. A youth wilh
locomotor disability involved in fishing saved iwo old women who were swept away by the
waves" (Nagapaitinam).

In Chennai, mothers ofchildren with disabilities recalled their confusion and aaxiely while
they waited without knowing what was happening, as they had to watch over and could nol
leave their disabled children, (refer Annex VI)



Table 24: Activities of PWDs at the time ofTsunami

Activity of PWDs al the
lime ofTsunami

Che

N

in.li Nagapj ttinam

%

Kanyal
N

umari Total

% N % N

Household work 22 6.9 18 I 1.9 38 11.9 •is 30.7

W&tchingTV/Relaxing 17 5.3 18 5.7 29 9.1 64 20.1

Playing 19 6.0 2' 6.6 23 7.2 19/

Sleeping 33 10.3 14 4.4 12 3.8 59 18.5

Fishing 12 3.8 6 1.9 0 0 18 5.6

Outside the house- 7 2.2 3 0.9 6 1.9 16 5 1

Wasnot on the spot 0 0 0 0 1 0.3 1 0.3

Total 110 34.5 100 3,3 109 34.2 319 100.0

The first responders to PWDs during tsunami were by and large, farndy
and neighbours. Forty two percent of people with disabilities were rescued
by their parents and 39.2% by neighbours. Other family members helped
10.7% of the affected people, 5.6% rescued themselves and 2.2 % were
helped by others (Table 25).

Table 25: First Responders to PWDs

Chennai
First responder to PWD

Nagapaitinam

N

Kanyal

N

umari Total

N

Parents 61 19.1 4 1 12.9 32 10.0 134 42.0

Neighbour

Other family members
29 9.1 39 12.2 57 17.9 125 39.2

7 2.2 16 5.0 II 3.4 34 10.7

Self 11 3.4 2 06 5 1.6 18 56

Public/others 2 0.6 2 0.6 > 0.9 7 2.2

Was not on the spot 0 0 0 0 1 0.3 1 0 (

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100 0

About 30% of people with disabilities were helped by their neighbours
and others to reach a place of safety, while 24.5% were helped by their
family members to do so. They were either led by hand or taken by a
vehicle. Roughly 15% of people with disabilities (most of whom had
mental retardation or multiple disabilities) were carried by their parents.
About 20% reached a safe place on their own. most of who were people
with locomotor disability (Table 26).
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Table 26: Mode of Reaching Safe Place

Modeof reaching safe place
Chennai

N

Nagapattinam
N %

Kanyakumari

N %

Total

N %

Helped by others to move

to a safe place 25 7.8 21 6.6 47 14.7 93 29.2

Helped by family members
to move10a safe place
Reached safeplace on his/her own

34 10.7 29 9.1 IS 4.7 78 24.S

24 7.5 30 9.4 11 3.4 65 20.4

Carried by parents
Carried by other family

members to a safe place

24 7.5 II 3.4 14 4.4 49 154

3 0.9 7 2.2 20 6.3 30 9.4

Not aw an- (unions, ions) 0 0 2 0.6 1 0.3 3 0.9

Was not on the spot 0 0 0 0 1 0.3 1 0 1

Total 110 34.5 100 il | 109 34.2 319 100.0

Roughly a thirdof therespondents reached asafe place immediately, 31.3%
reached widiin one hour, while 23.5% reached a safe place between 1 to
3 hours and 13.8%after three hours (Table 27).

The resultsindicate that people in an urban area like Chennai were able
to reach safe places faster than their peri-urban and rural counterparts.
People in the interior rural and coastal villages of Kanyakumari took
longer to reach safe places.

More people in Chennai (52) and Nagapattinam (44) reached safe
places immediately, compared to Kanyakumari (3). More people in
Chennai also reached safe places within 1 hour (45), compared to 33 in
Kanyakumari and 22 in Nagapattinam.

More people in Kanyakumari (49) reached safe places later, between
1 to 3 hours and after 3 hours (23). compared to Chennai (1 1 and 2
respectively) and Nagapattinam (15 and 19 respectively).

Table 2 7:Time Taken to Reach Safe Place

Timing of reaching Chennii Nagapj ttinam

%

Kanyal

N

-umari Total

safety place N N % N %

Immediately
" .6.3 44 13.8 3 .9 99 31.0

Within 1 hour 45 14.1 22 6.9 33 10.3 100 31.3

Between 1 hr and 3 hrs 1 1 3.4 15 4.7 49 154 75 23.5

Alter 3 hrs 2 .6% 19 6.0% 23 7.2 44 13.8

Wasnot on die spot 0 0 0 0 1 •3 1 .3

Total no 34.5 100 31.3 109 34 2 319 100.0



Anthony Adirnai,
Kanyakumari

Anthony Adirnai aged 55. affected by-
polio, lives in a new house (given lor
the tsunami-altecied) at Koitilpadu.
Kanyakumari He became paralyzed on
his right Sidewhen he was 38.Earlier, he-
was usinga wheelchair to movearound,
but after his paralysis, he crawls.
Anthony is single and has a younger
sister who lives with her family in a
village called Kadiapatlui.uu. Before the
tsunami, he was living with them. His
sisters house was located very dose to
the sea

Anthony Adirnai was running a
teasbop ui his house He used to sit on ihe cot and prepare tea lor Ins regular

rners, earning about Rs. 1000/- during the fishing season and about
Rs. 500/- per month during the off-season He was also gettinga monthly
pension from the government He was never dependent on the family, rather
supported them with his income He also loc I is own medical and
other expenses

tsunami struck their village. Anthony Adirnai was with his
friends In his house, He was swept away by the water, chough Ins friends
tried ta resi lie him He was pushed over a wooden plank .uui was hanging

one noticed him as the house was completely damaged and
he was caught inside. A woman who stood on a terrace ol the neighbouring
house saw hun and thought he was dead. People immediately rushed towards
him and found him alive. Two young men res* ued him and took hun in a
catamaran toa reliefcamp atSt Mary's School In Colachel. Anthony lost all his
possessions in the tsunami. He said that people and some NGOs helped him
and provided whatever he needed in the rebel camps

Anthony Adirnai was given a temporary shelter by the government
and later, a permanent houst by an NGO. Another NGO helped him start a
small grocery business IU was given items worth Rs 10,000/- to sell, which
helped hun revive Ins livelihood

Anthony is happy about the new house and servii ed from
various sources. He said that he earns almost the same- as earlier through his
new business I[owever, he is more comfortableand happy about the changes
in his life
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Anthony saidthai he could think about his future only aftei the tsunami

as he is living a hen-• I that he wants to take

insurance.- policy lor himself, but omld not do so due to his ,i;
that he did Hi -I gel ADB's livelihood assistance as he lives m aTown P.nichayal
He opined that the government must reh\ such ii PWDs and
make all services fbi PV\ Ds avaiiabb •very wik

Food and water (reported by 88.4%) and clothing (reported by 61.4%)
were the most pressing, immediate needs reported by respondents,
followed by shelter (39.2%), medical care (reported by 27.3%) and the
need lo find family members (reported byl6.6% ).The need for assistive
devices was reported as an Immediate need by 3.1% of the sample. Both
men and women with disabilities revealed similar immediate needs

(Table 28).

Table 28: Immediate Needs on Reaching Safe Place

Immediate needs
Chennai Nagapauiiuiu Kanyakumari Total

N N % N N

Food and water 93 29.2 87 27.3 102 32.0 282 88.4

Clothes 50 15.7 58 18.2 88 27.6 196 61.4

Medical care 23 7.2 18 S.6 46 144 87 27.3

Assistive devices i .9 3 9 4 1.2 10 U

Finding family

members
8 2.S 17 5.3 28 8.8 S3 16.6

Results of the survey reveal that immediate needs of a majority
(78.7 %) of the sample were addressed,while those of 21.3% respondents
remained unaddressed (Table 29). More people in Chennai (87) and
Kanyakumari (101) reported that their needs were addressed, compared
to Nagapattinam (63).

About half of those who reported that their immediate needs were
not met (30 out of 68), cited delay in getting assistance as the reason.
Nineteen persons were away from die spot where assistance was being
given, in the immediate aftermath of the tsunami. Smaller numbers
reported lack of awareness (5), lackof mobility (4), helplessness (3), lack
of motivation (3) and insufficient supply ofreliefmaterials (3) as reasons
why immediate needs were not met (Table 30).

Focus group discussions revealed thai crowding of people in relief cunips and fighting
amongst the affected people to reach assistance, prevailed people iviih disabilities and families
carrying their children with disabilities from accessing the assistance, (refer Annex V).

"It was very crowded inside thechurch, and I had nowheelchair to move around, so my



mother had tocurry me everywhere". 20 year old male with locomotor disability,
Chennai.

"I amdeaf and dumb, so I could not ask for anything. 1just stood in the queues and look
whatever they gave me" 40 yearold hearing impaired female, Chennai.

Table 29:Whether Immediate Needs Addressed

Immediate needs
i he inai

%

Nagapaitinam

N %

Kanyal
N

umari Total

N % N %

Addressed 8/ 27.3 63 19.7 101 31.7 251 78.7

Not addressed 23 7.2 37 11.6 8 2.5 68 21.3

Total 110 34 5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

Table 30: Reasons Why Immediate Needs Not Addressed (N=68)

Reasons for noi receiving
immediate needs

Che

N

rinai

%

Nagapaitinam

N %

Kanyal
N

umari Total

"•• N %

Was not aware of assistance 4 5.9 0 0 1 1.5 5 7.4

Was away from the spot 4 5.9 14 O.i 1 1.5 19 27.9

Becauseof lack of mobility, could nol
reach place of assistance

2 2.9 3 4.5 0 II 4 5.9

Delayin getting immediate assistance
Was not motivated lo get assistance

due to loss/ missing of family and
other possessn ins

12 17 6 12 176 6 8.8 30 44.1

0 0 2 2.9 0 0 2 2.9

Wasdependent on others,
and got neglected at the time
ol distributing assistance

1 1.5 2 2.9 0
0

3

Insufficient supply of material to
address immediate needs 0

0 2 2.9 0 0 2 2.9

On being questioned about who helped them (Table 31). almost 60% of
respondents reported that the general public had helped them, followed
by NGOs (reported by 23.5%). government (reported by 16.9%) and
hospitals (reported by 10.1%). Responses received from men and women
with disabilities did not reveal any significant differences in terms of who
addressed their immediate needs.

"We were desperately looking for our children and family members. Al ihul lime, many
people fed us und consoled us. We did not know who they were, bul they were very helpful at
that moment." Kanyakumari and Nagapattinam

4 1
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Table 31: Who Addressed Immediate Needs

Providers of Che inai

%

Nagapaitinam Kanyal

N

umari Total

immediate assistance N N % % N %

Public 51 16.0 67 11.0 72 22.6 190 59.6

Neighbour/friends 1 0.3 3 0.9 4 1.2 8 2.5

16.9Government 29 9.1 4 1.2 21 6.6 54

NGO 45

2

2

14.1 15 4.7 j 15 4.7 75 23.5

Faith based organizations 0.6 0 0 7 2.2 9 2.9

Immediate family members 0.6 2 0.6 3 0.9 7 2.2

1.6Other relauves 3 0.9

0

1 0.3 1 0.3 S

Hospitals 0 5 1.6 27 8.5

1.2

32

7

10.1

2.2Schools 1 0.3 2 0.6
4

A large number of respondents reported that die assistance received
immediately comprised food, waterandclothing. Alesser number reported
receiving medical help and shelter. These results show that a majority
of the respondents did receive the assistance that they felt they needed
immediately. Analysis undertaken to find out if there were differences
between men and women with disabihties in terms of addressing of
immediate needs, revealed none.

Table 32:Type ofAssistance to Address
Immediate Needs (multiple response)

Assistance received to Chennai

address immediate needs

Food 8; water

Clothes

Cash

Household things
Medical help

Counselling

Finding family members
Temporary shelter/transit

accommodation

Did not receive

immediate assistance

N

93

50

9

6

5

I

0

%

29.2

15.7

2.8

1.8

1.5

0.3

0

2.S

1.5

N

81

33

3

I

II

0

0

16

am Kanyakumari Total

% N % N %

25.4 81 25.4 255 80.0

10.3 71 22.3 154 48.3

0.9 10 3.2 22 6.9

0.3 2 0.6 9 2.9

3.5 37 11.5 S3 16.6

0 3 0.9 4 1.2

0 5 1.5 5 1.5

1.8 29 9.1 43 13.5

5.0 1 .3 22 6.9

Regarding timing of assistance, about 65% respondents reported that
they had received assistance immediately, 12.5% reported that they
got the assistance after 8 hours and 21.3% reported diat assistance had
been delayed beyond two days (Table 33). Those who reported delay in
assistance (N=68) were the ones who reported that they did not receive



immediate assistance. No differences were found between the sexes in

terms of timing of assistance to address immediate needs.

Table 33:Timing ofAssistance for Immediate Needs
Timing of assistance

for immediate needs

Chennai ! Nagapattinam
N % N %

Kanyakumari

N •/.

Total

N %

Immediately- 74 23.2 54 16.9 79 24.8 207 64.8

After 8 hours 10 i 1 9 2.9 21 6.6 40 12.5

Next day 3 0.9 0 0 1 0.3 4 1.2

After 2 days / delayed
Total

23 7.2 37 11.6 8 2.5 68 21.3

110 34 5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

As many as 85% of die respondents reported that they were satisfied with
the assistance received to address their immediate needs (Table 34). More
people in Kanyakumari reported dieir satisfaction, followed by Chennai
and finally, Nagapattinam.

"It was a blessing lo get a helping hand from people when we had Ins! everything. All the
sen-ices we received were very useful"Nagapattinam

Table 34: Satisfaction with Addressing of Immediate Needs

Report on satisfaction N %

Satisfied

Not satisfied

271 85%

48 15% j
Total 319 100%

Reasons for dissatisfaction with addressing of immediate needs (Table
35) were mainly delay in gelling immediate services (cited by 37.5%).
followed by 'not being on the spot' (cited by 33.3%). Disability related
reasons were reported by a few (8.3%).
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Table 35: Reasons for Dissatisfaction (N=48)

Reasons for dissatisfaction about Chennai Nagapattinam

N

Kanyakumari

N

Total

addressing ol Immediate needs N % N W

People had already left the place before
services were provided

4 8.3 10 20.8 2 4.1 16 33.3

Specific/need basedserviceswere not
provided such as medical care

3 6.2 1 2.1 0 0 4 8.3

Delayin getting services 6 12.5 8 16.7 4 8.3 18 375

Becauseof lack ol mobility could not
reach the place ol assistance

3 6.2 1 2.1 0 0 4 8.3

Was not motivated 10 receive any

benefits due to emotional trauma
1 2.1 2 4.2 0 0 3 6.2

Very minimal/No assistance received 2 4.2 1 2.1 0 II 3

The study sought to find out what people with disabilities and their
families did and what their concerns were, in the immediate aftermath
of the tsunami. For most of the respondents, the concerns had to do with
returning to their houses or finding new places of shelter with relatives/
neighbours or temporary shelters/rented houses or moving to another
village/slum (Table 36).

In Nogapatunum, some ofthe people went away to other districts. Avisually impaired
woman said thai her iwo daughters took her out of the house and run for safety. She said,
"We kept walking towards Thiruvarur, thenearby district. We started around 9 o'dock in the
morning as soon as the killer waves hitand reached that place around 5.30 in ihe evening."

Many of the affecied people went lo other districts like Thanjuvur, Trichy, Mudurui and
Ramanathapurum in groups, travelling in buses and trucks. Many families got separated al lhai
lime and were re-uniicd after a period ofa week lo three weeks.



Table 36: Report by PWDs on What Happened Next

What PWDs did in the Immediate

aftermath

Chennai

N

NaeajM
N

liinaiu

%

1.9

Kanyakumari

N

To

N

al

%

9.7Hospitalized for treatment t .9 6 22 1.9 31

Went back to house 40 12.5 10 3.1 25 3.1 73 22.9

Numbed due to emotional trauma of

missing/loss ol famil) members
16 5.0 21 6.6 4 6.6 41 12.9

Received different typesof assistance 14 4.4 6 1.9 8 1 9 28 88

Went to relatives /neighbours

Moved to a temporary shelter/rented
house

7 2.2 9 2.8 15 2.8 31 9 7

10 3.1 20 6.3 16 6.3 46 14.4

Homeless and moving around (by
choice)

10 3.1 0 0 4 1.2 16 5.0

Problems faced due to ill health/

accessibility to services/missing family

members

4 1.2 1 0.3 0 0 5 1.5

Moved toanother village/slum/districi
Noi aware as person was unconscious

2 0,6 23

0

7.2 11 7.2 S6 11.3

2 06 0 3 0 5 1.6

Not answered 2 0.6 4 1.2 1 0.3 7 2.2

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 342 319 100.0

Roughly 13% of PWDs reported that they had lost their family members.
Tables 37 and 38 provide details on loss of famil) members reported by
PWDs.

Table 37:No. of PWDs Reporting Loss ofFamily Members

menihc rs
Chennai Nagapattinam

N

Kanyakumari Total
Lossof family

N N

Yes 7 2.2 16 50 19 6.0 42 13.2

277 86.8No 103 32.3 84 26.3 90 28 2

Total 110 34 5 100 111 109 34.2 319 100.0

Table 38: Family Members Lost (N=42, multiple response)

Lost family members
Chennai Nagapattinam K_Jiy_J- umari

N %

Total

N %N N %

Mother 0 0 3 /.I 1 IA •1 9.5

Father 1 2.4 1 2.4 0 0 2 4,8

Siblings 0 0 4 9.5 I 2.4 5 11.9

Relatives / other family members 5 11.9 5 11.9 8 19.1 18 42.9

Spouse 0 0 2 4.8 0 0 2 4.8

Child / Children , 2.4 1 2.4 9 21.5 11 26.2
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Loss of personal andhousehold effects, houses andlivelihood implements
(boats, nets) were reported by large numbers of respondents. A lesser
number reported loss of money and gold and cards/proofs of identity
and disability (Table 39).

'I had saved all these years and bought jewels for my daughter's marriage. I lost it all".
Chennai

Table 39: Other Losses Reported by PWDs (mul tiple res

itiinam

%

ponse)

Items lost in tsunami
Chennai Nagap. Kanyakumari

N %

Total

N %N % N

House 42 13.2 67 21.0 64 20,1 173 54.2

Cloth, . 76 ?3.8 80 25.1 83 26.0 239 74.9

21 I

Vessels 72 22.6 79 24.8 84 26.3

6.3

235

68Gold 16 5.0 32 10.0 to

Cash 20 6.3 37 11,6 31 9.7 88 27.6

Assistive devices 17 5.3 4 1.3 13 4.1 34 10.7

Ration Card 22 6.9

4.1

26

25

10

8.2 39 12.2 87 27.3

Identity Card 13 78 29 9 1 67 21.0

Medical Certificate 13 4.1 3.1 12 3.8 35 11.0

Fishing boat, net 26 8.2 41 12.9 53

9

16.6

2.8

120

45

37.6

14.1Cattle 1 0.3 35 11.0

Other material possession 28 8.8 12 1.8 9 2.8 49 154

On whether they could recover personal possessions, almost 70% of
PWDs reported that they had recovered nothing. About 15% recovered
some household effects and 6.9% reported that they recovered everything.
Five persons (less than 2%) reported being reunited with family members
whom they had missed in die immediate aftermath of the tsunami (Table
40).

Table 40: Items Recovered by PWDs

Recoveryafter tsunami
Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N % N % N %

Nothing 66

21

207

6.6

86 27,0 70 21.9 222

47

69.6

14.7

6.9

Some household/personal effects 6 1.9 20 63

Everything 6 1.9 0 0 16 5.0 22

Family members 2 0.6 3 0.9 0 0 5 1.6

Did not lose anything 15 4.7 5 1.6 3 0.9 23 7.2

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0



V: FROM THE RECOVERY AND RECONSTRUCTION PHASE

TO THE PRESENT

A. Introduction

This section reports on the relief and reconstruction services received,
difficulties faced in accessing services, current activities / status of people
with disabilities and what their unmet needs are at present.

B.Type Of Assistance Received In Recovery And Reconstruction
Large numbers of respondents reported ihat they received food and water,
clothes and monetary assistance (Table 41). This was followed by those
reporting assistance with shelter, medical care and counselling. Disability-
specific assistance such as assistive devices, identity cards and medical
certificates were reported by fewer numbers.

In Chennai. although temporary shelters were provided, many chose
not to live there as they were too far from their place of occupation.They
chose instead to stay in rented houses closer to their earlier places of stay.
In terms of recovery and reconstruction services received, no differences
were found between male and female PWDs.

Table 41:Type ofAssistance Received ii
and Reconstruction (Multip

i Recove

le Respo

Nagapa

uses)

R _ R assistance Chennai

N %

ttinam Kanyal

N

umari Total

received N % % N %

Shelter S2 10.0 25 7.8 68 2.3

30.7

125

266

39.2

Food and water 90 28.2 78 24.5 98 83.4

75.5Clothes 75 23.5 66 20.7 100 31.3 241

Medical care- 27 8.5 42 13.2 53 16.6 122 38.2

Cash 5 5 17.2 74 23.2 97 30.4 226 70.8

10.0Assistive devices 12 3.8 7 2.2 13 4.1 32

Medical Certificate 3 .9 8 2.5 6 1.9 17 5.3

ID Card 6 1.9 56 17.6 34 10.7 96 30.1

Counselling 9 2.8 29 9.1 66 20.7 104 32.6

Housing 8 2.5 34 10.7 42 13.2 84 26.3

Educational support 3 0.9 6 1.9 8 2.S 17 5.3

Employment support 2 0.6 14 4.4 40 12.5 56 17.6

Household articles 1 0.3 9 2.8 II 3.4 21 6.6

Boat, Net 4 1.3 5 1.6 23 7.2 32 10.0

Ration Card I 0.6 8 2,5 6 1.9 16 5.0

While die public was reported as the service provider by the majority
in the immediate aftermath of the disaster, by the time of recovery and
reconstruction efforts, the majority of affected people reported that the
government and NGOs provided them with assistance (reported by -77%
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respondents each).The public as the provider was reported by 18.8%of
respondents (Table 42).

No differences were found between men and women with disabihties

in terms of providersof recovery and reconstruction assistance.

Table 42: Providers of Recovery and
Reconstruction Assistance (Multiple Responses)

Providers of R & R servn.es
Chennai

N %

Nagap.

N

itinam Kanyakumari

n Hi

Total

N %

Public 20 6.3 17 5.3 22 6.9 60 18.8

Neighbour 4 1.2 4 1.2 4 1.2 12 58

Government 81 25.4 82 25.7 84 26.4 247 77.5

NGO/INGOs 78 24.5

0

75

2

23.5

0 6

9 1

4

28.5

1.2

244

6

76.5

1 8Hospitals 0

Corporate sector 0 0 3 0.9 4 1.2 7 2.1

About 70% of respondents reported receipt of recovery and reconstruction
assistance widiin one month after the disaster, while 20.6% reported
thai diey received the assistance within three months. As many as 27.7%
reported that they had to wait for more than a year to receive assistance
(Table 43). It is likely that those who were waiting for dieir housing
allotment constituted the group that reported waiting for over a year.

In terms ol timing of recovery and reconstruction assistance,
differences were not found between men and women PWDs.

Table 43:Timing ofRecovery and Reconstruction
Assistance (multiple response)

Timing ofR&R services chennai Nagapattinam
received

Within one month

Within I -3 months

Within 4-6 months

Within one year

More than one year

N %

82 25.7

20 6.3

1.2

0.6

3 0.9

N

78

21

20

3

%

24.5

6.6

6.3

0.9

37 11.6

Kanyakumari Total

N N %

64 20 1 224 70.2

25 7.8 66 20.6

29 9.1 55 17.2

20 6.3 25 7.8

35 10.9 88 27.7

As many as 79% respondents reported that they had not faced any
difficulties in accessing recovery and reconstruction assistance (Table 44).
This number was highest in Kanyakumari. followed by Nagapattinam
and finally. Chennai. where more people reported difficulties. Differences
between men and women with disabilities in terms of difficulties faced in

accessing recovery and reconstruction assistance were not found.



"We lost everything. We are grateful to the government for giving us o house and other
things." Chennai

Pavalakodi, Nagapattinam

Paval.ii >ed 28.

mother ol two <hildren with

disabilities Abu 6 year
old daughter has cerebral palsy
with multiple disabilities and
\kash. hei ' son,

null) retard* d Both the
children hi disabilit)
ilci llnid i luld is 5 years old

-"Win- and normal Pavalakodi has

studit and hei husband up to Std '• ts to admit her
•i,| i luld i il in the forthcoming academii r the

other two children,she could not find an) specials! • She
said that the local pi tdi) teach. : unit them
there, but she was hesitant as the) have not been toilet train* d

Pavalaki and isa fisherman.They live in the Fishermen sColony
at Poompuhar -ill_y nam Hei bousi Is located within 50 mi

Pavalakodi i I tin tsunami as a dreadful experience. Eight
daysbefon thi tsunami. Pavalakodi had undergi fly planning sui
and was advised bed n i Hei mothei stayed with hei to helpher.When the
tsunami strut I:. l»-r husband badgone fishing and her children were sleeping.
She heard the unusual <lies outside and quickl) gathl red heri Inldren to rush
out. Ml "i themgoi caught in the water but managed to move to the opp

i which was ui miction am Shocked

and worried, the) >al on the terrace and watched the water gushing into the
tS. For about three hours, they sat there filled With learand confusion,

worried aboul the hiisb.inil fathei • sale return

at around 12 o'clockandhelped themm roadsidi Liki everybody
else In the nlllage ih« left everything in the house and walked to th

ol which wasal i Herhusbandjoinedthem later and they
Iht said thai her immediate needs were mei b) the

publii ihr i in snil bread and milk
The family was given B partment ol Fisherii

Rs. 1f miniths b) the government as a They
also received B the catamaran ami nets the) had Inst There

- .1 another
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catamaran by an NGO. with the purpose of supporting hei two disabled
children. Pavalakodi did no) hue art) problems in getting the benefits, Both

01 their medical identity cards when the mobile medical team
visited ihe village afto the tsunami.

According to Pavalakodi. the two catamarans ire not as useful

I one lies on ihe sea shore, unused This is due to lack ol labour

among the village men to work in catamarans as the) pre let to work either
in fibre-glass bo__ or m engine-attached catamarans. There is a shortage of
fishermen t<- undertake manual work after the tsunami due to the incn
number of fibre-glass boats, she added.

"Tsunami has • i resources oftin-sea and hence fish production
has become considerably lower than before" said Pavalakodi She said that
their incomi had reduced significant!) as tin*, could not get fish even at 50
pavam (a measure ol depth of the sea) compared to the time before tsunami
when they used to i.in h fish at 20 pavams Tin- present depth _ whil h fish is
available is not _tvourable l< >r catching fish usingcatamarans, she said.Sh>
mentioned that a larger number of boats have led to greater competition and
smaller catches.

Pavalakodi expressed her dissatisfaction wiih the assistance ret
for her family and children; she said thai her needs arc different Shi

concerned about carrying both her children toChidambaram Medical College
and Hospital (about 30 km. away) for medical care and ihe bus charge for
one person is P has had her children I there and also found
out about the ihcrapeutK services offered for childe lid that a centre
somevi hm 11, ,ser toli ii residence winch could pr< >\ l< le speo htherapy
and oilier therapcutii services lor children with disabilities, would have been
helpful She Suggested that (he government COUld appoint trained people to
make lioni rto visit their villages in a < .-lace, regularly.

Pavalakodi said that being a mother of two children with disabilities.
uffered a lot at the nine of tsunami. She saiil that she managed ihe

situation only with the help of her mother She was totally traumatized until
her husband returned Irom the sea safely. She also mentioned the loss of
family members experienced b> dose relatives her husband. I Iunify
living in a neighbouring street lost all their three children in the tsunami.She
said that ll fear of the tsunami led to a worsening ol her health
condition with fin, breathing and heart problems.

Pavalakodi expressed frustration about tin- lint that she Could neither
leach herChildren any skills, though she hasstudied up to high school: nor is
she in a position to work andsupport the famil) financially She is a member
of a women's SHG managed by an NGO in her village, which was started
after the tsunami. She was happy with the ability to ,u<ess small loans with
minimum interest.



Pavalakodi recommended thai there should be i vehii le at the disposal
ol the PWDs in ever) village to rescue them from disasters she said that
ihe financial assistance given b) various sources were useful to manage the
situation and was kern thai such post-disaster programmes should locus cm
the needs of pwiis and their famihes.

Table 44: No. ofPWDs reporting Difficulties Faced in Accessing
Recovery and Reconstruction Assistance

Difficulties faced

in getting R & R services

Chennai Nagapat • n.iii •

%

Kanyakumari Total

N % N N % N %

Yes 41 12.9 17 5.3 9 2.8 67 21.0

No 69 21.6 83 26 100 31.3 252 79.0

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 3.9 100.0

The majority cited bureaucratic delays in getting services from service
providers, especially government, followed byabsence from the spotafter
the tsunami as the major difficulties in accessing services, (refer Annex
V)

Focus group discussions revealed that in many instances, others had already claimed the
benefits. Those who lived in rented houses did not get benefits. Some families reported that
government service providers demanded bribes from them. Some had lo travel several times over
long distances lo reach government offices to get a single type ofassistance. In some villages,
there was lack ofcoordination between village leaders and service providers, which led to a
shortfall in relief supplies.

Many had left the place after the tsunami, and by the time they
returned, it was too late to access services.

"I took my family members and went away to my aunt's house immediately after the
tsunami, so I did not get any assistance". Chennai

"No use running around for benefits - we spend Rs 100to get Rs. 10" Nagapattinam
"The owner of the house took everything; he refused lo give me anything, saying 'this

house is in my name, I am the rightful owner, so I should get all the benefits'"Chennai
"I am 70 years old, and my name was removed from the Fishermen Society, so I did noi

get any help". Nagapattinam
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Table 45: Difficulties Faced in Accessing Recovery

and Reconstruction Services (N=67)

Dilhc nines laced
Chennai Nagapattinam

Kanya

kuniari
Total

N N N N

Identify proof lost in tsunami 3 4 5 1 1.5 0 0 4 6 1

Lackof identity proof 1 1.5 0 0 2 29

1 1.5

3 4.5

Slaying in rented house, so owners got

benefits
2 2.9 0 0 3 4.5

Delays in having needs met because of
systemic ^organizational Maws

12 17.9 12 17.9 3 4.5 27 40.3

Was away from tin spa fb) long 15 22.4 2 2.9 1 1.5 18 ii i
Due to disability 8 II 9 2 2.9 2 2.9 12 1/."

Case Study: Kuppu,
Chennai

a mother

ui Ihiss Her third child,

_u old ______ has club

and attends the Day
!- iii the temporary

shelter inTsunami Nagar. Her
two oldi i studying
m school and the youngest
oik is at home Kuppu lives in

the in belter at Tsunami

Nagar Before tin- tsunami, her house was ai Powerkuppam slum in Kasimedu.
inaL Kuppu's husband is a fisherman Post tsunami, he is unable go for

regularly as the temporar) shelter from Kasimedu.
He is an alcoholic and does noi support ihe family Kuppu and her husband
are illiterate.

When the tsunami struck. Kuppu was al the seashore, buying fish.
Kuppu was three months pregnant ai thai time .\m\ became pan
Shesearc lied tor her children, found them playing nearby, took them and ran
to tin nsion, she missed her child with disability who was
in the water. Ilet ncighhoui rescued the- child and c u -Il d him to i safe place.
Kuppu's husband was at tin- seashore and joined them later kuppu became
shattered and ii' I the 111. idem. As the situation worsened in the area

wuh the crowds mu\ jostling, she got more worried and ran away- along with
her neighbours to another slum called Korukkupet. The local people in the



Fed them, pi n In i and ti ok iare i>i diem.
Alter two days, people started going back to their own houses but

Kuppu was worried about her pregnant v si- did noi have the courage :
back to her house when the) returned home after 2 weeks, Kuppu came
to know about the temporary shelter an assistance being given to

»ople. She had entrusted her ration card to somebody, with whii h
thai person claimed house allotment When Kuppu approached government

e. she was thrown out by them for false claims.She learni
laterthata housi wasalready allotte inher name/address,
Embarrassed, frustrated ^m\ worried, Kuppu rented a house with a monthly
n in ol Rs 200/ . ai Singaravelan Nagar till the deliver) of the youngest i
With foui children ^nti without a stable income, she has been struggling to
run the family Sin lost her lew household articles/possessions and d
and her house wis completely damaged in the- tsunami With the help of

. sin- managed to .net a few basic household Items.
A year after the tsunami, she mined to Tsunami Nagai as one "I hei

neighbours gavi Iter to her to stay andlookafter, without
paying rent Kuppu is noi a member ol any SHGi sin i- totally i
on her husband Sin has never had a job as she is illiterate and could noi
join the Sill, due to poverty, kuppu has missed out on all the rehabilitation
and reconstruction servio irious agencies, including the

ful dial she may get a permanent house one day
because sin- is currently living in ihe temporary shelter.

As many as 63.3% of the respondents reported that all their needs were
niel through the services provided.The maximum number of respondents
from Kanyakumari reported that all their needs were met. followed by
those from Chennai. In Nagapattinam. only about half of the respondents
reported that all their needs were met (Table 46).

Table 46: No. of PWDs ReportingWhether Services
Met all the Needs

| Wereall needs met through
R & R services or not

Yes

Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari

N %

Total

N %N % N %

1,9 21.6 48 15.0 85 26.6 202 63.3

No 41 12.9 52 16.3 24 7.5 117 36.7

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

Regarding the overall level of satisfaction of respondents with all services
provided, about one-fourth (28.2%) reported diat they were greatly-
satisfied, while 50.2% reported that they were somewhat satisfied. Twenty
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one percent reported that they were not satisfied (Table 47).
More people in Kanyakumari reported that they were greatlysatisfied,

wliile more people in Chennai and Nagapattinam reported that they were
somewhat satisfied. Nagapattinam had the most number of dissatisfied
people, followed by Chennai and Kanyakumari respectively.

Table 47: Overall Level of Satisfaction with all Services Provided

Overall Satisfaction Level
Chennai Nagapaitinam Kanyakumari

N %

Total

N % N % N %

Greatly satisfied 24 7.5 10 3.1 56 17.6 90 28.2

Scinu-wii.it satisfied 64 20.1 60 18.8 38 11.9 160 50.2

Not satisfied 22 6.9 30 9.4 15 4 7 6/ 21.0

Toial 1 10 34.5 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

Immediate family members and other relatives were cited by 63.9%
respondents as their greatest sourceof support, followed by neighbours/
friends and NGOs. Government support was cited by 12.5%. A smaller
proportion (6.3%) reported that no organization/individual hadsupported
them (Table48).

No differences were observed between men and women with

disabilities in the sample, in terms of greatest support during and after
the disaster.

Table 48: Help and Support to PWDs during and
After the Disaster (multiple response)

iGreatest support
Chennai Nagapaitinam Kanyakumari Toial

N N % n! % N %

Parents, Family members,

Relatives
55 17.3 75 23.5 74\ 23.8 204 63.9

Neighbours/ Friends 26 8.2 27 8.5 65 20.4 118 36.9

NGOs 37 11.2 16 5 1 50 15.7 103 32.3

Church 2 0.6 1 0,3 2 0.6 13 4.1

i Government 23 7.2 1 0.9 15 1.5 40 12.5

None 15 4.7 5 1.5 II 0 20 6.3

Loss of livelihood wasreportedby23.5% asthegreatest difficulty, followed
by emotional trauma (reported by 10.3%), health problems (reported
by 8.1%). difficulty in accessing services (reported by 7.2%), acquired
disability/mental health problems (reported by 6.9%) and disruption
in progress of disabled children (reported by 6.6%). These problems
were more or less equally perceived across the three areas. Significantly,
17% did not report any problems, of which the maximum were from



Nagapattinam (Table 49). In terms of greatest difficulty faced during and
after the disaster, no differences were found between the sexes.

Table 49: Greatest Difficulty .iced During and After the Disaster

Chennai

N

Nagap
N

tllll.llll

%

Kanyakumari

N

Tol.il

N %

Lackof mobility/no wheel
chairs oi tricycles

5 1.6 S 1.6 S 1.6 15 4.7

Loss of livelihood 48 15 0 9 2.8 18 5.6 75 23.5

Loss of family members 0 0 1 0.3 10 3.1 11 3.4

Emotional trauma 9 2.8 8

8

2.5

2.5

16 5.

3.1

33 10.3

Health problems 9 2.8 in 27 8 1

Difficultyin accessing

services/schemes
7 2.2 1 0.3 15 4.7 23 7.2

Studies affected 0 0 3 0.9 1 09 6 1.9

Disabled child's progress
affected due todisruption of
normal life

3 0.9 5 1.6 13 4.1 21 6.6

Personal/family problem 2 lie 6 1.9 3 0.9 II 3.4

Very minimal/no help received
Disability/menial health
problem due to tsunami

Escaping Irom tsunami
Nb problems reported

4

12

1 I / 2.2 1 0 i 12 1.8

3.8 9 2.8 1 0.3 22 6.9

1 0.3 5 16 3 09 9 2.8

10 3.1 33 10 i 11 3.4 54 17.0

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 34 2 319 100.0

About 87% of die respondents reported thai their present livelihood was
not due to the assistance received during/after the tsunami (Table 50).

Table 50:Whether Present Livelihood Due toTsunami

Assistance Received

Chennai

N %

Nagapattinam

N %

Kanyakumari

N

Total

N %

41 12.9Yes 6 1.8 II 3.5 24 7 5

No 104 326 89 27.9 85 26.7 278 87 1

T.Hal no 34.S 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

Almost half die respondents reported social security schemes as their
greatest unmet need. 18.5% cited livelihood assistance, 14.1% cited
medical certificate, 12.5% cited medical help and about 12% reported
that that they had no unmet needs. Disability specific interventions were
cited by 11.2% (Table 51). Men and women with disabilities reported
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similar unmet needs (at present).
Focus group discussions brought out the fad thai mum respondents who had received

livelihood assisiance, expected more, for example, those who hud received bouts and nets, wanted
better (fibre glass) boats. Some had expectations that the study team members were there
to disburse more benefits, so they tended lo hide information on what they had already
received.

A man with locomotor disability from a peri-urban area in
Nagapattinam said The government has neglected our special nerds; some of the (non
governmental) agencies came forward to help us; so far. three surveys for disabled people have
been conducted inourarea after thetsunami; we were photographed by ihem with the promise
of delivering assisiance; nothing has been done; even ihe government scheme for livelihood
suppod isnot given to us as we live ina municipal (urban) area'.

Table 51: Unmet Needs of PWDs at Present (multiple response)

Unmet needs
Chennai Nagapa ttinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N N N %

Housing 2 6 2 .6 5 1.5
9

2.8

Medical Identity cud 28 8.7 0 0 17 5.4 45 14.1

Social security Schemes 50 157 36 11.3 67 21.0 I5S 48.0

Educational assistance " 2.8 16 5 1 7 2.1 32 10

Livelihood assistance IS 4.7 27 8.5 17 5.4 59 18 5

Medical help 20 6.2 9 Z.8 1 1 34 40 1.' ',

Disability specific
interventions

17 5.4 10 3.1 9 3.4 36 11.2

Financial assistance 8 2.4 6 1.8 4 1.2 18 5.7

Nothing/no perceived needs 18 ', (. 9 2.8 14 15.3 41 i ! |

Hostel/insuiutions - Care

Centres
0 0 1 .3 0 0 1 3



Case Study: Tamil Selvan,
Nagapattinam

Tamil Selvan (35
hcinian living

al Vanagirikuppam,
Nagapattinam. He and Ins
wile arc- illiterate- and have

bildren. The older i if

three i hddren go ti> •,
while the ; •'<• i attend

the Balwadi. He has been a

'••'• fisherman for the last 20

Seven years ago. he met with an accident in a boat and his right leg was
amputated forhis livelihood and hasneverbeenhesitani
to go to thi sea Hishouse waswithin 10feetfrom tht

When the tsunami hii the village, Tamil Selvan was at the shore,
ding the nets Foi the first tune in Ids life, the fisherman laced a terrible,

life threatening sea He shouted to his family His wife heard his
warning and rushed outside with herchildren.The eldei children i arried thi
younger onesand ran towards the road while Ins wife ran to rescue him. In
minutes, both ol them wire carried away by the- water in dilh dons,
Tamil Selvan waspushed into thorn) bushesand washurt all i ivi gbting
for more- than 10 minutes, he was thrown towards tin safer side ill the village.
His wife was pushed towards i tree which she managed to climb Sin- was
rescued by their neighbours after an hour and the family was reunited.

Tamil Selvan was taken to the- hospital immediately by the neighbours
Hischildren were taken careol by the public.They were thankful to the public
who came from various plai es to help them Hesaid thai it was consoling to
have their tinmi • Is met without any problem They stayt -I in a school
al Melaprnunp.illani, which Isabout 5 km, from their village, for Six days

and Rs 1.000/ lor three months by the

Government as a rebel measure. He did not get the fibre glass boats given by
the government Later, an NGO gave the fishermen fibre-glass hoars (] boat
lor a group of is fishermen), but they felt Ii was too big a group to work
With one boat. He was given Rs 2,000/- to withdraw Irom ihe ownership ol
the boat. He- had iii give Rs. 500/ from thai money as com i the

m who had helped him get tins amount. He .said that iiiau\ fishermen
in his village- were givc-n fibre boats at the ratio ol i boat for -i persons, and
compared to them, he fell that his position asone one among I5 ow mis was
less advantageous

Al present, he is working as a coolil and cam- u die range ol - Rs
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100/- to Rs. 300/- per day. During the 'off-season' period, he cannot gel any
and the family needsto lake loans to manage theirday to-day expi
Tamil Selvan said that he could not go lor his regular work for about

a year alter die tsunami and the financial assisiance that the; received from
various sources was useful to run their family at that time.

Tamil Selvan hasalso been given a permanent house atVanagirikuppam
and is happy about il. He said. "Earlier, my house was very close to tin
During tsunami, it got completely damaged and now nobody is allowed to
build a house there as it is not sale- to live that close to the sea. Now 1 need to

walk tor about 10 minutes to go to work and am happy as this house- is safer
lor mychildren" Tamil Selvan said that they losteverythingin the tsunamiand
only their lives were spared He said that he was thankful lo die govern!
and Others who helped them rebuild their lives.

TamilSelvansaid thai he is seared of ihe high tides in the sea and avoids
hshing when the tides are rough. He mentioned that he has applied to the
District Collector lor financial assistance tie have an alternative livelihood

option and also for the ADB loan for PWDs, to which he has noi received a
| e.-t

His wife Muthulakshmi (30 years) mentioned that they find il difficult
lo manage their large family with their meagre income She said that their
community's norm isto have morechildren and therefore, shehasnot thought
of family planning She is a home maker, who could not join SHGs due to
poverty She expressed the need for >ome livelihood assistance.

Remembering his battle for life against the tsunami.Tamil Selvan said
that no one can light ihe mighty sea and nothing can be done If disaster
Strikes again, only early warning can help people safeguard themselves. He
recommended that financial assistance should be given to help the affected
rebuild their livelihoods and that PWDs should be given priority for such
livelihcxxl assistance.

C. Change In Life Before And After The Tsunami
Regarding any change in life after the tsunami, roughly half (50.5%)
reported that their situation had become worse due to ill health, reduced
income or emotional trauma; 37.3% reported that their lives remained the
same and 12.2%reported that iheir lives had changed for the better due to
new oppormnities and assistance received (Table 52).



Table 52: No. of PWDs Reporting Positive
and Negative Changes in Life

Change
Chennai

N %

Nagapattinam

N

Kanyakumari

N

Total

N

Became worse- due lo ill health/

reduced income/emotional trauma
65 20.4 41 12.9 5 5 17.2 161 50.5

No change 32 10.0 48 150 39 12.2 119 17 i

1ile ehanged le .r die' he-tier due

to new opportunities/help
13 4.1 II 3.4 15 4.7

34.2

39 12.2

Total 110 34.5 100 31.3 109 319 100.0

More people in Chennai and Kanyakumari reported a change for the worse,
while in Nagapattinam. more people said there was no change (Table 52).
No differences were found between men and women with disabilities in

terms of changes in life after die tsunami.

"I got referred for surgery after the tsunami and am now able towalk."
Nagapattinam.

"We came to know about government schemes for disabled people only after the tsunami.
as there were no NGOs working for disabled people earlier inihese villages" Kanyakumari.

Chitra,CheiUial Mobility and a New World

Chitra is .i ' ild sing! woman with both legs affi
n a shun called Anna Nagar in Kasimedu, North Chennai Hailing ft

a poor fishermen's family, she did not get the opportunity to pursue hei
stiidie j Sh. was used tee crawling to move around and

to the fourwalls of the hi ris the bread winner of thefamdy at
i ut.

Roth her pan Uiterate and her lather was a fisherman, who
tsunami. When the tsunami hit the Kasimedu

threw Chitra out ol the- housi

taken to the Government Stanley Heespn.il
by her family members .' hours later, where she regained consciou:
after 15 days. Her father, in Ins attempt to save his family, was injure
his Ult In1 Since he did not pay attend the leg wa i and
amputated three months after the tsunami Her mother, who was tho

md later and managed to gel back to normal life ail
weel unami Her sister was also thrown into the sea hut was

by the neighbors. Chitra's house, where the family had lived foi 25 •
was located at a distance of about 4t> feet from thi sea. and was dam

so



completely.The family lost all their belongings such asTV tans, clothes, other
hold items, ration card and other documents,

('Intra and her family were taken care- of by her brother's family who
werenot affected by tin- tsunami, when they were in the hospital. Shereported
thai she received good care in the hospital by die doctors and nurses. The

al team, including the medical students tended to her Immediate needs
and were supportive ol the family

The family received all ihe benefits given by the government andother
agencies in their area after the tsunami, without any difficulty They were
given a temporary shelter in Kargil Nagar which is about I5 km away from
Kasimedu (However, in ordei & , access to fishing, they have rented a
house i lose to their old house for Rs. 200/- per month. Chitrawas emotional
when she talked about the tsunami and said that she has not been able get

(tie feai ol tsunami till now. Life changed for the beiici ior I'luthra after
unami as she was helped by an NGO that provided her with a tricycle

to move outside- her house, for die first time in her life. She had not received

any assistive appliances until the time- ol tsunami relief works. Mobility has
made a huge difference- in Chitras life. Shestarted going for tin-'Tailoring cum
Vocational Training Course' conducted for PWDs by an agency nearby; She-
was also given a sewing machine the NGO that motivated her to move out of
her house and join d She was also given raw materials to undergo
ihe training.There appears to have I duplication in the assistance

led to her as she was given .mother sewing machine that could be
converted Intoa power machinelater CurrentlyChina's daily actriides include
herTailoring and vocational Training Class, making handicrafts and tailoring.
She earns a minimal income of Rs. 200/ per mi mth from Stitching dothi
neighbours.Thus, the tsunami hasopened new vistas forChitra and served as
an opportunity for her development she- has become confident ol her own
abilities She has Identified the need for marketing facilities lor the handicrafts
she producesand feels the need for assisiance to set up a petty shop whic h she
can run, for a stable anil h te. After her father's disability due to
the tsunami, her younger sister is the sole earning member of the family. Now
with her income, albeit small.Chitra can sharesome ol the responsibility with
her sister and feels happy thai she is not a burden to the family; is not fully
dependent on othersand has found a tand on her own I

D. Emotional Impact OfThe Tsunami
About 44.5% respondents reported that they had received some help to
deal with the emotional impact of the tsunami, while 40.8% who needed
help did not get it. Fifteen percent reported diat they did not need such
assistance (Table 53).



Medication and counselling were provided by government doctors,
local churches and NGOs. Some college student volunteers also helped in
counselling.

Table 53:Psychiatric Medication/Counselling Services Received

Counselling/

medication received

Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N N N %

Yes 25

75

10

7.8 39 12.2 78 1-1. 5 112 44.5

Did not need

23,5

5.1

41 12.9 14 4.4

20 (-.3 17 5.3

130 40. X

47 14.7

Toial 1 10 ji.'s 100 31.3 109 34.2 319 100.0

Forty four percent of respondents reported that they wereable to get on with
lifeas before, without anysignificant impact of the disasteron them at present.
On the other hand, roughly 38 % reported that their life was not quite the
same, although they were able to get on with life (Table 54).

Six people had to change their occupation becauseof their fear of water.
Fourpersons reported presence of significant mental health problems due to
the emotional trauma experienced.

Analysis carried out to check on emotional impact on children with
disabilities (below the age of 14 years) revealed that the disaster did not have
a significant impact on two-thirds of the children. According lo families,
about 20% of the children had undergone a change in terms of fear and
shock, bin are now able to get on with their life. About 5% of the children
had had mental health problems requiring treatment.

Til the focus group discussion in Chennai, many participants were emotional when talking
about the impacl ofthe tsunami on iheir lives. They feel fearful al any slight change in the sea,
including rough waves. They mentioned that their children were also fearful and that ihey do noi
play comfortably near ihe sea us before.

A23year old woman with locomotor disability who was helped by family members to escape
from the waves recounted how she suffered from the shock and trauma for more lhan three months.

She could not sleep as she kepi hearing people crying in fear and ihe sound ofthe waves. She was
initially very worried that she may not get married due to her emotional problem but managed to
overcome her fear and is gelling married soon. (Refer Annex VI)
"I feel it isnature's doing, and I am not afraid. I just want to continue to work and support my
family." Chennai fisherman, locomotor disability
"I just pray that it doesn't happen again. If(here is any dislurbance inthe sea, I don't go lowork
and I lose a day's wages often" Chennai fisherman, locomotor disability
"We gel very worried about the tsunami rumours as there is no way for us lo verify ihe informa
tion". Chennai and Nagapattinam
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Table 54:Emotional Impac of the Tsunami on PWDs (adults)

Chennai Nagapattinam Kanya

N

umari fetal
N % N % 94 N %

NotSignificant 33 17.0 23 11.9 29 14.9 8 5 43.8

Still scared of water, so

unable to go fishing
6 3.1 1 .S 16 8.2 23 11.9

1-motional traumaleading
to mental health problems

Normal life affectedat present
Toial

4 2.1 6 3.1
2 1.6 12 6.2

28 14.4 27 i I 9 19 9.8 74 38.1

100.071 36.6 5/ 29.4 66 34.0 194

Case Study : Bama, Nagapattinam

Bama Is a 22 year old you ffi living at Namblar Nagar, Nagapaitinam
Her mother Sathamma (SS ye n tears wl rated hov
tsunami had made her life toughe-r than before The- mam problem was that
her daughter bccain illy- disturbed and mentally ill due to tsunami

Bama's father was | consuming ilhcii liquor,
and died 7 years ago Her eldest brothi studied, never
worked and used to wander in the streets or sit quietly somewhere. Her

id brother (31 j intinued hishigh school education andstarted
fishing when their lather became ill - he is the family breadwinner Bama
failed in Std. IX and discontinued ha studies, she was alway I, but
used to take care ol the house a lew months before the tsunami, Sathamma

is she- ih.night that her reserved behaviour was due lo
evil powers Sathamma, who had never work
working as a housemaid and earns about Rs 300/ pel month She has Ixicn

rving the monthly pension fbi widows (Rs.400/-)
Whenthe tsunami mamma and her daughter wen- inside the

house. Ai the sudden great fbn . Sathamma was pushed against the
door anil -.-. I !>> lut n< ighbours. two hours later. Bama was thrown
out ol the house and pushed to the railway track nearby Three hours later, she
was found nncoiisi lous, injured and bleeding, she could not p for
seinie days. A month later, She started talking uou m ihe tsunami,

i talking to laughing andcrying withi she was taken
io ihe District Govemmeni Hospital lor treatment bin did noi show much
improvemeni _i thai point, one of ihe NGOs toe ,k her to i oimbatore. where
she- was hospitalized l"r iwo months As there w,,s not much Improvement,
they sent her back Currently-, she is given treatment in Nagapattinam by
another NGO. ' p medicines e-.er> week ami the psychiatrist
her hi i a month According to Sathamma, her daughter can be



managed onl) when she takes her medicines regulai
Saihanuna's house was completely damaged In the tsunami

were' provided temporary shelter, when- they stayed lor some tune. At
present, hei family stays with her sister, who looks after Bama, when the
moth. ui to work Sathamma said that she did not gel any benefits
Irom the : '••- her hen I in the town.

they I allotment lor permanent shelter She said ihat she- wa-
thankful to those who rendered her daughter go.id medical help Sathamma
said that the government should provide ration .11 a cheaper prici l"t those
who ge-t the pension foi eh StitUte persons, shl is refused ration ite-ms as she-
gets tin pension Sathamma expressed her desperation as her children arc-
not leading normal lives sin- was concerned that hei sons arc not married
and her only daughter is undergoing treatment i"i mental Illness
was emotional when she talked about how she is caughi up In the nine

I and helplessness, putting her family in a desperate
and hopeless siiualiuu

E. Perspective OfWomen With Disabilities
The study examined the impact of tsunami on women with disabilities
and dieir special needs during various stages of disaster management This
Section reports key findings/perspectives of women with disabilities, as
gathered through the questionnaire survey and Focus Groups Discussions
with women conducted in each of the study districts (refer Annex VI).

About one-third ol ihe respondents reported thai they did
face special problems, while two thirds reported that they did not
(Table 55).

More women in Kanyakumari reported facing problems compared
to Chennai while in Nagapattinam, no woman mentioned facing any-
problem.

Table 55: Special Problems Faced
by Women with Disabilities (N=92)

Whether Problems

Faced as Women

(Tiiiinai Nagapj

N

uinam Kanyakumari

N %

Total

N % N

Yes 9 9.8 0 .0 19 20 / 28 304

No 21 22.8 27 29.3 16 17.4 64 69.5

Toial 30 32.6 27 29.3 35 38.0 92 100

A majority reported facing problems such as die need for privacy and
personal hygiene. Lack of clothes and toilet facilities in reliefcamps were
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seen asmajor problems by most ofthe respondents. Four people mentioned
occurrence of disability and health problemsafter the tsunami, while three
mentioned that as women, they faced more anxiety and trauma due to
their 'helplessness.' One woman mentioned personal security as a major
problem faced.

A 50 year old woman with locomotor disability in Chennai who was injured in the
genital region was too embarrassed to go to male doctors, and used home remedies to treat
hersdt (refer AnnexVI)

Table 56:Types of Problems Faced
by Women with Disabilities N=28)

Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

N % N % N
"

N "

Privacyneeds 0 ii II .0 3 10 7 * 10.7

Personal hygiene nce-ds 1 ».« 0 0 6 21 4 /' 'Mi

More anxiety/emotional trauma 2 7.1 0 0 1 3.6 1 107

Disability/health problems
due to tsunami or earlier

10.7 0 .0 ' 3.6 4 14.3

Security 0 0 1 36 0 0 1 3.6

Problems with privacy
and personal hygiene

2 7.1 1 3.6 7 25.0 10 35.7

Total
»

286 ' 7 1 18 64.3 28 100.0

About 39 % of the women were members of groups, while a majority was
not.Tables 57 and 58 give details on membership in Self Help Groups and
reasons cited by 60% of the respondents for not being part of the same.

Table 57: Number ofWomen with Disabilities in Self Help Groups

Chennai Nagapattinam Kanyakumari Total

N S N •/. N % N %

Yes 7 7.6 8 8.6 21 22.8 36 39 1

No 23 25 19 20.7 14 15.2

35 38.0

56

92

60.9

Total iO 32.6 27 29,3 100



Table 58: Reasons for Not Being PartofSelf Help Groups (N=S6)

Chennai

N %

Nagapj

N

ttinam

%

Kanyakumari

N

Total

N

SHG not functioning 0 0 2 3.6 1 5.4 S 8.9

No income, unable to save

and join SHG
3 5.4 2 3.6

*
16.1 II 25

Excluded he-eause ol

disability
8 14.3 4 7.1 2 3.6 14 25

Not aware ol SI |e |

Not motivated to join SHG

Student

1

4

1.8 1 1.8 0 2

7 1 1 1.8 0

_

0 5 8.9

1 1.8 5 8.9 0 0 6 10.7

Noi answered 4 7 1 4 7 1 0 0 8 14.3

Total 13 41.1 19 33.9 14 25 56 100

Focus group discussions in Nagupalltnum revealed that in one village, many women were swept
awuy by w-aier. They were rescued by ihe men.The main problems they faced in the immediate
aftermath were lack of clothes, privacy and toilet facilities. They said that the men and youth
from their village brought clothes for them.

"As soon as I understood what was happening, I run lo save myself. I was pregnant and
could not run very fusl" Chennai

"My face isburnt so 1never came out of the house till ihe tsunami forced me lo come out
and run. People looked at me with fear because ofmy face. My parents look care ofme and
helped me.We came back loour house thai same evening because we were worried that someone
might steal our ihings and because 1was uncomfortable in the crowd with people slaring al me"
18 ycui old lemule, Chennai. (Refer AnnexVI)

Christian Mary, Kanyakumari

Christ 12, is a polio victim She is the only daughter in her
family ol seven l hildren among whom tv ibled (ph) sil al .n^\ mental

lives with hei aged parents in a hul tn ai thi si a ai • iilai be! in
Kanyakumari. She crawls ti i move around

Shi learnt sewing Irom her aunt at the a]

on thi Hitch with hct hands, using a hand sewing mac him
helping a neighbour in her tailoring works nil she was seventeen, without
any payment Later, I father bought her an electric i achine,
wnh which she was able lo stitch, sitting on the- floor At present, she earns
aboi i per day and takes care ol hei brothers and mother. In fact,
she arranged the marriages of her brothers she- is consirj e and
courage-oils woman in her village- Her neighbours misted hei and gave her
fairly large loans thai she repays tm time
i hri-tiaii Mary was in a hospital at Nagercoil al the nine iel tsunami On her
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way back Inline, she heard about the disaster and got wortiedaboul her mother
and brothers. Her an easedwhen shi realized that the telephone was

in© ted in their house Pommately, sin could talk to hei relatives I
area ova ihe phone and found Out that all her family members wen

lost then household items, including the sewing machine later, she
recovered her damaged sewing machine from her neighbour's hoi

There were a couple ol fruit-bearing trees in front of her house. Her
brother escaped the tsunami by banging on toom ol thetrees However, the
government cut down the rch< place- Christian Mary was
not happy i u lives.

ui theil relate. and

materials from the government and NGOs She- was given
Rs. 17.000 as heclilie.e.d assistance by an NGO and was happy with the
assistant t he repaired her house and mat hun- with the same.This
helped them get their lie. hernial soon.

Christian Mary could not get ADR supported livelihood assistance as
she lives in a Town Panchayat Id nut get government pension for
PWDs as shi . -she said that the house is shared amongall
the brothers.

She recommended growing trees at the seashore and government
iie nics to be given to all PWDs affected by the tsunami

R Perspective Of Families Of Children With Disabilities
Emotional impact of the tsunami. About 43% of the families of children with

disabilities reported that they had received medication or counselling to
help them deal with the emotional impact of disaster. Asimilar proportion
reported that they had ihe need but did not receive help. About 14%
reported that they did not feel the need for help (Table 59).

More people who needed help received the same in Kanyakumari,
while in Chennai and Nagapattinam, more people who needed help, did
not get it.

Table 59: Psychiatric Medication/Counselling ServicesReceivedby
Families of PWDs (N=125)

Chennai Nagapaitinam Kanyakumari Total

NN % N % N %

Needed and got help 8 6.4 12 9.6 34 27 2 54 43.2

Needed and did not gel help 28 22.4 20 16.0 6 ! 8 54 43.2

Did not need help i 24 II 8.8 3 17 13.6

Toial 39 31.2 43 34.4 43 34 4 1 ". 100.0



Regarding emotional impact of the tsunami on families at present, a
significant proportion of respondents (71%) reported that they were able
to get on with life as before, without any significani impact of the disaster
on them at present. Roughly a fifth (22.4%) reported that their life wasnot
quite the same,although they were able to get on with life (Table 60).

Around six people had to change their occupation because of fear of
water. Two persons reported presenceof significant mental health problems
due to the emotional trauma experienced.

Table 60:Emotional Impact ofTsunami on Families (N==<2S)
Emotional Impact N %

I. No significant Impact 89 71.2

2. Still scared ofwater so unable- togo for fishing 6 4.8

3. Emotional trauma thai lead to mental health problems
4. Compared toearlier normal life aflected al present

2 1.6

28 22.4

Total 125 100.0

More than halfiherespondent women were members ofSelf Help Groups.
Twenty-three men (constituting 18.4% of the respondents) were also
members of such groups. About 29% (all women) were not part of any
group (Table 61).

Table 61: Number of Family Members in SelfHelp Groups (N=l 25)

S.No. Category Chennai

N

I-

2.

3.

Total

Men

Women

Not in groups

75.6

19

13

39

%

5.6

15.2

10.4

N

I I

23

9

43

nam Kanya

N

ciimari

%

4.0

Total

% N %

8.8 5 23

66

184

52.8184 24 19.2

7.2 14 11.2 36 28.8

43 12S

Athird of the respondents did not give any reasons for not being part of
Self Help Groups. Of the remaining respondents. 6 people reported that
dieir preoccupation with their disabled family members did not leave diem
with much time lo join a group, while a similar number reported that they
were not motivated to join a group. Five respondents reported that they
were not aware of SHG activity in theirarea, while four reported that they
were unable to save, hence could not join a group.
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Table 62: Reasons for Not Being Part ofSelf Help Groups (N=36)

S. No. Reasons N "••

1.

2.

Noi answered 12 33 3

SHG noi functioning 1 t.a

3. No income, unable to save and join SHG 4 hi

4 Noi aware of SHG 5 139

S.

6

Not motivated to joinSHG 6 16.7

Student /under age 1 2.8

7. Restricted by SHG rules 1 2.8

8.
Occupied with caring for child or person
with disability, hence no time lo join

6 16.7

Total 36 100.0

Some purlicipunls in focus group discussions in Nugupatiinum spoke about iheir difficulties in
managing wiih their disabled children in temporary shelters. Since they could noi leave their
children anywhere, they missed out on the assistance provided to address immediate needs.
Occasionally, they found someone lo help them obtain assistance given to address immediate
needsor share with them ihe assistance received.

A45 year old woman whose son and husband have locomotoi disability, found it very
difficult to gel the immediate assistance. Twice, she got caught in the crowd, was injured and
hospitalked. after which she did not want to look for any more assistance. She said that since
there was no special focus on people with disabilities, she found itdifficult to get food and other
items of immediate need for her husband and son.

"Our daughter is mentally ill and we keep her chained inside (he house. As soon as the
waves hit, we unlocked ihe chain and the local youth took her lo safely in a culamuran".
Nagaputiinum

"We had no place lo leave (he (disabled) children, so we hud lo cutty them und stand
in long queues along with all (he olhcrs lo get hdp. Some of us got lired and came away
without wailing and our relatives/neighbours shared what they got, with us." Chennai and
Nagapattinam

Case Study: Radhika, Chennai

Radhika is a 2 ! I young woman and her husband Raw (25 years)
works as a barber. Their only daughter, Gec-thalakshmi i (' yean old) has
cerebral palsy

Ihika has completed her high school and Ravi d d his
schooling al the age-,,I |0tO Start workingasa barber. When die young couple
understood the condition ol the child, they g tl Outage and colli
information on rehabilitating her.

When the tsunami struck. Radhika was feeding her i month old baby.
Whenshe understood the situation, she quickly wrapped the i hild, grabbed



and i in her

house. Her husband who went foi

atbrtnight Radiiika could not I Iandgo to her house to sa
•ilel items such

furnitu

. when thi

stance, Radhika could

child and

n lor

the- v mbe-r ol ihe family, with

. Thus. Radhiki lit on the-

fund ui and the Ii ilso did

>l their re

only with
•• e-ligihle I lid is

about her child

regularly. before thi • ihtr
altsi lor thi lound

imilnadu). a sp. with

Radluk.-

thera, for her child and shi itingbetter
-he , hiM i lecthalaksluni now

Hi-t mill ecial school

12 km .

Rs.30' on he

She has al her child The

mot;' lie for

th'-ir child Thot npensation
Bed with tl

disasle I Willi thi
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VI: SUGGESTIONS FROM PEOPLE WITH

DISABILITIES AND THEIR FAMILIES

This Section presents suggestions given by people with disabilities and
dieir families lor disabilily-specific strategics in future disaster situations.

Table 63: ListofRecommendations from People
with Disabilities and their Families

Trainingand formation of village level rescuesquads10help
peoplewith disabilities
Facilities for transport of PWDs lo reach safe place during disasters
Early warning system
Information and awareness, use of media for commiinieauon

Training for PWDs and families on first aid anddisaster management
Social security or guardianship for disabled children in case of

death of parents in a disaster.

Alternative livelihood options for women with disabilities

Safe shelters for all, especially women

Housing on higher levels lor PWDs

Focus on needs of PWDs in immediate relief and rehabilitation

Protective structures and trees at the sea shore

Fencing wall on the coastal areas before the sea
Hearing aids

Disaster prevention measures lo be taken by the government
Plantingof trees to prevent seed erosion
Awarenesscreation among the general population on society's role
in caring for and respecting children/persons with special needs,
especially during emergencies
Need for rehabilitation and reconstruction programme focusing
em die- specific needs of PWDs
Need for immediate reliefmeasures to address specific needs of PWDs
Avoid discrimination between village panchayath and
municipality in disbursing relief
Insurance schemes for PWDs

Mobility aids loreach safe place
Alternative road to the coastal areas

MOnitoring and supervising ol services rendered by government
Safe play areasfor children away from the sea

> Alarge numberof respondents emphasised the need for early warning
systems,housing on higher levels for PWDs, training on disaster
management, information and awareness, safe shelters and special focus
on their needs in immediate relief assistance.

>Transport to reach safe places, training/formation of village level rescue
squads, and special focuson needs of people with disabilities and their



famihes in all stages of disaster management wereother needs mentioned
by some.

> Fewer numbers mentioned mobility aids and other assistive devices and
special insurance schemes for people with disabilities.

> A few suggested measures to improve and monitor relief and
reconstruction assistance schemes.

> Prevention and security measures were suggested by a few.
> Suggestions from women with disabilities and from mothers ofchildren

with disabilities that emerged during focus group discussions included
the need for alternative livelihood options for this group, guardianship/
social security measures for orphaned children with disabilitiesand safe
shelters for women and children.
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VII: REPORT FROM SERVICE PROVIDERS

A. Introduction

A total of 141 service providers active in tsunami relief, recovery and
reconstruction were contacted and their feedback sought on services
provided to people wiih disabilities. Twelve service providers (8.5% of
141) relumed the completed questionnaires (Table 64). This Section
provides details on responses received from service providers.

Of die 12 service providers who responded, six were organisations
working for people with disabilities and were directly involved in services
for this group during and after the tsunami. Of the respondent service
providers, four agencies reported inclusion of people with disabilities in
their on-going disaster management programmes and two reported non-
inclusion.

Table 64: Number ofService Providers

Contacted and Responses Received

No Contacted No.Responded
INGOs 29 S

Chennai NGOs _5 !

Nagapattinam NGOs

Kanyakumari NGOs
Toial

52 .'

35 2

141 12(8

Table 65: Activities ofService Providers for PWDs

during/after the Tsunami

Category of Service
Providers

Fully/ Directly-

involved

Partly involved

(included PWDs)

PWDs not

Included

2INGOs 1 2

Chennai NGOs 2 1 0

Nagapattinam NGOs 1 1 0

Kanyakumari NGt Is 2 0 0

Total 6 4 2

B. Issues Related To Inclusion Of Pwds

The reasons given by service providers for not including people with
disabilities were that the NGOs did not locus on people with disabihties
as their target communities are different; theydid not have sufficient funds
to address the needs of this group and that they did not find people widi
disabilities in the areas where they worked.

A new NGO in Nagapattinam has started working wiih people with
disabilities after the tsunami.

The major needs of people with disabilities identified by ihe service
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providers were livelihood support, psycho-social support, mobility aids.
identity cards, awareness and training on disaster management.

The services provided to people with disabilities included rescue;
shelter; food, water and clothes; financial, medical, education, employment,
housing and counselling assisiance; provision of assistive devices, medical
certificates, identity cardsand governmentschemes;and training in disaster
management.

C Recommendations From

Service Providers

The following recommendations were received from service providers on
actions/priorities related to various stages of disaster management.

Relief/Response
> Identification and plans to address needs of people with disabilities in

temporary shelters during the initial assessment
> Immediate medical support, food, temporary shelter
> Provision of barrier-free toilets for people with disabilities
> Disaster Management training.
Re-i overy
> Inclusionof people with disabilitiesin design and implementation
> Post-trauma counselling and rehabilitation
> Exposure visits, job offers, medical assistance.
Rehabilitation

> Inclusionof people with disabilities in design and implementation
> Income generation programmes, job opportunities, livelihood

equipments

> MobUity aids
> Capacity building
>Grace period for old loan, provision of new loans, provision of business

assets and suitable- training.
Reconstruction

>Shelters and public spaces to have special provisions for people with
disabilities

> Permanent shelter

> Better co-ordination between government and NGOs
> Marketing assistance and linkages.
Development
> Designing interventions to address needs of people with disabihties
> Education

> Employment opportunities
> Focus on health and hygiene
> Monitoring of recommendations and their implementation
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> Awareness generation among people with disabilities about government
schemes.

Prevention

> People with disabilities to be included in consultations so that disaster
management measures can incorporate their specific needs

> Construction of preventive walls
> Mini-harbours and sea walls to be built, trees to be grown along the

coastal belt

> Early warning systems to be installed and effective measures taken to make
information about impending disaster available to all.

Mitigation

> People with disabihties to be included in consultations so that disaster
management measurescan incorporate their specific needs

> Adult education and school curricula should include disaster prevention,
awareness and first aid for vulnerable communities in disaster-prone areas.

Preparedness

> People with disabihties to be included in consultations so that disaster
management measurescan incorporate their specific needs

> Routine disaster management awareness and training
> Aduli education andschool curricula should include disaster prevention,

awareness and first aid for vulnerable communities in disaster-prone areas.



VIII. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present study, "Coping with Tsunami - An Exploratory Study on
Disability and Tsunami", was an operations research study to document
the situation of 3 19 women, men and children with disabilities and their

families from coastal areas of Chennai, Nagapattinam and Kanyakumari
districts of Tamil Nadu that were maximally affected by the tsunami of
December 2004.

The study used a participatory methodology with quantitative and
qualitative data collected from a purposively selected sample of key
stakeholders, lo elicit information on:

> how people with disabilities and their families coped in the immediate
aftermath of the disaster,

> how they accessed immediate and post-disaster relief and reconstruction
assistance,

> the barriers they faced in accessing services,
> the major service providers who addressed their needs during different

stages,

> the unmet needsof PWDs at present,
> the emotional impact of the tsunami, their suggestions for disability-

specific disaster management strategies.
At all levels, the studyfocussed on the special issues faced by women

with disabihties and families of children with disabilities.

A. Some Significant Findings
Sample:
The sample had near equal representation of the sexes.

-People with locomotor disabilities comprised the largest group,
followed by people with mental retardation, speech and hearing
problems, multiple disabilities, menial illness and visual disabilities.
There was only one person with Hansen's Disease.

-Fifty percent of the respondents were from rural, underserved (in
terms of disability service providers) areas. Acomparison of the three
districts studied showed that there were more people with disabihties
in the rural areas.

-This highlights the need for disability-specific services in underserved
rural areasafter the immediate reliefoperationsfollowing a disaster.

-The majority of the sample belonged to the most backward
communities, had a family income of less than Rs. 2000 per month,
lived less than 200 metres from the sea at the time of the disaster, and
were thus maximally affected by the tsunami.

-There were more illiteratepeople in the sample in Chennai,compared
to thai in Nagapattinam and Kanyakumari.
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B. Disability Prevalence

In The Study Areas
The study attempted to estimate prevalence
from secondary sourcesalone, as die focus
was not on establishing prevalence.

Data from secondary sources (officesof
the DROs. and literature review) revealed
the number of people with disabilities in
the three study areas, but ihese dala are
based on listing of people who received or
are registered for relief and reconstruction
measures.

The present study showed thai 8.2%
of the study sample had become disabled
after the tsunami.

The prevalence data that are presented
in this report from die three study areas
are indicative only. The data are clearly
incomplete and not comprehensive. This
is particularly so in the case of rural,
underserved areas of Nagapattinam and
Kanyakumari.

This highlights once again, the need for
accurate prevalence data and disability-specific
interventions in rural, underserved areas.

C. Coping In The Immediate
Aftermath OfThe Tsunami

A majority of people with disabihties were
rescued and helped to reach safe places by
family members and neighbours.

People in an urban area like Chennai
were able to reach safe places faster than
dieir peri-urban and rural counterparts.
People in the interior, rural and coastal
villages of Kanyakumari took longer to
reach safe places.

Food, water, clothing, shelter and
medical care were the immediate needs

of a majority of respondents. The need
for assistive devices was reported as an

immediate need by a small proportion of
people with disabihties.

A majority of die respondents did
receive die assistance that they felt they
needed immediately after die disaster.

The general public was perceived as the
major benefactor in addressing immediate
needs.

The majority reported thai their
immediate needs were addressed and that

diey were satisfiedwith what they received.
People from rural areas reported more
satisfaction than those from urban areas.

About 20%of the respondents reported
that they had difficulties in accessing
immediate relief, the major reasons being
delays in accessing services and their
absence from die spot, as many had fled
lo other places in die immediateaftermath.
Of this group that reported difficulties in
accessing immediate relief, only a small
proportion cited disability related problems
such as lack of mobility or difficulty in
carrying/looking after disabled children,
as reasons.

From Ihese results, it is evident thai access to

immediate relief as wellas barriers to access, were the

same for people with disabilities and their families,
as for the general population. However, the difficulties
faced by people with disabilities and by families of
children wiih disabilities underscore the imparlance ol
making special provisions for ihem in ihe immediate
relief operations.No differences were found between the
sexes in rdation to access to immediate relief, as well

as barriers to access.

A few people were left out of immediate
relief measures, but the reason had to do with their

having fled from the spot in the immediate aftermath,
rather than anydisability-refuted reason.



D. From The Recovery And
Reconstruction Phase To

The Present

A large number of respondents reported
receiving food and water, clothes and
monetary assistance. This was followed by
those reporting assisiance with housing,
medical care and counselling. Disability-
specific assistance such as assistive devices,
identitycardsand medicalcertificates were
reported by fewer numbers.

The government and NGOs were
reported as the main service providers
during the recovery and reconstruction
phase- by a majority, unlike the immediate
reliefphase wherepeoplereportedthat ihe
general public was the main benefactor.

A majority reported that they had no
difficulty in accessing these services, and
that all their needs were met. More people
in Kanyakumari reported this compared to
Nagapaitinam and Chennai. More people
in Kanyakumari also reported that they
were satisfied widi what they received.

Of those who reported difficulties and
dissatisfaction, more people in Chennai
reported difficulties in accessing services,
while more people in Nagapattinam
reported that all dieir needs were not met
and that they were dissatisfied with what
they got.

Allhough people in underserved couslul areas of
Kanyakumari faced more difficulties in reaching safe
places in ihe immediate afiermalh ofthe disaster, they
were also the most satisfied with what they received
in terms of relief and reconstruction services. People
from urban and peri-urban areas where there were
many more existing service providers reported more
difficulties and dissatisfaction.

For those who faced difficulties in

access, die main reasons were bureaucratic
delays due to poor organisation and co

ordination, followed by absence from the
spot for a long time as they had moved
to other places after the tsunami. A very
small proportion cited their disability as a
barrier to access.

As in the case of immediate relief, access lo

subsequent services as well as barriers to access, were
ihe same for people with disabilities and their families,
as for the general population.

No differences were found between ihe sexes in

relation lo access lo recovery and reconstruction
sen-ices as well as barriers lo access.

Immediate family members and
other relatives were the greatest source of
support during and after the disaster 10
people with disabilities and llieir families,
followed by neighbours/friends, NGOs
and the government.

Loss oflivelihood was the greatest difficulty faced
by people with disabilities and their families, followed
by problems with physical and mental health.

Setback in disabled children's progress was another
major problem cited by families. The study results
showed that there was an almost 10% drop in the
number ofdisabled children attending formal education
after the isunami in ihe affected areus.The reasons were

distance ofnew house from theschool, drop in income/
affordability on the part ofparents, set-back in child's
progress due to break from school during and after
[he tsunami, increased health problems in children
after the isunami, and loss of mobility aids after the
tsunami.

This finding underscores the need for sen-ice
providers to pay special attention lo ihe education of
disabled children in ihe subsequent stages ofdisaster
managemeni.

Major unmet needs at present include
social security schemes, livelihoods,
medical certificates and medical help.
Disability-specific interventions were cited
by a smaller number.

More people in Kanyakumari (underserved areas)
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asked for social security schemes; the study revealed
that many there hud heard ofsuch schemes for people
with disabilities for ihe first lime afier the tsunami.

Since identity cards and medical certificates arethe
key to government benefits for people wiih disabilities,
they should be considered as a priority during (he
recovery and reconstruction phase.

The study also revealed lhat many respondents
tended to hide information on what they had already
received, in the expectation ofmore benefits, especially
for livelihoods. In some cases cleady, their initiative to
work and earn on their own had gone down to some
cxleni due to all the benefits received.

In the case of families, almost 70%
weremembers ofexisting or newself-help
groups. Among those who were not part
of groups, the reasons werepreoccupation
with their disabled cluldren, poverty and
inabdity to save and lack of awareness on
group activity in their areas.

Future disaster managemcnl programmes
for people with disabilities will need to pay
aiteniion to inclusion of families of people with
disabilities in self-help groups.

E. Change In Life Before And After
The Tsunami

Abouthalfof the sample reported thai their
fives had changed for the worse after the
tsunami due to ill health, reduced income

or emotional trauma. However, about 12%

also reported that their lives had changed
for the better due to new opportunities
and assistance received. A significant
number belonging to the latter group had
been confined to their homes and had

been unaware of schemes for assistance for

people with disabilities. The tsunami relief
and reconstruction services helped them
improve their mobility and participate in
social and livelihood activities.

F. Emotional Impact
OfThe Tsunami

Problems with emotional trauma

and mental health issues were reported
as a major problem by many. About 45%
of people with disabilities and 43% of
the famihes received medication and
counselling to help them cope with their
problems.

Significantly, about 40% of people with
disabilities and 43% of families who reported that
they needed such help, could not get ihe same. It is
however likely thai others in ihe general population
faced a similar predicament.

This finding emphasises the need for service
providers to focus on mental health issues of people
with disabilities and their families in disaster

management services.

At present however, the majority of
adults and cluldren are able to get on
with their lives as before, even though for
some, 'life is not quite die same'. About 5-
6% of adults and cluldren continue to have

mental health problems.

G. Perspective OfWomen
With Disabilities

A third of women with disabilities
reported facing special problems, wiih
a majority reporting problems with needs
for privacy and personal hygiene in the
immediate aftermath of the tsunami. Lack

of clothes and toilet facilities in relief
camps were seen as big problems by most
of diem.

However, these are problems that all women
face in situations of disasier as documented in

available literature and are not unique to women with
disabilities.

What was more significani was that one-founh
of these women were excluded from existing and



new self-help groups during the reconstruction phase
because of their disability. An equal proporlion was
unable to join ihese groups because ofiheir poverty and
inability to save. Focus Group Discussions with the
women also revealed their pressing need for livelihood
support.

Post-disaster service providers need
to lake into consideration the inclusion

of women with disabilities as a special
interest group in existing and new self-
help groups and in livelihood activities.

H. Perspective Of Service
Providers

Only 8.5% of service providers contacted
through email returned the completed
questionnaires. Apart from the fact that
email response rates are usually low, this
could also be an indication of the fact that

disability was not a priority for most of
them in their work during the disaster and
later.

This emphasises the need tosensitise the development
sector on disability issues and on including people
with disabilities inon-going activities as well us
disaster management programmes.
Half ofthe service providers who responded were
directly involved in services for people wiih disabilities
during the Isunami.They provided useful suggestions
for inclusion ofpeople with disabilities in different
aspects ofdisaster management us detailed in the
relevant part ofthe preceding Section VII.

I. Recommendations For

Disability-specific Strategies
The recommendations for disability-
specific strategies in disaster management
situations listed below arise from the

findingsof the study.The recommendations
are listed in die order of issuesarising from
different stagesof disaster management.

Preparedness
Many studies have emphasised the
importance of early warning systems,
addressing people with different
disabilities, especially those widi visual
and communication disabilities.This came

out as a need in the present study from
people with disabilities and their families
as well.

Existing literature underscores the need
for information,awareness and trainingfor
people with disabilities and their families
on all aspects of disaster management; die
present study corroborates this. Service
providers working with people with
disabihties, especially disabled people's
organisations and community-based
services will need to include such training
in their on-going programmes.
Relief/Response
To address immediate rescue needs in a

disaster situation, people with disabilities
and their families suggested training and
formation of village-level rescue squads of
youth and other volunteers. This will help
other vulnerable groups like the elderly,
for example.

The study showed dial most people
with disabilities with mobility problems
were carried by their families and
neighbours to safety. It is important to
ensure adequate transport facilities during
the rescueefforts to transport people with
disabilities. This is also expected to help
other vulnerable groups.

In immediate relief efforts, people
with disabilities and their families found

it difficult to access services because of

crowds and jostling. Service providers
will need to make special provision, e.g.,
separate queues for people with disabilities
and mothers carrying children with
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disabilities to access these services. Tliis

will also help oilier vulnerable groups.
Many people with disabilities using

assistive devices found die shelters

inaccessible, including toilets. Service
providers need to makeshelters barrier-free
to accommodate die needs of people with
disabilities in future disaster management
programmes.

Need for safe and secure shelter in

the immediate aftermath of a disaster,

especiallyfor women, has been emphasised
in available literature, along with need for
separate facilities to ensure privacy and
personal hygiene needs.This was brought
out in the present study in relation to
women with disabihties and mothers

of children with disabilities as well and

should be noted by service providers in
future.

Many people with disabilities lost their
assistive devices in the tsunami, and found

it difficult lo manage on dieir own in
the temporary shelters. Along with other
relief supplies, service providers will need
to keep a stock of assistive devices like
wheelchairs, hearing aids and white canes
for die use of people with disabilities
during the immediate relief efforts.

A few people with disabilities and
their families did not get the immediate
assistance because ihey had fled the scene
and moved to other locations for periods
ranging from a few weeks to months.
By the time they came back, they could
not get any assistance. Service providers
should have a system of registering,
verifying and assisting those who are away
temporarily and are eligible and in need
of relief assistance. This applies not just to
people with disabilities but to all others in
a similar situation.

Recovery
Existing literature emphasises mental
health treatment and counselling for
victims of disaster in the immediate

aftermath and during the reconstruction
phase. A significant finding of the study
was that a sizeable proportion of people
with disabilities and their families who

were emotionally affected by the tsunami
and who reported die need for psychiatric
treatment and counselling, did not get
it. Service providers will need to make
provision for such facilities to benefit all,
including people with disabilities and
their famihes.

Rehabilitation

The study found that a majority of people
willi disabilities reported social security
measures, identity cards and medical
certificates as their greatest unmet needs
at present. Some had lost their cards and
some were not even aware before the

tsunami that such provisions existed. Since
identity cards and medical certificates are
die key to government benefits for people
with disabilities, it is important for service
providers to consider this as a priority
during the recovery and reconstruction
phase.
Reconstruction

Many people with disabilities suggested
that they be allotted houses on higher
ground during the reconstruction phase.
This will need to be considered, where

feasible.

Many women with disabilities were
excluded from existing and new self-
help groups during the reconstruction
phase because of their disability and
because of their poverty and inability to
save. Likewise, family members of people
with disabilities tended to get excluded



as well. Service providers will need to
take into consideration the inclusion of

women with disabilities, family members
of people with disabilities and women-
headed households as special interest
groups in existing and new self-help
groups and in livelihoodsupport activities
during the reconstruction phase.

Literature recommends inclusion/

mainstreaming of people with disabilities
and their concerns in all development
work following a disaster and the need
to sensitise die mainstream development
sector (government and NGOs) on such
inclusion. The findings of the present
study support this recommendation too.
Asignificant finding was that people with
disabilities had the same needs, same level

of access and same barriers to access as the

general population. The biggest difficulty
faced by people with disabilities and their
famihes after die disaster was livelihoods

and one of the biggest unmet needs was
healthcare, like any other in the general
population, which could be addressed not
only by disability service providers but also
by ihe mainstream development sector.

The low response rate from service
providers in this study also underscores
the need to sensitise the development
sector on disability issues in their regular
work and in future disaster management
programmes.

Development
Another significani finding was the drop
out of children with disabilities from

the education system alter the disaster.
Service providers working with people
with disabilities during the reconstruction
phase will need to pay special attention
to this group and 10 evolve strategies to
reduce the drop-out rate

Although the study did not identily
any orphaned, disabled children in the
sample and areas studied, the families
recommended the need for guardianship
and additional social security measures
lor children with disabihties who may be
orphaned in future disasters.
General

The study has shown that there were
more people with disabilities in rural.
underserved areas in Kanyakumari and
Nagapattinam, Al the same time. Chennai
and peri-urban areas of Nagapattinam
had many service providers lor the
general community and for people with
disabilities, almost to the extent of being
over-served. At times of disaster, it is

important for service providers to co
ordinate their efforts and encourage some
to move to underserved. rural areas, so

that people with disabilities in these areas
have access to the relief, rehabilitation and
disability specific services in the same
degree as their urban and pen urban
counterparts.

Earlier studies have reported on the
absence of accurate prevalence figures on
pec iple with disabilities aftera disaster.This
study found the same problem in trying
to estimate prevalence of people with
<lisabihues due to pre-existing and tsunami
related causes, based on secondary soun is.
Government and NGOs need to consider

such prevalence surveys, especially in rural
areas where fewer service providers are
working.

People with disabilities and their
families Will need to be consulted and

their needs taken into account during the
recovery and reconstruction phases of
disaster management. Service providers
should make a special effort in this regard.
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instead of clubbing this group with the general population.

Disabled people's organisations can play a key role in all phases of
disaster management. It is important for disaster management service
providers to consult and involve thesegroups in addressing special needs
of people with disabihties in disaster situations.

It is to be noted that most of these recommendations would benefit

not only people with disabilities in future disaster situations, but also other
vulnerablegroups like the elderly, pregnant women and women with small
children. It would therefore be cost-effective for service providers to take
note of these recommendations in addressing different aspects of disaster
management in the future.

J. Conclusion

The present study focused on people with disabihties and their families
affected by the tsunami in three coastal districts of Tamil Nadu state in
southern India.

The findings and recommendations relate to the sample
and areas studied, and are meant to add to/supplement the
existing body of literature on the impact of disasters on people
with disabilities.

It is recommended that more such studies be carried out in other

coastal areasin southern India, tocontinuetoadd to the knowledge base in
this field.
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ANNEXURE I: INSTRUCTIONS TO SURVEYORS

Instructions To Surveyors
Filling The Questionnaire

Explain the purpose ol this study.
The study is being conducted to find out
how children and adults with different

disabilities coped with the tsunami and to
see what their present situation is.After the
study we hope to give recommendations
to the government and service providers
about how to include and address the

special needs of persons with disability
in disaster situations like the tsunami.

Make it clear that we are not a funding
agency or a service provider; there are no
direct benefits_for them from this survey.
The study will be of help to persons
wiih disability who are caught in similar
situations in the luture.

Types ofdisabilities to In-
included in the study

> Locomotor (polio, amputated limbs,
deformities from birth, e.g., shortened
limbs, paralysis)

> Visual (blind, one eyed, low vision, old
people with cataract who cannot see at
all)

> Speechand hearing (deaf and unable to
speak)

> Mental retardation (low in intellectual
ability, difficulty in understanding and
following instructions, difficulty in
copmg with school, compared to others
of same age)

> Mental illness (strange or abnormal
behaviour like talking, crying or laughing
to himself/herself)

> Cerebral palsy (child lias stiffness of limbs
or completely loose limbs with no muscle
tone, no muscle

co-ordination)
> Leprosy cured (treated for leprosy, now

cured but may have deformed hands, feet
or face)

For persons ssith
hearing impairment

> Fill the PWD questionnaire, u.sing
a family member to interpret. Ask
the questions to the person directly,
maintaining eye contact wiih that person
Tell the interpreter to tell the person
exactly what you said, and to tell you
exactly what ihe person said.The family
member's impressions can be taken later.
What we need is the response from the
person with disability.

• For persons with other disabilities also.
encourage them to talk instead of family
members talking on their behalf.

For persons wiili mental
retardation and cerebral palsy
Fill the family member questionnaire for
all persons with mental retardation or
cerebral palsy.

For persons ssith menial illness

Fill the PWD questionnaire, with the help
of family member if the person is unable
to communicate well.

For children with disability
Fill the family member questionnaire in
case of children with other disabilities

(locomotor, visual, speech and hearing)
who are under 14 years.

For women with disability
Make sure that a woman surveyor
interviews a disabled woman, talk to her

in private when asking about problems
faced as a woman.
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Definition of'Who is itlei led?'

1st priority: All those who lived less than
200 metres from the sea

2nd priority: All those who lived be
tween 200 to 500 meires from the sea. If

there is a person who was not physically
present in the house at the time of tsu
nami, but was affected by losing every
thing, include them in the study.

In case some questions are not
applicable, write NA (not applicable). For
example, someone may not have received
die immediate relief assistance because

he/she was away somewhere else in the
initial few weeks afier the tsunami. For

this person, the questions regarding the
immediate needs will not be applicable,
but you still need to go dirough the rest
of the questions.

When asking about anxiety,depression,
treatment and counselling, be sensitive
about how to phrase the question. Tell
them "we know that you must have gone
through a very traumatic experience. How
did you manage to cope? Did you get
some help like someone talking to you
about your feelings, or some medicines?"

Similarly, be sensitive when asking
about the question on life before the
tsunami and alter die tsunami. For some

people, it would be better now, because
theygoi a lot of help. Forothers, it may be
worse because they were left out of most
assistance.

In cases where they say they did not
get help either immediately or later, go
into details about why they were left out.
In some cases, others might have already
claimed die benefits in iheir name. The

officials may have been suspicious about
late claims.They may be trying to get more
benefits by telling you that diey were left

out. Check out why they were left out, and
cross-check with others, like neighbours if
they were really left out.

II one of your respondents tells you
ih.it they know some person with disability
who was left oui of services, go and look
for that person and fill the questionnaire
for him/her. Again, verify whether they
were really left out by checking and cross-
ehei king.

When asking for their suggestions for
the Inline-, stari by saying "we are looking
for good suggestions that will help
people with disabilities to cope with such
disasters in the future. Please think this

over carefully and tell us what you think
is important for people with disabilities at
such times".

At the end of the questions, there is a
see tion calk el 'For the surveyor". Here you
can fill in any other relevant information
that you think is not dealt with in the
questionnaire.

You will need to rate the impact of
the tsunami on the person, based on your
assessment alter talking to the person.

Arating of 5 is maximum impact- that
means the person was hit by the waves,
was in the water, was hurt or injured in
some way, lost a family member, lost Ins/
her house and possessions, was treated for
emotional problems, is still fearful when
talking about it. A rating of 1 is minimal
impact.

Make sure you have completed all die
questions by checking that all the items
are filled in and nothing is left out.

Thank the respondent for their time
and co-operation.



ANNEXURE HA: PWD INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

CopingWith Tsunami: An Exploratory Study On PersonsWith Disability
InTamilnadu With Spei ial Reference To Women Willi Disability
interview Schedule

To collect --formation Irom Persons With Disability
Schedule No....

Part I - Demographic Details
1. Name :

2. Age :

3. Gender : I. Male 2. Female

4. Type of disability: I. Visual 2. Speechand hearing
3. Physical (locomotor) 4. Mental retardation
5. Mental illness 6. Cerebral palsy
7. Leprosy-cured 8. Others (specify)

5. Disabled due to tsunami: 1. Yes 2. No

6. Education.: 1. Illiterate 2. Primary (up to Std.V)
3. High schooI/HSS (Std.V to XII) 4. College/Technical

Education

5. Any other (specify)

7. Community: I. Sc/ST 2. Most Backward
3. Backward 4. General

8. Marital status. I. Married 2. Single
3. Widowed 4. Separated 5. Divorced

9. No. of Children: I. Male 2. Female 3. N.A.

10.No. of family members currendy living with person: I. Adults 2. Children

11. Occupation: 1. Before tsunami
2. Alter isunami a. Same b. Dille-reni

3. Ifdifferent, specify the activityand explain the reason for change

12.Approximate family income per month : Rs /-
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I 3.Where were you living at the time of tsunami?
1. Less than 200 metres from sea 2. Between 200-500 res from sea

14. Where are you living now?
1. Old house (where the person as iving before tsunami)
2. Renovated old house (renovated after tsunami)
3. New house (built alter tsunami) 4. Temporary shelter
5. Rented house

Part II - Coping pattern of PWDs at the impact of tsunami
15.Where were you when the tsunami struck?

1. At home 2. On the shore 3. Any other (specify)

16. What were you doing when the isunami struck.'
1. Sleeping 2. Household work 3. Fishing 4. Others (specify)

17.What did you do when you understood what was happening?

18. Who reached you first and helped you?
I. Family 2. Neighbour 3. Others (specify)

19.How did you reach a placeof safety?

20. When did you reach a place of safety?
1. Immediately 2. Within I hour
3. Between I hr and 3 hours 4. After 3 hours

21.What were your immediate needs/concerns after reaching the safe place?
1. Shelter 2. Food and water 3. Clothes 4. Medical care

5. Assistive devices 6. Finding family members 7. Others (specify)

22. Were your immediate needs addressed?
1. Yes 2. No 3. N.A
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23. For Q. No 22, if answered 2 or 3 explain the reason

24. If yes, explain how:

, ,,, ,. _ , ,-,.-.» When did you eel this How did il help you'Agency (24.1) Type of service (24.2) ^J^ ^^

25.To what extent were your immediate needs addressed?
1. Great extent 2. Some extent 3. Not at all

26. Elaborate on your answer.

27. What happened next? Please describe in detail.
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28. What did you lose in the tsunami? Pleasedescribe in detail:
Lost Y N NA Explainf If answered'yes')

a) Family members
b) House

c) Clothes

d) Vessels

e) Material Possession

0 Gold

g)Cash
h) Assistive devices

i) Ration card
j) Identity card

k) Medical certilu tti

1) Fishing boat, net

29. What did you recover later? Please describe in detail.

30.What services did you receive during the reconstruction and rehabditation efforts?
I. Shelter 2. Food and water 3. Clothes

4. Medical care 5. Cash 6. Assistive devices

7. Medical certificate 8. IDcard 9. Counselling
10. Housing 11. Education support 12. Employment support

When did you get this How did it help yon 'A8e_cy(30,> Type of service (30.2) ;^ ^

31. Did you face any difficulties in getting these services?
1. Yes 2. No
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32. If yes, what difficulties did you face in getting these services?

33. Did these services meet all your needs?
1. Yes 2. No

34. Overall are you satisfied with the servicesprovided after the disaster?
1. Greatly satisfied 2. Somewhat satisfied 3. Not satisfied

35. Please explain in detad:

36.What or who wasof greatest help to you to cope,during and after the disaster?
Please describe in detail.

37.Whatwas the greatest difficulty you faced during and after the disaster?
Please describe in detail.

38. What are you doing at present?
1. Working 2. Unemployed 3. At home
4. Dependent on family 5. Others (specify)

39. Please explain in detail.

40. Ifyou or your family member is earning a livelihood, is it due to the services you got
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after the tsunami?

1. Yes 2. No

41. Please explain in detail.

42. What are your unmet needs at tliis time?
(E.g., Medical certificate/ID card/Govt schemes/Education)

43.How was your life before the tsunami and how is it now?
(Any changes for the better or for worse)

44.What are your feelings now when you thinkof the tsunami and what happened?

45. Did you get any help/counselling/medication to help you cope wiih your feelings of
fear, anxiety or depression?

1. Yes 2. No

46. Ifyes, please explain how it helped:

47. Do you know of people withdisabilities in yourarea who didnot getany help?
1. Yes 2. No

48. Ifyes, please give their details (where they are now, how to contact them)



49. Do you know if any people with disabilitiesdied in the tsunami?
I. Yes 2 No

50. If yes, please give details

Part III - Recommendations

5I. If there isanother disaster like ibis in the future wewould like to make suggestions from
this study to help people with disabilities. Can you tell us what you think should be done
on a priority basis to help people with disability like you '

For Girls /Women Willi Disability
52. Did you face special problems as a woman during or after the tsunami?

1. Yes 2. No

53. If yes. please describe in detail.

54. Are you a member of a self-help group?
I. Yes 2. No

55. If yes. please describe the activities that are useful for you?
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56. If no, what are the reasons for noi being part of a group?

1. SHGnot available 2. Any other (explain)

For The Surveyor

57. Please note down any other relevant information regarding ibis person's situation, which
is not part of the questions you asked.

58. Please grade your impression of the impact (financial, physical, and emotional) of the
tsunami on this person (5= greatest impact. 1= least impact)

12 3 4 5

Address of the respondent :

Name of the interviewer : Dale : April. 2007



ANNEXURE II B: FAMILY INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Interview Schedule

Tocollect information from families ofPersons With Disability
(children,adults with mental retardation and cerebral palsy )
Schedule No....

Part I - Details of family member answering the questions
1. Name :

2. Age:

3. Gender: 1. Male 2. Female

4. Relationship widi child with disability:
I. Mother 2. Father

5. Occupation of respondent :
I. Before tsimami

2. After tsunami a. Same b. Different

3. If different, specify the activityand explain the reason for change

6. Occupation of spouse at present

7. Approximate family income per month : Rs /-

8. Education of respondent :
I. Illiterate 2. Primary (up to Std.V)
3. High school / HSS (Std. VI to XII) 4. College/Technical Education
5. Any other (specify)

9. Education of spouse :
I. Illiterate 2. Primary (up to Std.V)
3. High school / HSS (Std. VI to XII) 4. College/Technical Education
5. .Any other (specify)

10. Community

1. SC/ST 2. Most Backward

3. Backward 4. General
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I I. Marital status : 1. Married

4. Separated
2. Single
5. Divorced

12. No.of family members currently hving with person :
1. Adults 2. Children

13. Did the child livewith the respondent before tsunami?
1. Yes 2. No

14. If no. explain in detail:

Part II - Details about the child with disability
I5. Name ofchild with disability :
16. Gender of child :

l.Male 2. Female

17. Age:

18.Type of disability :
1. Visual

4. Menial retardation

7. Leprosy-cured

19. Disabled due to tsunami

2. Speech and hearing
5. Mental illness

8. Others (specify)

I. Yes

3. Widowed

3. Physical (locomotor)
6. Cerebral palsy

2. No

20. Was the child going to school before the tsunami?
l.Yes 2. No 3. N.A [0-3 years at the time of tsunami]

21. If yes. what is the type of school?
1. Preschool 2. School

22. If No. what are the reasons?

23. Is the child going to school now?

3. SpecialSchool
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1. Yes 2. No

24. If No, what arc the reasons'

25.Where were you living at the time of tsunami?
I. Less than 200 metres from sea 2. Between 200-500 metres from sea

26. Where are you living now?
1. Old house (where the person was living before tsunami)
2. Renovated old house (renovated after tsunami)
3. New house (built after isunami) 4. Temporary shelter
5. Rented house

Part III - Coping pattern of PWDsat the impact of tsunami
27. Where was your child when the tsunami struck?

I. At home 2. On theshore 3. Any other (specify)

28. What was he/she doing when the tsunami struck?
1. Sleeping 2. Playing 3. Household work 4. Any other (specify)

29. Where were you when ihe isunami struck?
I. At home 2. On theshore 3. Any other (specify)

30. What were you doing when ihe tsunami struck?
1. Sleeping 2. Household work 3.Fishing 4-Others (specify)

31. What did you do when you understood whai was happening?

32.Who reached yourchild first and helped him/her?
I. Mother 2. Father 3. Other family members
4. Neighbour 5. Others (specify)

33. How did your child reach a placeofsafety?
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34.When did your child reach a placeof safety?
1. Immediately 2- Within I hour
3. Between 1 hr and 3 hours 4. After 3 hours

35.What were yourchild's immediate needs/concerns after reaching thesafe place?
1. Shelter 2. Food and water 3. Clothes 4. Medical care
5. Assistive devices 6. Finding family members 7. Others (specify)

36.Were your child's immediate needsaddressed?
I. Yes 2. No 3. N.A

37. For Q. No 36. if answered 2 or 3 explain the reason

38. If yes. explain how:
Agene y

(381)
Typeof service

(382)

When did your child get How did il help your
tins servic e? (38.3) your child? (38.4)

39.To what extent were your child's immediate needs addressed?
I. Great extent 2.Some extent 3.Not at all

40. Elaborate on your answer.
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41. What happened next? Please describe in detail.

42. What did your child and you lose in the tsunami? Please describe in detaU. (example,
family members, house, clothes, vessels, material possessions, gold. cash, important
documents like ration card, identity card, medical certificate).
Lost Y N Na Explain

a) Family members

b) House

c) Clothes
d) Vessels
e) Material Possession

f)Gold
g) Cash

h) Assistive devices

i) Ration card

j) Identity card

k) Medical certificate
I) Fishing boat, nil

43. What did you recover later? Please describe in detail.

44. What services did your child receive during the reconstruction and rehabilitation
efforts?

1. Shelter 2. Food and water 3. Clothes

4. Medical care 5. Cash 6. Assistive devices

7. Medical certificate 8. ID card 9. Counselling
10. Housing 11. Education support I2. Employment support to family
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A (44 \\ Type ofservice When did your child gel How did il help your
(44.2) this service? (44.i) child' (44.4)

45. Did you face any difficulties in getting these services for yourchild?
1. Yes 2. No

46. Ifyes, what difficulties did you face in getting these services for your child?

47. Did these services meet all your chdd's needs?
I. Yes 2. No

48.Overall are you satisfied with theservices provided for your child after thedisaster?
1. Greatly satisfied 2. Somewhat satisfied 3. Not satisfied

49. Please explain in detail:

50.What or who was of greatest help to your child and to you to cope, during and alter
the disaster? Please describe in detail.

51.What was the greatestdifficulty your child and you faced during and after the disaster?
Please describe in detail.



52.What is your child doing at present?
I. Going to school 2. Slaying at home 3.Any other (specify)

53. What are you and your family members doing at present?
I. Working 2. Staying at home (for mothers) 3. Dependent on others

54. Pleaseexplain in detail.

55. If you or your family member is earning a livelihood, is it due to the services you got
after the tsunami?

I. Yes 2. No

56. Pleaseexplain in detail.

57.What are the unmet needs of your child at this time?
(E.g.. Medical certificate/ID card/Govt schemes/education)

58. How was your child's life before the tsunami and how is it now?
(Any changes for the better or for worse)

59.What arc your feelings now when you think of the tsunami and what happened?
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60. Did you get any help/counselling/medication to help you copewith your feelings of
fear, anxiety or depression?
1. Yes 2. No

61. If yes. please explain how it helped:

62. Did your child get any help / counselling / medication to help him/her cope with
feelings of fear, anxiety or depression?
1. Yes 2. No

63. If yes. please explain how it helped.

64. Do you know of people with disabilities in your area who did noi get any help?
1. Yes 2. No

65. If yes. please give their details (where they are now. how to contact them)

66. Do you know if any people with disabilities died in the tsunami?
1. Yes 2. No

67. Ifyes. please give details

Part IV - Recommendations

68. If there is another disaster like this in the future we would like to make suggestions
from this study to help children with disabilities and iheir family members.Can you
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tell us what you think should be done on a priority basis to help children with disability
like your child?

69. Likewise, can you tell us what you think should be done on a priority basis to
help parents of children with disability like yourself?

Mothers

70. Are you a member of a self-help group?
1. Yes 2. No

71. If yes, please describe the activities. Whichof thesedo you find useful?

2. If no, what are the reasons for not being part of a group?
I. SHG not available 2. Any other (explain)

For The Surveyor
73. Please note down any other relevant information/observation regarding this

child's/PWD's situation, which is not part of the questions you asked.

74. Please grade your impression of the impact (financial, physical and emotional)
of the tsunami on this child (5=greatest impact I- least impact)
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Address of the respondent :

Name of the interviewer :

Date: April, 2007



ANNEXURE III: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS

Questionnaire For Service Providers

Name of organisation:

Type of organisation: Govt/NGO/INGO/ PrivateTrust or Foundation /Others(Specify)

Address:

Telephone no.

Name of respondent:

email:

Designation/Role of respondent in the organisation:

1.What are the main activities of your organisation? Please tick
•Women's development
• Child welfare

Disability rehabilitation and development
• Community development
- Health and medical care

• Education

- Livelihoods

• Agriculture
- Advocacy
•Training
• Research

Disaster relief and rehabilitation

• Others (specify)

2.What services did you provide during and after the tsunami in die affected areas?
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Service PWD included PWD not Included Remarks

Rescue

Shelter

Food and water

Clothes

Medical assistance

Housing

Education assistance

Employment assistance-
Medical ccriifu.it.- Ic.r PWD

ID card for PWD

Govt, schemes for PWD

Mental health assisiance

and counselling
AssisUve devices

Others (specify)

3. If persons with disability were not included in your reliefand rehabilitation efforts, what
are the reasons?

4. If persons with disability were included in your relief and rehabilitation efforts, what
were their major needs during and after the disaster?

5. Do you think that your efforts addressed the major needs of persons with disability?
Yes/No

6. If yes. how did you address their needs?

7. If no. what are the reasons?

8. Did you conduct a survey of Persons with Disability in the affected areas?
Yes/No

9. If yes. can you give us the details in a separate sheet? (attached/not attached)



10. If there is a similar disaster in the future, in your opinion, what should be done on a
priority basisto include and address the needs of persons with disability al all stages
of disaster management'

S.No.

1

Disaster Management Cycle Actions/Priorities

Relief/Response
2 Recovery

3 Rehabilitation

4 Reconstruction

5

6

Development
Prevention

7 Mitigation
8 Preparedness
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ANNEXURE IV: ISSUES FOR FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Issues For Focus Group Disc ussions
1. Purpose of the study

2. Introduction of all participants

3.Their accounts of where they were, how
they coped in the immediate aftermath of
the tsunami.

4. Their accounts of the immediate

assistance they got. who helped, when
they got it. was il the same as all other
affected people

5.Any difficulties in accessing the assistance

6. Did the immediate assistance meet their

needs, if so how? If not, why?

7. Their accounts of the reconstruction and

rehabilitation services, who helped, when
they got it, was it the same as all other
affected people

8. Any difficulties in accessing the assistance

9. Did the services meet their needs, if so,
how? If not. why not?

10. What are (hey doing now?

11.Were some people with disabihties who
they know, left out of services?The details
of those left out.

12.What are their suggestions to include
and address the needs of person with
disabilities in future disaster situations?

13. Compared to people without
disabdities do you think you got lessor

same or more than them in relief and

rehabilitation efforts?

I I SIIGs - how many women arc-
members, since the tsunami?

1 5. In case the FGD is with a women's

group, ask them to mention the specific
problems thai they faced as women
with disability, during and/or after the
tsunami, if any.



ANNEX V: FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS WITH PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES AND CAREGIVERS

Focus Group Discussion with
PWDs and Mothcrs/Caregive-rs of
Children with Disability
Venue : Anna Nagar, Kasimode,
Chennai- 1J,No.of pariii ipants :
Parents/ care takers - 6, PWD- 9

At the time of tsunami:

> Anna Nagar is one of die worst-hit slums
by the isunami in Chennai. In tliis slum,
all 675 families were affected and 27

people lost their lives. Huts are located
at a distance of about I 5-20 meters

away from the sea.The protective wall
of huge stones for the sea delayed the
severe damage in the slum; so many
people escaped the tsunami with physical
wounds.

> One person became physically disabled
and two persons are under treatment for
mental illness due to the tsunami.

> All the participants in the discussion said
ihat they were saved either by their family
members or neighbours. No PWD lost
his/her hie due lo tsunami.

> Ramaniirtham, mother of two boys with
menial retardation aged 25 and 21 years
said that shewas alarmed at thesight
of water reaching above her shoulder
level as she was standing at the shore.
She rushed into her house, carried the
younger boy,dragged the older one and
managed to reach the placeof safety.

> Many people lost their lives as they were
at the shore for their ablutions in the

morning.Thus, some children who were
close to die sea also lost their lives.

> Someof the participant said that ihey
had gone out of the area to work as
housemaids and hence were saved.

> A number of men in the area were at sea

at the time of tsunami, and managed

to reach the shore few hours after the

tsunami.

> Kesavan (35/M). a fisherman with polio
said that he was at the sea in a boat. His

wife was selling fish at ihe seashore. He
was thrown into the sea but managed to
swim and reach the roadside in 2 hours.

He said that he was very anxious till he
found his family, and that he experienced
terrible feareven today.

> Rani (47 years), who has locomotor
disability said that she was carried by
the neighbours. She said that she lost
everything in her house.

> Mary (55 years) said that her younger
son got swept away by the water. Due to
her anxiety, she could not concentrate
on her grandson, affected by menial
retardation. He was close to the sea and

was swept away by water but saved by a
fishermen ina catamaran. Her son got
caught in a thorny bush, was injured and
saved a few hours after the disaster.

Immediate Needs

> The participantssaid that they were
provided with assistance for their
Immediate needs by the public within
2-3 hours of the disaster.They were given
drinking waier, food and clothes. Also, the
local MLA distributed bread, water and
food packets soon after the disaster.

> As there were more deaths and missing
members in the area, there was a lot of
confusion and problems as people went
searching for their family members.
These families were helped by the public
and neighbours immediately. Immediate
medical carewasgiven by the nearby
government hospitals with die help of the
neighbours.The participants who were
hospitalized,appreciated the services
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• _•_• _B ill \MOC___

provided by the physic iansand medical
students.

Discussion at Anna Nagar, Kasimedu
> The stale governiiient gave Rs. 4,000/- as

relief for all the fishermen affected by the
tsunami. People from Anna Nagar were
not given this relief amount on time as
the organizers stopped the relieffunds
for residents of 3 streets due to internal,

bureaucratic/ organizational confusion.
People in the locality fought for their
rights and received the benefit after3
months.

> The participants said that they weregiven
Rs. 1,000/- for 3 months with other
relief materials and did not face any
problems in getting this. However, tenants
who lived in the renied houses without

ration cards did not get any benefits. Also,
those who lived in rented houses with

ration cards had to share their benefits

With _W house owners, partially or fully.
At the time of distribution of relief

measures, people who had white ration
cards (for those- with higher incomes
than blue ration card holders) were not
given government benefits immediately.
Participants said that only after the
intervention of Mr.Jayakumar, the then
State Minister for Fisheries, they managed
to gel die benefits.
In Kasimedu area and along the stretch,
one part of the area was under Royapuram
constituency and ihe other was under
RK Nagar Constituency. People at the R
K Nagar area were not happy with the
assistant t provided by the local MLA as
against the other area where the assistance
was given by the Minister Jayakumar.
People complained about the difference in
the quality of services provided between
the two areas.



Recoveryand Reconstruction Services
> Temporary shelters were provided by

the Government at Kargil Nagar.These
shelters caught fire and the residents
lost all the household items and other

things given by various sources.
Again, they wereshifted to another
area calledTsunami Nagar.This area is
about 15 kms. away from their original
placeof residence. All the participants
complained about the location and said
that most of them have vacated the area

in order to continue to have access to

their placeof work /livelihood.These
people have either repaired their old
houses or rented a house near their old

house.

> The participants said that all the affected
families in Anna Nagar were allotted
permanent shelters. However, there is
a problem with the allotment. People
at Anna Nagar were promised houses
in a particular area, but allotted houses
in another. This slum community
is noi happy with this action of the
government, which is under process.
Hence, there is a delay in giving them
the new houses.

> The participants were anxious about
their new houses and looking for the
government to hand over their new
houses soon.

> A few NGOs were involved in

rehabilitation efforts of the affected

community. Initially, they provided die
community with household items to
use in the temporary shelter and are,
at present involved in developmental
activities for them.

> New ration cards have been distributed

to the people who lost them in the
tsunami. Some of the participants

mentioned that they have not yet got
iheir ration cards.

> All the people wiih disabilities in the area
have obtained their Medical Identity Card
with the help of the NGOs. Asurveyof
PWDs has been undertaken by the NGOs.
However, the PWDs said diat they have
not yet received any specific assistance,
other than their identity card.

Effects of tsunami

> Ramaniirtham mentioned that she has not

yet overcome the fear of tsunami.
> Ettiappan. an elderly person with

locomotor disability said that he was
totally traumatized by the fear of tsunami.

> The participants were emotional when
they shared that they are still caught up
with ihe thought of the tsunami's impact
on their lives. They expressed that their
fear of tsunami surfaces whenever there

are any unusually rough waves in the sea.
They mentioned that their children were
also fearful of the isunami and that they
do not playcomfortably at ihe seashore
as before.

Unmet Needs

) Kesavan said that he wanted to work and

support the family rather than being
dependenton them.He asked for some
livelihood options. He wanted assistance
to run a 'Bicycle RepairShop".

> Many of ihe participantsexpressed their
need for livelihood assistance.

> All parents asked for the pensions to be
sanctioned for their children.

> All participantsasked for the pension
for PWDs given by the government to
increased from Rs.400/- to Rs.500/-

Recommendations

> Houses for the PWDs to be located in

higher areas.
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> Early warningsystem to be in place
> Safe play areas for children required

Focus Group Discussion with
PWDs and Caregivers
Place: LCDDP Office, Nagapattinam
No. of participants: 13

During the tsunami
> Mostof the PWDs were saved by the

family members. Women with disabilities
were carried by their husbands, older
people by their children to safe places.

> In Akkaraipettai no PWDs lost their lives
as they were all taken care by die famdy
members as a first priority.

> Some of the PWDs who were pushed by
water into the upper pari of die houses
(eg. One woman sat on the door for half
an hour), climbed to the top of stairs
or stayed on the terrace of one-storey
buildings, and were rescued subsequently
by family members and neighbours who
carried diem.

> The members said that as 90% of die

fishermen who knew swimming, saved
loi of lives.One youth with locomotor
disability involved in fishing said that he
saved old women who were caught in
water.

> In places like Nambiar Nagar water came
into the low lying areas and the central
area wasleft withoutdamage. So people
could save themselves by moving towards
the middle of the village.

> Some of them went to other districts.

Packiavathy the visually impaired woman
said that her two daughters brought
her out of the house and ran for safety.
She said, "We keptwalking towards
Thiruvarur. the nearby district.We started

around 9 o'clock in the morning as soon
as the killer waves hit us and reached diat

placearound 5.30 in the evening."
> Many of the affected people dispersed

to other districts likeThanjavur.Trichy,
Madurai and Ramanathapuram in groups,
traveling by buses and trucks. Many
families got separated at that time and
were re-united after a period ofa week to
3 weeks.

Immediate needs

> All PWDs got their immediate needs
fulfilled like the majorityof other
affected people.

> No disability specific benefits / relief
measures were given for the PWDs
during the immediate aftermath.

> The public and the local community of
the villages where die affected people
took shelter provided them with food
and water, clothes, shelter and in some

cases they were also given money to
manage their minimal daily expenses.

> People from other districts such as
Coimbatore, Madurai, Pattukottai etc.

came with food, water and clothes and

helped them.
> One of the members said "we were

desperately looking for our children
and family members. At that time many
people fed us and consoled us.We were
not in a position to recognize them.
Their gesture was verysupportive at that
moment."

> Medical service was rendered by various
organizations /government sector/
individuals which was accessible to

the affected people asand when diey
approached them for help.

Recovery and Reconstruction Services
> The families of PWDs received all the



aids and benefits given to others.
> Temporary shelters were given to most of

the affected people.
> A considerable number of the affected

people hving in the temporary shelters
moved back to their original houses after
repairing them with the aid provided by
the various NGOs.

> The compensation they received from
the government was Rs. 15,000/- if
they belonged to fishermen community,
Rs. 4000/- as part of immediate relief
measures along with the basic household
items and Rs. 1000/- per month for three
months. Compensationwas also given for
loss of fantily members.

> There was no specific assistance given
to the PWDs either by die government
or by other agencies in the Jagabar from
Nagore said 'government neglected
our special needs; some of the agencies
cameforward to help us; there were 3
surveys conducted so far in our area for
the disabled after the tsimami; we were

photographed by them with the promise
of delivering assistance to us; nothing
has been done in this regard; even the
government scheme on livelihood (ADB-
TEAP) also not given to us as we belong
to the municipality".

> The following programmes were carried
out focusingon the PWDS and addressing
their special needs:

k Packiyavathy a visually impaired person
received Rs. 5000/- from 'All India

Association for the Blind', Chennai for

livelihood. She said that she started a

petty shop but could not sustain it.
> CWBC has helped a number of PWDs

identified in the Nagapattinam area.
Packiyavathy was trained by the CWBC on
'Coir Making'. She was given a stipendof

Rs. 100/- for one month, provided with
the raw materials and also given training
on the same. LCDDP has also financially
assisted her to start 'rice shop'. Shesaid
that the rice shop is giving her enough
income to earn her livelihood. She also

mentioned that her income is reduced

after the 'Rs.2/- Rice Scheme of the

Government in ration shops'.
> Thilagavathy, another woman with

locomotor disability said dial CWBC
helped her to restart her'idli shop'.They
helped her to get the vessels and stove
which cost Rs. 6,000/-. Anorganization
called'True' gave her Rs. 5,000/- for
livelihood, with which she started a petty
shop, and her sister who is her caretaker
is managing the idli shop.

> After the isunami most of the PWDs have

obtained their Medical Identity Card.
They said thai ii was done by the medical
officers appointed to assess their disability.
The government conducted diese medical
camps in the government hospitals.

> Generally all the members expressed their
dissatisfaction aboul the government
services.

> Malar a woman with locomotor disability
said that she was sanctioned loan by the
bank four times but from the government
rehabilitation office she could not get the
required papers to get the loan. She said
that the government officials make them
go from place to placewithout getting
anything done and that it is a waste of her
money to pursue ihis.

> The members found the guidance
from LCDDP on various government
schemes and other opportunities, and the
formation of SHGs for the PWDs, useful.

' Kaliya perumal, 55 yearold man with
locomotor disability said that he was
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helped by an agency called'Awai'.They
had given him goats costing Rs. 6000/-.
Atpresent he has 9 goats and has already
sold 6 kids at the cost of Rs. 600/- to Rs.

800/-. He is satisfied with the profit ihat
he is making.

Effect of the tsunami

> There is no change in the livesof most of
the PWDs after to the tsunami. In some

cases, it has worsened as fishermen who

were bread winners were killed and thus

the economic status of their families has

gone down.
> The members said, "We still have the fear

about the sea. If the tidal waves suddenly
rise we get scared; also worried about the
tsunami rumours as there is no way for
us to verify the information."

> Compared to odier people who are not
disabled, the PWDs felt that they got less
help for their own development.

> Life is totally lost in the tsunami.We are
still struggling to rebuild ourselvesand
get back to normal life' saida member
with low vision.

Unmet Needs

> The members said that the following
assistance could help them to reconstruct
their lives:

> Tricycle (Thattu Rickshaw) which is
used to transport vegetables, fish etc.
was requested by few members.This
could provide additional income for
their families doing either fishing or
agriculture.

> Medical help to undergo corneal
transplantation for a low vision person
whose vision is deteriorating. Medical aid
required for one of the members with
hearing impairment and for achild who
gets seizures frequently.

> Loan to start business is required. The
assistance Rs.10,000/- (ADB -TEAP) was
given to those in the panchayats and not in
municipality.

> Individual boats to be given to all the
famihes of PWDs.

Recommendations from the group
> Houses must be given for all the PWDs in

high areasand not in low-lying areas.
> Tricycles or other fast mobility aids are

required to rescuepersons with locomotor
problems.

> For the visually impaired and the hearing
impaired some kind of alerting equipments
required to be installed at die coastal areas.

> 'Early warning system' is a must in all these
coastal areas.

Focus Group Discussion with PWDs and
Caregivers
Place: Keezhmanakudi, Kanyakumari
No. of participants: 15

During the tsimami
> The PWDs were carried by their fantily

members. In this village when the first wave
hit, the family members became alert and
carried the PWDs to a safe place along with
their valuables and important documents
like Ration Card, Pass book, Passports etc.

> Some of them who ignored the first
wave and became curious about the sea

movement were caught in the second wave
which was more forceful and were killed.

Hence there was more loss of lives in

Melmanakudi village, which is adjacent to
this village.

> One woman (20 years) with mental
retardation was killed in the isunami as her

mother tried to take her to a safer place.
> In some cases the villagers and local youth

carried the PWDs.



Immediate needs

> The PWDs mentioned that they were
provided with food and waler, clothes
and shelter by the public.They said
'somebody' provided us with everything
and that they were not aware who those
people were.

> The local churches and schools sheltered

the affected people and provided them
with the immediate needs

> This fishermen community were given
Rs. 15,000/- from the Department of
Fisheries as an immediate relief measure,

Rs. 4,000/ and Rs. 1,000/- for three
months with other essential household

items given by the government for all ihe
425 families in the village.

> Many NGOs and other philanthropists
were involved in die distribution of

immediate needs.

> The members said that they did not have
any problem to access the assistance given
by any agencies.

Recovery and reconstruction services
> The PWDs were not given any disability-

specific assisiance in this village.
> The members said that they received only

the benefits given to their families and
not any specific assistance addressing
their special needs.

> The only benefit they have received is Rs.
10.000/- under the ADB-TEAP scheme.

Out of the 36 who applied from the
village 27 have received ihe assistance few
months ago.

> In order to apply for the ADB assistance,
the village PWDs and their family
members have formed a group. Through
this initiative they have also obtained
the Medical Identity Card and Income
certificate for all ol the in

> Christopher, a youth with locomotor
disability had never used any assistive aids
for mobility. He now has a motorized
tricycle with the assistance given by the
'local fishermen association' and the

government.After being confined to his
house earlier, he now runs a petty shop
in the village and earns a small income to
support his family.

> Some of the PWDswho got Rs. 10.000/-
assistance. have started milk business,

petty shop etc. In some cases the family-
members have expanded their existing
businesses. Some have spent tins money
on buying jewelry.

> Many NGOs are working in tliis village
but nothing substantial is being done for
disabled people.

> SHGs for men and women were formed

even before the tsunami but after the

tsunami, groups liavebeen formed for die
PWDsand ihcir caretakers in some places.

Effects of the tsunami

> The members mentioned that they
have become aware ol the gi ivernmenl
schemes only after the tsunami

>They have got identity card for themselves
now and they said it has happened only
alter the tsunami

> The members said that the economic

status has gone down in their families;
also 'our men who go for fishing and our
families get alarmed even at the small
changed movementsin the sea; due to
the Sri LankanArmy we have recently lost
a few fishermen.That is also worrying us;
moreover many skillful fishermen were
lost In the isunami'.

Unmet Needs

> Social security
> Financial assistance to start small business.
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> Alternative livelihood options are

required for the PWDs involved in fishing
earlier and also for the families who need

to take care of PWDs.

> No PWD was left out of ihe services

given to the tannin

Recommendations from the group
> There has to be a vehicle like a fire truck

always in readiness, to take care of the
PWDs at any disaster condition,

> Early warning system is required.
> 'Safety Centre' should be built in all

the coastal areas to take shelter at the

occurrence ol tsunami.

> The ADB scheme is restricted to the age
group 60 years. It should also be given
for people over 60 years.



ANNEX VI FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS

WITH WOMEN WITH DISABIUTIES

Focus Group Discussion with
Women with Disabilitcs and Mothers

of Disabled Children, Chennai

FGD I

Venue: SPASTN, Old Washermenpet,
Chennai

No. of participants: Nine mothers ofChil
dren with Multiple Disabilities
FGD II-

Venue:Tsunami Nagar, Ernavur,
Chennai

No. of participants: 10 women with dis
ability and mother/caretakers ofchildren
with disability

During the tsunami
> Mostof the participants said that they

heard about die tsunami, from men in the

community. The women were involved
in household work at that time and as

soon as they heard thai "water is coming"
(literal translation), they mistook it for
water supply by lorry and took their pots
and ran to the streets eagerly.

> On realizing the actual situation, they all
carried their children with special needs
as their first priority and ran to a safe area.

> The women could not access correct

information about what was happening
and were confused and traumatized with

fear and anxiety as they had to watch over
their children without leaving them even
for a short time

> All the participants said that they were the
first to approach their children and help
them to reach the safe place.

> The participants said that they had
sleepless nights for about a week/longer
as they had to make their children
comfortable.

> The mothers mentioned that they could
not leave the children anywhere and had

10 hold them or carry them always in the
shelters.

> In addition to looking after the other
children and catering to their needs,
ihese women had lo pay special attention
to their disabled children to avoid the

discomfort caused by the crowded
shelters.

> Poongodi from Ennore said that she was
at her mother's house at Kalpakkam at
the time of tsunami as she had delivered

her first baby a week before. She was
emotional when she mentioned that she

lost her sister, house and the jewels that
they had made for her sister's wedding.
Her house was located about 10 feet away
from the sea.

> Another mother of a 9-day old baby
said that she was shocked at the sudden

flooding inside the house when she was
feeding the baby. She reached a safe place
in a mad rush and went from there to

a temple inThiruverkadu. She was very
frightened and believing that only God
could protect her child, stayed there for
9 days.

> Kamala, neighbour of a person with
physical disability said that among the 7
children in her neighbour's house, 3 had
locomotor disabilities.The family had to
struggle to escape the tsunami widi these
children. She and other neighbours were
of great help to this family to rescue their
children.

> One of the PWDs who had a sari business

(sale of saris) said that tsunami washed
away all ihe new saris that she had bought
wiih great difficulty, for her business.

Immediate needs

> All mothersof youngchildren said that
the public provided milk to feed their
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chddren immediately after isunami.
> Aparent from Kalpakkam said that several

infections spread near her village soon
after the tsunami. Many villagers in that
area developed abscesses and became
sick.They were given immediate medical
attention/care.The immediate needs

were provided by the government, local
politicians and the public. Generally all
participants received various types of
assistance provided by die government. In
some areas, the services were delayed due
to organizational flaws.

> A participant named Poongodi mentioned
that they did not want to take any
assistance as they were shattered at the
loss of her sister but the officials waited

and gave them a compensation of Rs. 2
lakhs.

> The mothers mentioned thai they had to
carry/hold their children for hours in

queues to get the supplies on immediate
needs as they could not leave diem with
anybody. Also, they were not given any
preference to get supplies and had to
stand with others, which made it more

difficult.

> People who lived close to schools took
shelter there and found it comfortable as

toilet facilities were made avadable for

them.

Recovery and Reconstruction Services
> A few NGOs were involved in the

rehabilitation services for the affected,

including assisiance given for replacing
damaged huts, household items and
financial assistance.

> Out of 10 members who participated
in the meeting atTsunami Nagar.only
4 members were part of SHGs.The
SHG members of different NGOs were

provided livelihood assistance and



educational support for their children.
Those who were not part of the SHGs
expressed their desire to join the new
groups but said that they could not join
as they were required to submit a copy
of the house allotment papers as per the
SHG rules. Some of them do noi have

these papers due to various reasons like
staying in rented house, absence from the
place when allotment was given etc.

> People living in temporary shelters at
Tsunami Nagar said that they face the
following problems in the new area:
loss of livelihood and discomfort in

daily life due to distance of the area
from the city, infrequency of transport
facilities, improper medical aid (which
is available for a few hours a day only)
and unhygienic conditions leading to the
spread of mosquitoes in the area. They
said that presently they have to use 2
- 4 mosquito coils a day and even more
during the rainy reason.

> Residents ofTsunami Nagarsaid that ihey
are waiting for the government to make
new houses available to them soon.

> InTsunami Nagar, some of the occupants,
who were not affected by the tsunami,
were asked by allottees of the houses to
stay without rent in order to look after
their temporary shelters.The participants
said that these tenants make false claims

for benefits given by the government.

Specificproblems ofwomen
> Poongodi, who was shattered by the

loss of her sister and belongings said
that in her grief she could not focus on
the needs of her child and failed to pay
attention to his growth. She feels very
guilty about it as ii could have caused
delayed development of the child.

Presently, die child is given therapeutic
intervention by SPASTN.

> Kalaiselvi (23 years), a physically-
disabled young woman said that she lived
in Anna Nagar and escaped the disaster
with the help of her family members.
She said that she suffered from shock

and trauma for more than 3 months.

Shecould not sleep as the people's cries
and the sound of the waves constantly
bothered her. She said that she got very
worried that she may not get married
due to her emotional problem but now
she is happy that she has overcome that
fear and is getting married soon.

> Aaraye (50 years) said thai she was
injured in die genital region as she tried
to escape tsunami. She felt embarrassed
to take treatment from the male doctors,

so she treated herself using boiled rice
water, turmeric and tamarind mix for
more than 3 months. She also took pain
killers from the medical shop.

> Kamala said that she 3 months pregnant
al the time of tsunami and found it very
difficult to manage her needs for food,
shelter and privacy.

> The young mothers who were nursing
their children at the time of tsunami

also mentioned that ihey had difficulty-
feeding their children in the crowded
place where they took shelter.

> Some of the mothers at Tsunami Nagar
said that they had lost their livelihood
due to the distance of the temporary
shelters.They said that they live in
poverty and even sold the provisions and
food items given by the government as
relief measures in order to buy milk for
their children.

> Mothers said that they could not take
their children with disability to special
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schools as they do not have proper
transport facilities fromTsunami Nagar.
They said that due lo the infrequency of
public buses and the crowd, drivers do
not wait for the PWDs to board the buses.

> All ihe women said that ihey did not
perceive the troubles and inconveniences
due to tsunamias special problemsas they
were all used to all sorts of family burdens
from earlier.

Changes due to tsunami
> Most of the mothers felt diat the degree

of severity of their children with
disability had increased after the isunami.
They said thai the delay in their progress
could be due to the change in their
normal routine life.

> Anbu, mother of Ranjithkumar (15/M)
said that her child with mild mental

retardation lost his speech three days after
die tsunami.

> Generally, all the members mentioned diat
breeding of fish in the sea has become
less compared to pre-tsunami periodand
hence the income level of die household

has gone down substantially.
> The caretakers and women with

disabditiesexpressed that ihey were not
given any specific assistance. In most
of the cases, women wiih disability
mentioned that diey did not get even the
general assistance given to the affected
population. Hence, they all expressed that
their lifestyles have not changed for the
better.

Unmet Needs and Recommendations

> Safe play areaand more play equipments
required for children.



> Disabled friendly parks/play areas for
children which would promote inclusive
play time of children with disabilities
with other children.

> Awareness creation among the general
population on the society's role in caring
for and respecting children/persons
with special needs, especially during
emergencies.

> Awareness and information on disaster

management

> Prior information from the government
> Social security or guardianship for

children with disabilities in case of loss of

a mother during disasters.
> Group of people/volunteers to be at the

service of PWDs to take care of them in

emergencies.
> Proper medical aid at the temporary

shelters.

> Focus to be given to the PWDsat
emergencies

> Mobility aids and appliances are required.
Some of the mothers mentioned that

their children were given wheel chairs or
tricycles for die first time, only after the
tsunami.

> Women widi disabilities expressed their
need for alternative livelihood options.
They wanted vocational training on
tailoringor financial assistance to start
small businesses.

> Someof die mothers expressed the
need for a hostel or boarding facility for
children with disability.They said that
their hving condition/environment is not
safe and conducive for disabled children

to learn even die basic skills and have a

comfortable life.

> Participants at Tsunami Nagar mentioned
the need for disabled-friendly buses. They
also said that drivers and conductors

should be trained to accommodate

people with disabilities in public
transport.

Nagapattinam

Venue: Fishermen Colony, Poompuhar,
Sirkali Block, Nagapattinam
No. of participants:Ten women, includ
ing 7 mothers of the disabled and 3
women with disability.

At the time of tsunami

> When the tsunami struck, some of die

men in the village were fishing and
many villagers were at the sea shore.
Though they were warned by the
fishermen, they did not realize what the
tsunami was like, hence, more lives were

lost.

> Mostof the villagers escaped to the
nearby lown, Mayiladuthurai.

> Anbazhagi, mother of a 20-year old
daughter with mental retardation,
dragged her daughter and ran to a
school which was about 5 kms. from

the village. Her daughter suffered from
emotional trauma after that.

> Kuppamma, a 65 year old lady has
locomotor disability.When she tried
to escape the tsunami, she fell down
and broke her hand. She said that her

son took care of her, spent about Rs.
35,000/- on her treatment in a private
hospital.

> The local panchayat was involved in
the rescue of the villagers. However,
they did not let the NGOs and private
organizations work freely to help people.
They tried to organize the work, which
actually delayed die process of help
reaching people.
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•j: Small As-. -

Relief measures

> All the affected families received the

package of relief measures provided by
the State Government, which included

Rs. 4,000/- from the Fishermen Society,
assistance of Rs. 1,000/- for 3 months,

with other basic assistance for the family.
In addition, families that lost family
members were given Rs.2 lakhsas
compensation per person.

> Muthu Lakshmi who became disabled

due to tsunami said diat she was at

Keechankuppam in her daughter's house
at the time of tsunami. In her attempt to
save her grandchildren she was injured
and became disabled. She was taken to

Thanjavur Medical College and Hospital,
where the first surgery was conducted.
Dissatisfied with the services at the

government hospital, she underwent the

next two surgeries at a privatehospital
near her village. Shesaid that she got Rs.
5,000/- as medical assistance, whereas

she has spent about One Lakh rupees
on the treatment. She also said that she

could not get other benefits given by
the government and NGOs as she was
hospitalized at that time.

Recovery and
Reconstruction services:

> The aflected famdies received Rs.

32,000/- as assistance to start their
livelihoods afresh. The fishermen could

buy nets and catamarans with the money
received.The affected fishermen in the

village were promised by an NGO that
their houses would be rebuilt in the near

future.

> The livelihood assistance was given by
the government to the families with male



members. Anbazhagi who had lost her
husband 15 years before the tsunami, was
the sole bread winner of the family with
the additional responsibility of taking
care of her daughter with severe disability.
She said that she was excluded from

livelihood assistance due to an unfair

reason: thai there was no male member

in the family.
> She is yet to receive the ADB loan for

livelihood assisiance that is given for
persons with disability or their families.

> Women w-ilh disability at a discussion al
Poompuhar.

> Malar, another participant said thai she
had lost her father I 2 years ago. Her
brother, who was involved in fishing,
was not regular at work, so her mother
was the breadwinner of the family, from
selling fish.They were given a catamaran
and she said that they could increase their
family income through this and that the
brother is more regular wiih his work as
an owner of the catamaran.

> Padmini, affected by locomotor disability
said that she was given an engine by one
of the NGOs as livelihood assistance. Tliis

was fitted into the catamaran her husband

received from the government.
> All the participants except one received

their Medical Identity Card after tsunami
The participants said that before tsunami
ihey had 10bribe government doctors
to get their signature for their medical
identity cards or oilier benefits, but
after the tsunami they did not face any
problems.

> Three of ihe members said that they were
not part of any SHGs as they were totally
dependent on their husbands and did not
have any income for themselves.Three
other members who were part of SHGs.

got educational and livehhood assistance
from the NGOs that manage the groups.

Specific problems faced by women
>The participants said that they suffered

from terrible shock and mental trauma

and had a difficult time saving their
disabled children during the disaster.

> Priya. one of the participants said that she
lost two of her younger sisters of school-
going age in the tsunami.They were given
Rs. 4 lakhs and other benefits. She said

that no compensation could console the
family for the lossof her sisters.

> Anbazhagi said thai she struggled to
take care of her daughter wiih mental
retardation as a single mother. She could
not even go lo work for long hours as her
daughter was totally dependent on her.
In spile of diat. she was excluded from
the livelihood assistance given by the
government.

> The parents and women with disability
mentioned thai they had to go to
government offices many times lo gel any
assistance.They said that they found it too
expensiveto take their child/person with
disability to the office too many times

> In the village, many women were swept
away by water.They faced problems
such as lack of clothes, privacy and toilet
facilities.They mentioned that die men
and youth of their village ran for help and
brought clothes for them.
The participants mentioned that they
found it difficult to manage their disabled
children in the new environment.

Sometimes, they avoided queues to get the
services(as it was difficult to stand in the
queue for long hours with their disabled
children) and missed out on immediate
rebel Occasionally,somebody helped
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them get whatever they required to meet
their immediate needs or shared with

them die assistance that they received.
> Indrani (45 years), whose son and

husband were affected by locomotor
disability, found it very difficult to get
the immediate assisiance. Twice, she got
caught in the crowd, was injured and
hospitalized. Scared and worried, she did
not want to fetch any more assisiance.
She said that as there was no focus on

or preference given to persons with
disabilities, she found it difficult to collect

food and other immediate assistance for

her husband and son.

Unmet needs

> Livelihood assistance

> Alternate livelihoodoptions for the
famihes of PWDs

> Monthly pension for PWDs to be
increased to Rs. 500/-

> Monthly pension to be given for the
elders even if they have male children.
(Kuppamma said that her son takes care
of her well but she finds other deserted

elders in her village, who miss out on
pension for the elderlyas they have male
children).

Changes after tsunami
> The standard of life has become poor as

income is lower than before.Generally,
fish is not found in areas/depths in the
sea where it used to be in abundance

before the tsunami.

Recommendations

> Anbazhagi said that alternate livelihood
assistance should be provided for families
with women as breadwinners.

> The participants said that the panchayat
leadersshould be trained in managing

disastrous situation in the coastal areas.

They, in turn, should train and allot work
among fishermen groups, youth groups
etc.

> Early warning system must be in place to
alert tin community to disasters.

Kanyakumari
Place : Mela Manakudy, Kanyakumari
No. of Participants :Twelve women

During the tsimami
> Melamanakudy Village is one of the worst

hit areas by isunami inTamilnadu.There
were as many as 127 deaths recorded due
to tsunami in the village, according to the
participants

> In Kanyakumari, all the fishermen were
Christians. As tsunami struck on the day
after Christmas, all the fishermen who
had gone on long trips had come back
home.

> The fishermen and others who were at

the sea shore watched the unusual rough
tides but did not realize the significance;
instead, they became more curious and
went closer to the sea.

> People who became alert at the first wave
and ran away, escaped. Others who went
close to the sea, got caught in the second
wave and were swept away by water.

> Many of the dead bodies were found near
the cemetery of the village as it is a low
lying area.

> The schools and churches accommodated

the affected people who escaped the
disaster.

Women at the Focus Group Discussion in
Kanyakumari

Immediate needs

> The immediate needs such as food, water,



clothes, shelter and medical assistance

were provided by the government,
NGOs, local church, hospitals and the
public.

> The compensation and relief amount
given by the government reached people
immediately, which enabled them to gel
back to normal lifequickly.

> Initially, the immediate needs were met

in a haphazard manner. To avoid wastage
of supplies, the village committees and
local churches introduced tokens/cards

for identification, which was useful.

Recovery and Reconstruction services
> Temporary shelte-ts were provided

immediately by the government to all the
affected people.

> Someof the affected people got their
houses repaired over a fortnight, with the
assistance given by the NGOs.

> People who lived in rented houses did
not get any benefits. Also, those who
lived in joint families were treated like
all others (the same type of house was
provided).

>The village roads and lights were repaired
immediately.

> In Melamanakudy village, the village
committee was involved in deciding the
modality of distributing services. One
of the NGOs adopted the village and
worked with the village committee. To
avoid duplication of services, oilier NGOs
left the village and focused on other
places.

>The fishermen who worked for daily
wagesdid not get any livelihood
assistance by the governiiient.The owners
of the boat and catamaran were given
assistance to compensate the loss.The

government focused on the fishermen
community and provided livelihood-
related assisiance-.

• The other workers and people involved
in related work were not considered for

any lypeof assistance by the government.
Some of the shop keepers and odier
workers who had small businesses were

supported by NGOs to restart their living.
> Also, many people lost jewels and

other valuables and did not any get
compensation.All the affected people
were given reliefmaterials including food
items, cash and basic household items.

> Park / Play areas for Children were
constructed by the government in these
coastal villages.

> No specific assistance was given to the
PWDs by any organization

> oAll the participants said diat they were
dependent on other family members for
survival.

Specific problems faced by women
> All the participants said that diey were not

part of any SHG as they could not afford
to save with the meager incomes earned.

> In the relief camps, there were problems
related to privacy and
toilet facilities.

Recommendations

> Awarenessand training on disaster
preparedness

> More than one route for coastal villages lo
be formed lo enable escape to safer areas
at limes of emergency.

> Bus frequency to be increased.
> The unused and unwanted wells and pils

in the villages to be closed.
> Need for rescue forces and toilet facilities.
>Alternate livelihood option for die

affected people who could not continue
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fishing/selling fish

> Pension for the affected families/

individuals

• Educational assisiance for children with

disabdities

> Reservation for people with disabilities in
education.

>Continuing medical carefor the affected
people and recheck-up medical camps to
be organized

> Provide women-friendly, disabled-friendly
relief camps.


